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Ilium 2000-2001
light shine
What makes Taylor University different from any other school? We share a few things in common
with other colleges: we major in areas like English, chemistry or business; we rely on Easy Mac to get
us through late-night study sessions; we experience feelings of happiness, pain and indifference ...
just like other students. The only thing different about Taylor is we shine.
"O Lord God of hosts, restore us; cause your face to shine upon us, and we will be saved." Psalm
80:19
You can see it all around campus. It was in the ring-downs, the Chapel services and on Barb's face
when she scans your meal card at the Dining Commons. It was in the Men's Conference, the
B.Y.O.C. get-togethers and the group that met on the hill at 6:00 p.m. to pray. The SAC events dis-
play it, prayer requests before classes too - we illuminate.
... in whose case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelieving so that they
might not see the light of the gospel of the glorv of Christ, who is the image of God." 2
Corinthians 4:4
What makes this year at Taylor different from any other year? A few things change each year: faculty,
hairstyles and voice mail . . . but very little significant change takes place. The only thing that sets the
2000-2001 school year apart from any other year is that it was our year.
These 224 pages attempt to portray a year in the life of Taylor University. The students were the
inspiration for these pages. You let your lights shine.
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Sophomore Adam Becker practices weld-
ing for the TU SAT 1. Taylor is the first
undergraduate institution to have built a
fully functional satellite, (by Heather Barnes)
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A campus safety officer directs junior Paul
Wagner in the 5K race the morning of
Taylathon. Over 50 runners participated in
the 8:00 a.m. race, (by Ben Reed)
The PROBE players after the annual Welcome
Weekend square dance. The square dance is a tradition
in welcoming the incoming freshmen to Taylor, (by Ben
Reed)
Sandra McCracken provided the entertainment for the
first coffeehouse in the Union of the year. McCracken
would join Nichole Nordeman and Derek Webb later
this year, (by Bryan Smith)
The Penthouse boys cheer on the football team during
Homecoming weekend, (by Bryan Smith)
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The SAC Art Fest, held in the Union, gave student the
opportunity todisplay their artwork in a coffeehouse
setting, (by Jenni Smith)
The Nativity scene, located between the library and the
Dining Commons, is a subject of controversy between
Campus Safety and students. This year, the scene stayed
intact during the Christmas season, (by Bryan Smith)
Heather Baker and Nate Becker enjoy each other's com-
pany at the first annual Taylor Sounds Valentine's ban-
quet, (by Bryan Smith)
The annual March Madness night in the Dining
Commons allows students to play basketball and win
prizes while enjoying food like hot dogs and popcorn.
(by Jenni Smith)
On Grandparents' Day, freshman Brooke Puckett and
her grandparents, the Ogdens, listen to the sounds of
the Symphonic Band, as they perform an outdoor con-
cert in front of Rupp. (by Ben Reed)
Senior Jeff Boutwell plays his guitar in the talent show
in late May. (by Ben Reed)
A Grille employee grills hamburgers for the annual
Senior Day at the Grille. Seniors ate cotton candy and
snow cones with their lunch, (by Ben Reed)
The sophomore team tries to pull its way
to a victory in the SAC-sponsored tug-
of-war. A different competition each day
made up the Olympics, (by Jenni Smith)
Dr. Tony Evans spoke at the final chapel of the year on
Taylor University on Friday, May 18. (by Bryan Smith)
. eeks of hard work came together in a rush of lights and music on the stage of
Rediger Chapel during Airband 2000. "Survivor" was the theme for Airband
2000 with skits echoing the voyeuristic summer television hit. Professor Daryl
Charles along with students Chris Hill, Rebecca Trego, Ja'Niece McCraw, Josh
Goad, Tracy Hale and Dan Bubar starred in the skits, all competing to be the last
one on the island.
Before doors opened, more than 300 people stood in a line snaking around the
chapel and down the street.
Second West Olson won the overall awardfor best performance with its rendition
of "Devil Went Down to Georgia. " Second East Wengat^'s jimmy Buffet perfor-
mance took second place with Second English'sfuturistic-techno act placing third.
Seniors shared a nostalgic view of Airband 2000. "It was a great memory to make
with all my friends," senior Maggie Saladay said. The seniors, adorned in authen-
tic 1970s attire and not-so-authentic wigs, set the recordfor number of participants
in a single Airband act with more than JO seniors performing in an exhibition act
of Saturday Night Fever's "Stayin' Alive."
Second West Wengat% took the audience back to the time when there was no
PlayStation 2 or Sega Dreamcast, just good, old-fashioned Nintendo. Regular. 8-
bit. "Super Mario was the highlight of the evening," said junior Julie Cooper,
whose opinion was shared by many who viewed Airband 2000. That act left the
crowd screaming when it was finished, and chanting "Ma-ri-o! Ma-ri-o!" when it
came timefor the judges to vote on the winner.
Commercials entertained the audience between acts with spin-offs from popular
companies. Walt Campbell, Richard Allen Farmer and the DCs Mickey starred in
a Budweiser-esque commercial immortalizing the phrase, " ...reading the LTC,
drinking a slush... true, true."
By Nicole Schul%
1) Kate Oates (by Rod Miller) 2) Mike Rivera (by Rod Miller) 3) Dr. Charles and Josh Goad (by Rod Miller) 4) Hannah Fielden (by Jenni
tith) (Opposite Page) Brad Russell and Chris Shively (by Noel Schutt)
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s1) Kory Russell and Dan Grise (by Abbey Boyd) 2) Matt
Poorman and Mike Poornian (by Jenni Smith) 3) Jenna
Pashley (by Jenni Smith) 4) Tim Koons (by Abbey Boyd)
J) TimMovido (by Abbey Boyd) 6) RyanJames (by Abbey
Boyd)
7) Courtney Conroy and Courtney Taylor (byAbbey Boyd)
8)Troy Zimmerman (byJenni Smith) 9) AdamAshqff (by
Abbey Boyd) 10) Jonah Attebery (by Jenni Smith) 11) Jay
Aquiui (by Abbey Boyd)
/Cowgirls and rock stars claimed the stage at Rediger Chapelfor '90s Night,
an evening dedicated to popular music during the 1990s.
Modeled after the Animal Planet series "The Crocodile Hunter, " the SAC spon-
sored event marked the attack from down under.
As the crowd gathered outside in anticipation, final preparations were made to
the set, including mock vegetation and a large "Animal Planet" sign hanging in
the background.
Audience members were greeted by the event's core band, featuring Jay Aquila,
Mike Poorman and Matt Poorman on vocals, Doug Harbin on guitar and Jeremy
Heavey on drums.
"I was very impressed with the musical talent that we have here at Taylor,"
Harbin said.
Dan Anger, posing as the Crocodile Hunter, made his grand entrance by escap-
ingfrom the jaws of a 2J-foot alligator. Sporting safari attire and an Australian
accent, he entertained the audience with skits and humorous commentary
throughout the evening.
Between skits, a total of 12 acts ranging from dc Talk and Pearl Jam to Kris
Kross and the Beastie Boys hit the stage gaining wild applausefrom the audience.
Each of the acts were a live performance of a song written and released in the
1990s. According to Anger, 3J to 40 acts tried out, but due to the time limit, SAC
members were limited to 12 acts.
"We had a great time doing something we loved and also gave the student body
a good laugh in the process," said Chuck Doyel, lead guitarist of the group acting
as the Gas City police force and performing the Beastie Boys' "Sabotage."
With a number of unique acts, the contributions of the student body and SAC
provided a night of stellar performances and an all-around great live music expe-
rience.
By Leslie Bradford
U
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"
~WJfomecoming weekend is always a special occasion on our campus, and this
JL JLyear was no exception, " said Marty Songer, director of alumni relations
and homecoming chairperson of Taylor University's Homecoming 2000.
Class reunions, food, packedparking lots and the annualfootballgameflavored
this year's Homecoming, bringingfamily andfriends togetherfor a time of cele-
brating, sharing and recalling past time spent at Taylor University.
The theme of thisyear's Homecoming was "For Such A Time As This, " based on
Esther 4:14b: "And who knows whetheryou have not come to the kingdomfor such
a time as this?"
Homecoming committee members were selected and began meeting early in the
spring of 2000 to prepare for the gala event. Co-directors Mandie Cullen and
Robert Cosgrove, both seniors, coordinated the weekend's events including the
annual JK Run/Walk. Cosgrove also was elected Homecoming king with senior
Laura Burket as queen.
To make it specialfor the current students and those alumni who returnedfor the
weekend, the JO-member committee split into various areas of the weekend that
included court elections, the coronation event, outdoor decorations and the alum-
ni brunch.
The outdoor decorations committee rose early Friday morning to blow up sever-
al hundred balloons to decorate various areas of campus. Saturday morning, the
group worked to refresh the previous day's decorations.
Weather cooperated with the weekend's variety of activities, ensuring that each
age group hadfun and remained comfortable.
Events came to a close on Sunday morning with a worship service in Rediger
Auditorium where new university President Dr. David Gyertson spoke.
By Leslie Bradford
Homecoming
1) Josh Westerfteld (by Jim Garringer) 2) L-R Ashley
Coutant, Hannah Felix, Miranda Kirk, Danielle Walker
(Photo provided) 5) L-R Jeremy Russell, John Wittig,_ Ben
Chacko, Josh Bryson, Dennis Wl
provided)
4) Molly Wright (Photo provided)
heeler, Matt Docter (Photo
Parents
1) Ryan Rentier andpar-
ent (byJenni Smith)
2) Cathy McClanathan
andparents (by Jenni
Smith) 3) Matt Cowgur
andparent (byJenni
Smith) 4) Stephen
Becker, Nate Becker and
parents(byJim Garringer)
J)Janelle Gomes, Chris
Bierdeman andparents
(byJenni Smith) 6) Kyle
Martin andparents (by
Jenni Smith)
e k e n d
" Ik /foney, keys, and wallet, and no one gets hurt!" It's not a hold-up or mug-
JL rJLging, but a common conversation between a Taylor student and theirpar-
ents during Parents' Weekend eachyear.
On the second weekend in October, students hosted theirparents on campus. For
junior Tara Woodrum it meant seeing her entirefamily in the same placefor the
first time since summer.
Tara and her sister Melissa, afreshman at Taylor, live in Blue Ridge Summit,
Penn. Herparents andyounger sister, Leah, made a nine-hour drive to spend the
weekend with the sisters.
It was a weekend offun-filled activities such as shopping together andfor many,
a pilgrimage to Ivanhoe'sfor dinner and ice cream. "It was really good to see my
entirefamily all togetherfor once, " Tara said.
"It is thefirst time that the wholefamily was herefor this weekend. We signed
up to do various activities, but it was morejust spending time together," Woodrum
said.
Woodrum 's 10-year-old sister, Leah, now wants to attend Taylor aftergraduating
from high school. Leah told her sister, "Taylor is the best school and ifyou went
here, then I want to go here too.
"
For students whose parents are overseas missionaries and cannot come to
Parents' Weekend, Mu Kappa and the International Student Society sponsor
Orphans' Night. "It is an activityfor missionary kids andfor anyone else whose
parents live toofar away to come, " said Bethany Taylor, member of Mu Kappa.
Taylor's parents are missionaries in the Philippines, and have never been able
come to Parents Weekend Orphans' Nightgave her a chance to relate with others
in similar situations. The event took place in the gym and included open gym,
exoticfoods, and all-night movies shown in the racquetball courts.
By Leslie Bradford
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The Upland Helping Hand, similar to Goodwill, but benefitting
our community, (by Ben Reed)
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The only pizza place in town, T.O.P.P.I.T. (by Ben Reed)
Taylor University: located in the heart of Upland, Ind.
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Taylor
Christian recording artists perform for student!
The
Normals
The Normals, recently gaining recognition in the Christian
music industry, visited Taylor University during the
National Student Leadership Conference 2001. Don and Lori
Chaffer of Waterdeep, who have given numerous concerts at
Taylor in the past, opened for the Normals. Fans of the
Normals admire them for their strong Christian commitment,
intellectually stimulating lvrics and modern musical style, (photo
courtesy of Normals promotional material)
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Nichole
Nordeman
Nichole Nordeman, one of today's top Christian
solo artists, performed for a crowd of more
than 300 Taylor students in the Union last May.
Nordeman was joined by Sandra McCracken and
Derek Webb, of Caedmon's Call. Nordeman's eclectic,
folksy concert was part of SAC's spring concert series.
(by Jemii Smith)
Bebo
Norman
Anative of South Carolina, Bebo Norman played for a crowd sit-ting shoulder-to-shoulder in a packed Union. Known for his soft,
folksy style, Norman played songs from old albums and previewed his
newest album, Ten Thousand Days. Norman paused between songs to
share heartfelt messages with the crowd, asking the audience to con-
sider sponsoring a Compassion International child. Residents of the
Brotherhood made Norman feel at home with a rowdy cheering sec-
tion complete with homemade signs and a promise for a post-concert
Taco Bell run. (by Bryan Smith)
Nostalgia Night 2001 took audience members back to a time period the}' never lived in, while providing
musical entertainment for the Taylor student body. What is it about songs like Simon and Garfunkel's
"Mrs. Robinson," and the Rolling Stones' "Paint it Black" that produce a feeling of nostalgia within us — even
though they debuted long before we were born? In the spirit of The Wonder Years, the music of yesteryear took
the Rediger Chapel stage with energy and excitement.
"[The music at Nostalgia Night] is my favorite kind of music," said senior Erin DeBlander. "It's just good,
quality music; it's not like that with music today."
Nostalgia Night highlighted pre- 1980s songs and included many sing-along classics. Rusty Bray was the
"Piano Man," a nod to Billy Joel's 1970s hit. Senior Angela Swartzendruber and Sophomore Mark Guinn per-
formed John Denver's "Leaving on a Jet Plane," complete with suitcase in hand. Chris Jones performed the
Beades' "Norwegian Wood," accompanied by the unique sounds of the sitar. Senior Dinty Musk, complete
with black wig, played the part of Tom Jones singing "It's Not Unusual." Associate Professor of Philosophy
Jim Spiegel performed his own generation's music with Norman Greenbaum's "Spirit in the Sky."
Between musical acts, never before seen movie out-takes spoofed classic movies. Jamie Ostrander played an
Irish leprechaun in The Wizard of 0~ and Big Bird joined the evil flock of terror in Alfred Hitchcock's The
Birds. The Incredible Hulk made an appearance in The Good, the Bad and the Ugly; while a Jewish rabbi traveled
aboard the Millennium Falcon in Star Wars. Senior Vinnie Manganello created the movie out-takes using a blue
screen, and adding the unlikely characters.
Nostalgia Night is the third of the musical/variety shows put on by Taylor each year. Though our genera-
tion didn't grow up listening to Elvis, Styx or ABBA, their music will continue to be celebrated by the Taylor
student body each year.
By Nicole Schulz
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1) Ali Maffey and Jacob Oerhig (by Jenni Smith) 2) Dr. Jim Spiegel (by Jenni Smith) 3) Brian Munz (by Jeni/i Smith)
/nriru SAT 1
Students develop satellite for third-world countrie;
This year, the physics department undertook a project never
before attempted by an undergraduate institution. They
sought to make Taylor University the first school to ever build and
launch a satellite, and they're doing it with very little funding. TU
SAT 1, as the satellite is called, will provide e-mail communication
for missionaries in third world countries that do not have that capa-
bility. Due to the high cost of commercial satellite systems, few are
made available for third world populations. Satellite communica-
tions will be accomplished with ham radios.
This project has the potential to give Taylor University, the
physics department and the students involved increased visibility at
an international level. The TU SAT 1 team believes this project will
attract more top students and build academic stature for Taylor.
The project began in October 2000 and is expected to be com-
pleted by July 30, 21)01. At this time the equipment will be taken to
Stanford University, which is coordinating the launch of Taylor's
and 20 other schools' satellites. At Stanford, the satellite will under-
go stringent testing to ensure that it can withstand the rigorous
flight to space, and orbit properly.
The satellites will then be taken to Kazakstan and inserted into a
Russian rocket to be launched into orbit in May 2002. The satellite
will orbit 400 miles above earth and will take approximately 97 min-
utes to complete a single orbit.
Dave Prentice, the project manager, expressed his gratitude and
praise to the students who worked on the satellite.
"I am impressed by the caliber of students working on this pro-
ject ... they put in long hours with little sleep," Prentice said.
Jacob Oehrig, the student leader for the project, added that the
team has become a "big huge family."
Most of the students who are working on the development of the
satellite are receiving no class credit.
"They are volunteering their time to develop an e-mail satellite for
missionaries because their drastic need for reliable communica-
tion," Jeremy Schea said, the CPU/Microcontroller team leader.
By Karen Penner and Brandon Miquel
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Adam Becker, Dave Voss, John Voss, Jeff Kolb, and Andy Piatt (by Heather Barnes)
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Callie Kaphaem, a junior elementary education
major, uses the ETC to paint a visual aid for a
class project on the "Ring of Fire." (by Ben Reed)
T.igVithmise.
"God changes you in little ways," said DaraJohnson, after experiencing God's hand work-
ing in her life during her stay in India this J-term. Many
Lighthouse team members said, the impact and experi-
ence of Lighthouse not only affected those they minis-
tered to but themselves as well.
This year, Lighthouse teams went to India, Kenya,
Ireland, Bolivia, and the Czech Republic, the latter two
being new additions for 2001. Students spent their time
taking part in service projects, one-on-one evangelism
and discipleship, community r^-
outreach and sharing their
faith through the performing
arts.
The purpose of these trips
was two-fold: to minister and
show the love of God to peo-
ple of different nations and
to expose Taylor University
students to the missions field,
teaching them how to minis-
ter on a global level.
Students decided to go on
Lighthouse trips for a variety
of reasons. Some had never been on missions trips
before and saw this as an appropriate time to take
advantage of such an opportunity. Others saw God call-
ing them to be a part of this ministry. Johnson recalled
saying she would never do missions. The Lord changed
her heart on the matter when it came time to apply for
Lighthouse last spring.
As the days ticked down to departure, team members
experienced a spectrum of emotions. While sometimes
feelings of fear, anxiety, and apprehension over-
whelmed each student, their excitement and anticipation
for the trips could not be extinguished. Annie Catron, a
junior and part of the Bolivia team, said that she was
worried about what would be required of her and did
not know if she would be able to do it. Looking back on
her Lighthouse trip, she was amazed and grateful for
how God had calmed her reservations and answered
prayers.
30
Following the Lighthouse experience of serving
Christ for three weeks on the mission field, the teams
returned enthusiastic about how they had seen God
work in the lives of the missionaries, the people they
ministered to, and themselves.
"I am thankful for the things I previously took for
granted, and I became more excited for what God has
for me later in life in ministry," said sophomore Michael
Kaspar. He was encouraged and challenged to become
a better steward of his mind after talking to a young,
Kenyan boy whose thirst for
knowledge astounded him.
Through the India
Lighthouse trip, God gave
Johnson a love for the Indian
people. "I think about them
all the time," she remarked.
With confidence and the
assuredness of God's direc-
tion for her future, she said,
"I'll be back."
Johnson learned many things
from her experience in India,
but the most significant les-
son dealt with remaining in God's will. During an
encounter with another team member, she was led to
read Jonah 2. "God was calling me to cling to Him and
I needed to submit to His will," she said. She stopped
running away from God's will and relinquished her fears
and anxieties about future mission work to the Lord.
By showing people of all nations God's love given to
humanity through Jesus Christ, Lighthouse obeyed
God's high calling to share His word. Although a major-
in- of the students knew they may never see the seeds
they sowed in foreign countries grow, they were still able
to reflect on the impact that God, through the
Lighthouse experiences, made in their own lives. "My
satisfaction with the trip wasn't because of what I did
there but was because God wanted me there and was
present there," Annie Catron said.
By Courtney Peters
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This page: Sarah Hinkle, Kendra Cunningham, and Elizabeth
Davies (photo courtesy of Jenny Collins)
Opposite page: Anrela Gordon (photo courtesy of Jenny Collins)
\ This page: Lexie Babinec (by Jeff Bonfire//)Opposite Page : Top, Lindsey VanderW'oude (photo provided by Lir,I aiiderW'onde); Bottom, Alaska Service Team (photo pronded)
For most of the country, spring break evokes images
of college students flocking to Florida, Mexico or
the Caribbean to party. But every year, hundreds of
Taylor University students set themselves apart during
Spring Break by travelling all over the world for mission
trips. Taylor World Outreach sent teams to Honduras, the
Dominican Republic, and
Alaska to serve, while Habitat
for Humanity sent groups to
New Mexico and Texas.
The Honduras group
worked on a model city pro-
ject run by the Miami-based
group Project Teamwork.
When completed, this model
city will have 250 homes with
drinkable water. The Taylor
team worked with Hondurans digging trenches, laying
pipes, and building a water tower. The trip was physically
demanding, with temperatures pushing 100 degrees and
seven-hour days of carrying cinder blocks and digging
trenches. "It wasn't until Friday that we realized how
much God had worked through us, and how much we
had accomplished," said junior Brian Keller.
The group that went to the Dominican Republic bal-
anced service with personal interaction with Dominicans.
They helped renovate a Christian school, as well as work-
ing in the mountains with impoverished Dominicans and
interacting with children at a boarding school for
Americans.
Dean of Chapel Dr. Richard Allen Farmer led the
Alaska team, whose primary focus was encouraging the
Christians and leaders who were already there. They
based themselves in a town, but each day they traveled
between fifteen minutes and
two hours to surrounding areas
to work. Dr. Farmer preached
to adults, while the students ran
a vacation Bible school for chil-
dren. According to junior
Aaron Beadner, "we did skits,
puppet shows, music, and
games, then we separated the
kids to talk about God and our
Christian faith."
The Habitat for Humanity groups helped build several
houses in New Mexico and Texas. They worked with
groups from the University of Minnesota and Pacific
Lutheran University, and were able to demonstrate their
faith through their attitude, work ethic and morning
devotions. "It was great to see how well Taylor students
could integrate with minorities. It's such a big issue here
at Taylor, and when we got there we were brothers and
sisters in Christ, not blacks and whites," sophomore
Annie Larson said.
By Brandon Miquel
Spring Break Servants
Five teams forgo the beach to help those in need
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Senior men lift their bike after their victory, (by Krycin Smith)
"<he sweat, blood, money and five weeks of 6:00 a.m. to take third place, his team shouldn't be discounted.
. practices all led to the moment of reckoning one "We had the potential and the mindset to go all the way,"
Saturday. From early on in the school year, many students he said.
eagerly await Taylathon to watch the combined total of Neither potential nor mindset stood a chance against
32 riders bike 256 laps. equipment malfunction in the juniors' race.
This year's Taylathon brought a mix of the usual and "Bike trouble is something you don't want at all," Junior
the not so usual. Following tradition, seniors took first biker Joel Michels said.
place. Breaking with tradition, freshmen fared well, plac- However, bike trouble is exacdy what the juniors had.
ing second. Sophomores placed third and the tough but The juniors reported trouble with their front tire,
ill-fated juniors came in last. describing a wobbling sensation.
Taylathon is a relay race with a team of eight bikers "We took it off and got a couple of laps down to every-
body," Michels said. "We
changed it and then it seemed to
run pretty well. And then near
a the end of the race that tire that
we put on the front ended up
blowing out."
The trouble with tires put the
juniors too far behind to recover
for a win.
The junior trikers made up for
c . , , i their counterparts' loss by takine
. .
senior team prayer (by Bryan Smith) r jo
zone is marked appropriately first place in their competition.
with a police-style outline of a body. "Emily Richmond had a really good start which helped
from each class. Each rider
completes eight laps around the
sidewalk, starting in front of
Nussbaum and heading north
around Ayres Memorial Hall.
The exchanges make Taylathon
more exciting than other relay
races. After a biker completes a
the next rider while still moving
at a high speed. The exchange
}
Senior racer Stuart Davis shared his team's secret to its us maintain the lead the whole time," junior triker Jessica
Saturday victory. "We knew that the competition was Kelley said.
going to be really tough and that it was going to come The senior trikers placed second, the sophomores
down to whoever ran the cleanest race. We knew that if placed third and the freshmen placed fourth.
we could run clean then we'd come out on top, and that's
what we did."
Despite a tradition of Taylathon disappointments, this
Kelley was glad to see a change made this year to
Taylathon concerning the girl's trike race.
"This year we felt better about the triker race because
year's freshmen team put up a good fight. Freshmen the points counted towards the Olympics," Kelly said,
racer Adam Hubert credits their success in part to the The juniors also won first place for their "Sound of
racers' experience with bikes, Jonathan Dylhoff boasting Music" class entrance. In the same competition, sopho-
the most experience. Dylhoff participated in a cross- mores placed second, seniors third and freshmen fourth,
country bike tour last summer with Youth for Christ, bik-
ing from Seattle to Delaware. By Wes English
Sophomore Ben Wickstra said that though it was hard
Jen Norris, Kristin Rupp, and Emily Richmond (by Bryan Smith) junior rider entering a turn (by Bryan Smith)
Com men cement
Commencement
Specifics
Commencement was held at 10:00 a.m. on
May 26 in the Odle Gymnasium due to
inclement weather.
The graduation was aired live in the
Rediger Chapel/Auditorium, due to a large
crowd in the gymnasium.
Degrees were awarded to 411 graduates in
49 majors.
Asbury Seminary president Dr. Maxie
Dunnam delivered the commencement
address. Dunnam has served Asbury
Theological Seminary as president since
1994. An accomplished author, Dunnam's
titles include Barefoot Days of the Soul,
Unless We Pray, That's What the Man Said:
The Sayings of Jesus and Dancing at My
Funeral.
This year's was the first commencement
presided over by Dr. David Gyertson, pres-
ident of Taylor University.
Laura Burket walks down the aisle after receiving her diploma (by Jenni Smith)
36
Steve Stahr receives his towel from Chancellor Jay Kesler (by Je/i/ii Smith)
At commencement, each graduate receives a diploma and a
towel. The diploma represents the students' completion of
the graduation requirements. The towel represents the life
of servanthood each is called to live.
37
|oan Calderwood receives her diploma from Dr. Gyertson. (by Jt'imi Smith)
Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations,
baptizing them to the name of the Father, and of
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
Matthew 28:19
Drew Bierlein and Adam Winner after graduation (by Jenni Smith)
;,1iS^
(by ]enni Smith)
P e o e
(by Ben Rted)
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You, O Lord, keep my candle
burning, my God turns my
darkness into light.
Psalms 18:28
41
Charting- rti^ Courseo
Dr. Gyertson's first year at Taylor University
'When your mother
and father forsake
you, then the Lord
will take you up."
Dr. Gyertson speaking at his inauguration (by Jenni Smith)
"I tell people about
my personal jour-
ney in the hope it
can benefit others."
Above: Dr. Gyertson at his innauguration (by ]mni Smith)
Opposite Page: Dr. Gyertson presiding over graduation (by jam/ Smith)
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Lesson in inspiration
The President of Taylor University was forsaken by par-
ents as a child, but his painful past helps him lead today.
Dr. Gyertson and Chancellor Jay Kesler discuss the job of University President before an audience
of students, (byJenni Smith)
Reprintedfrom Indianapolis Star, May 24,
2001
As the new president of Taylor
University, David Gyertson will
hand out diplomas Saturday — a situa-
tion that once would have seemed as
farfetched to him as biblical miracles
do to others.
Gyertson, 54, an ordained minister
in the Free Methodist Church, says he
has never doubted God. But he was
such a troubled, disconnected student
as a child that he didn't even graduate
with his high school class in Ontario,
Canada.
His volatile mother threw him out
of their home when he was just 13
years old. He often lived in the woods
near his hometown in Ontario, Canada,
where his alcoholic father had aban-
doned the family when Gyertson was
10 years old.
"Most of the guys I grew up with
are dead or in jail," he says. "At one
point, I just wanted to stay in the
woods forever.
"I have to struggle with my past
every single day," Gyertson says. "The
choice I have to make daily is, 'Am I
going to use it as an excuse, or can I
somehow use what I went through to
do good?'
In his early 20s, shortly after
Gyertson was ordained, he preached to
about 300 homeless men at Harbor
Lisht Mission in Toronto. Durintr the
service, a filthy, elderly man rose and
hobbled toward the platform where
Gyertson stood. The young man
instantly recognized him as his
estranged father. The incident led to a
reconciliation.
During a chapel service at Taylor
last fall when many students were
introduced to their new president,
Gyertson shared these details of his
turbulent early years.
"You could hear a pin drop," says
Jim Garringer, Taylor's director of
news services.
"We were blown away, absolutely
awed," says Steve Klipp, 22, a senior
and student body president.
"Dr. Gyertson showed incredible
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vulnerability," says Dan Bubar, 21,
also a senior. "He humbled himself to
us and made himself 'real' instead of
just a top bureaucrat."
Gyertson makes self-disclosure
seem easy, but he says it's not. During
an interview in his second-floor ofhce
in the Helena Building, Gyertson
came across as composed and analyti-
cal as he described his childhood.
Is it painful to share all of this
with new acquaintances?
"Very painful," he says. "I tell peo-
ple about my personal journey in the
hope it can benefit others . . . My hope
is adults will reach out to young peo-
ple the way that folks took the time to
care for me."
What resonated with him as a
teen-ager was a Psalm read by a Free
Methodist pastor who, with his wife,
"pulled me from the streets," as
Gyertson puts it.
While the young David Gyertson
was living with Marion and the Rev.
Jim Poynter in Ontario, he contemplat-
ed fleeing back into the woods, which
had been his previous home.
"No one really cares about me,"
Gyertson says he told the Rev. Poynter.
"Not my mother. Not my father."
That's when the minister pointed
him to a biblical passage, Psalm 27:10.
Gyertson, paraphrasing the verse, says
the words sparked a "moment of spir-
itual recognition" and a born-again
experience.
"When your mother and father forsake-
yon, then the Lord will takeyon up. "
Gyertson was born in Timmins, a
gold-mining city about 350 miles north
of Toronto. His father, Henry, was an
administrator for the Department of
Veterans Affairs but lost his job
because of his drinking.
"My father was a sad drunk,"
Gyertson recalls. "He would become
very depressed but never abusive. The
abuse came from my mother. ... I
remember her hitting him with an iron
skillet."
According to Gyertson, his moth-
er, Elizabeth, frequently announced
Dr. and Mrs. Gyertson are prayed over, (byjenni
that he was destined to become as
"worthless" as his father. He says the
"verbal abuse" escalated after Henry
Gyertson abandoned the family, which
also included a younger sister, Ann.
Elizabeth Gyertson was unable to
work because of severe rheumatoid
arthritis, so the family went on welfare.
Distracted by the strife at home, David
became a loner and a failing student.
But he says he was a "compliant, dis-
connected kid," not a hostile one.
"One day when I was 13, I came
home from school and my clothes were
out on the front lawn," Gyertson says.
"My mother wouldn't let me come in
the house. She had kicked me out."
He slept in the woods, but man-
aged to attend classes through his
senior year of high school. Even so, his
grades were so disastrous — Ds and Fs
in everything but music and industrial
drafting — that Gyertson was ineligi-
ble to graduate with his classmates.
At least, by then he was living with
the Poynters, not in the woods. With
their influence, Gyertson was accepted
on probation into a Bible college in
Michigan. While taking college classes,
he earned a high school equivalency
degree.
Struggling with whether to become
a preacher or an educator,
Gyertson was ordained and
obtained a doctorate in education
from Michigan State University.
He eventually felt "called" to
work with young people.
"I think my past." he says "predis-
poses me to find ways that I can
invest in young people."
The Poynters are deceased. So are
Gyertson's parents, who passed
away in the early 1980s.
David reconciled with his mother
and his father before they died.
He even preached at both of their
funeral services.
His mother had been considered
mentally ill for much of her son's
youth; at one point, she was hos-
Smith) pitalized and received shock treat-
ments.
Near the end of her life, however,
doctors told Gyertson that her emo-
tional difficulties probably were the
result of undiagnosed physical prob-
lems, including a thyroid condition.
"Neither my father nor my mother
wanted to discuss the past when I re-
established contact with them,"
Gyertson says. "I believe their cry, the
universal cry, certainly ///)' cry as a
young person, was Am I worth any-
thing?'
"
Dwight Jessup, Taylor's vice presi-
dent for academic affairs, says he was
aware of Gyertson's troubled youth
when he helped recruit him for the
presidency. Gyertson succeeded popu-
lar Jay Kesler, an author of family
advice books and Christian TV person-
ality— and now Taylor's chancellor.
"Jay Kesler used to get a standing
ovation every time he spoke in chapel,
and now David Gyertson gets that,
too," Jessup says. "He doesn't dwell on
the past except as it can be helpful in
the present."
By Nelson Price
of the Indianapolis Star Reporter
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Semester
The first semester of the Irish Studies Program was this us to share them with each other. Every Wednesday night
spring in Greystones, Ireland. 31 students, one Taylor before group, we had a time of student-led praise and worship,
professor and four family members made up the group that This time was very special in unifying the group in one spirit
left on January 12 on the "guinea pig" trip. Psychology pro-
fessor Vance Maloney helped to coordinate the program.
About 50 students applied for the trip; 32 were accepted.
We met weekly in the fall semester for two hours. This
allowed us to learn each other's names and become acquaint-
and preparing our hearts to share our lives in class.
During our time in Ireland, we were immersed in Irish cul-
ture. We saw three plays in Dublin each showing a different
aspect of Irish culture: Tartuffe, Big Maggie and Wired to the
Moon, all in Dublin. We also had the privilege of seeing a poet-
ed before leaving for Ireland, and gave us the familiarity we ry reading by Pulitzer Prize winner Seamus Heaney. For
"My life has
changed because
of this semester
trio."
Valentine's Day, we had our own version of a pick-a-date and
-^—
— went to a concert.
Our Ireland experience included trips to
many different counties and to all four
coasts of the island. Day trips include
Kilkenny, Monasterboice, New Grange,
Rock of Cashel, and Kildare. We visited
Galway, Cork, The Achill Islands, Waterford,
and Northern Ireland.
needed to grow together quickly.
While overseas, we had a few familiar eel-
ebrations to remind us of home, such as a
Super Bowl party, a NCAA championship
basketball game party two ring-downs, and
our own version of Airband. We called it
"Eire Band." Eire means "Ireland" in
Gaelic and is pronounced the same as "air".
Sundays, group members split up and
'
found a church best suited for each of them. I attended many While travelling, casdes were a frequent stop for our coach.
different churches, including a Presbyterian church that We kissed the stone at Blarney Castle and had a medieval din-
involved our group frequently in services. I also visited a sev- ner at the Bunratty Casde. In addition to casdes, we also visit-
eral evangelical churches, which are few in number around ed the Glendalough and Clonmecnoice monasteries.
Ireland. They have a burden for outreach to their friends, My life has changed because of this semester trip. I now
family and country. Only one percent of Irish people consid- know what is like to live in a foreign country. The bar is raised
er themselves evangelical Christians. for the quality of my friendships. I know what it means to be
Tuesdays, we had class from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. with deep with people and I won't settle for anything less in my
Robert Dunlop, a pastor. He taught history in the morning friendships at home. I have a renewed passion for seeking
and literature in the afternoon. Celtic studies and cultural psy- God's face daily It was important to leave all that is familiar and
chology classes were taught by Dr. Maloney. to live somewhere strange in order to find myself at these real-
A majority of the psychology class was what we fondly called izations.
"group," which was a time of sharing our lives with everyone.
As Dr. Maloney said, "We are our secrets." It was important for By Lisa Barber
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in Ireland
St. Kevin's Kitchen (by Jenni Smith)
Gregjohnson and Craig Lewis (photo provided by GregJohnson) Skelligs Summit (photo pro/'ided by Gregjohnson)
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We went to Russia to sing, but the sage portrayed in the texts of our songs
Russian people sang to us. They sang glowed on our faces. Certainly, we all
for us the song of Russian history, of pride agreed, the Holy Spirit has charged our
in a renewed country, of the true meaning souls with a spiritual energy for the pur-
of giving. We went to Russia to minister, pose of imparting this energy to the souls
but the Russian people ministered to us of the Russian audience,
with their amazing gifts of trinkets, songs, As described by many who went on the
hugs and hospitality. We went to Russia trip, just when we thought a day could not
expecting to change others, but found we be any more amazing, God would surprise
were changed instead. us the next day with something bigger and
Many members of the Taylor Chorale better. We came to a point where we
would admit to feeling expected miracles from
unprepared before going
"The Holy Spirit has °Uf L°rd ' W£ exPected
over to Russia. We felt * Him to show Himself
prepared musically, hav- Charged OUI SOlllS With strong in our weakness-
ing sung this repertoire
since last year, but spiri-
tually we felt unpre-
pared and overwhelmed.
Looking back on our
time in Russia, we see
that God used our weak-
ness and humility to
a spiritual energy for
the purpose of impart-
ing this energy to the
souls of the Russian
audience."
es.
Having returned from
such an amazing cross-
cultural experience, we
find that we have
received much more
from Russia than we
ever could have given.
show Himself strong. From the moment we Surely, none of us were expecting to leave
stepped off the plane, we were showered in Russia with so many new and beautiful
gifts and smiles, and we experienced friendships. Throughout our week in
unmatched hospitality. What made the Ykatrinburg, we not only had sweet and
Russians' gifts to us even sweeter was to deep fellowship with one another, but we
know that it was a tremendous sacrifice for met and spent time with Russian students
them to give anything beyond their means. who were eager to keep in contact with us.
In our frantic efforts to prepare for We left Russia also with a deep appreciation
Russia, one thing we did feel compelled to and love for music. Music had been the lan-
do was to cover the trip in prayer. Not only guage that everyone understood despite his
did the Chorale take rehearsal time to pray, or her native tongue, an element of unity
but also we asked so many others to inten- amid diversity. Music had allowed us to pre-
tionally commit to praying for our time in sent the light of the gospel, so beautifully
Russia. We feel this is what made the dif- contrasting the spiritual darkness and hope-
ference in our experience. lessness of the Russian society. But per-
By power granted to us by the Holy haps more than the new friendships and the
Spirit, many of our experiences can only be appreciation of music, we left Russia with a
described as supernatural. Our first evening new or renewed view of the vastness of the
in Ykaterinburg, Russia, we arrived at the God we worship. He proved Himself to be
concert hall exhausted, most of us running larger than a language barrier, more enor-
on four or five hours of sleep. That mous than the enemy of fear, and most
evening, the Taylor Chorale performed per- capable of uniting His people in love and
haps its best concert ever. Our sound was truth,
energized like never before, and the mes-
By Sarah Culp
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Tours Russia
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(Photos courtesy of Jeremy Dys)
Olympic Firework Display (Courtesy of API Worldwide Photos, Inc.)
Two Taylor students get a behind the
scenes glimpse at the Olympics
'ew things unite the world like the Olympics.
.
This year, the world's eyes were on the athletes
competing in Sydney, Australia. Much attention was
paid to the actual competitions, but there was much
that occurred before the events took place that was
ignored-including years of practice, training and tri-
als.
This year, Leah Rukes, a senior at Taylor University,
witnessed the Olympic athletes as they prepared for
Sydney at the ARCO Olympic Training Center in
California. The center is one of three Olympic-
training facilities in
the United States.
Rukes was an admin-
istrative intern with
media relations all
summer, and was
invited to"" stay until
the Olympics con-
cluded in order to
maintain the pro-
gram's success. Her
responsibilities
included fielding
media requests and
organizing press
interviews for the
athletes. Rukes said ARCO Olympic Training Cen
her favorite experi-
ence over the summer was working so closely with
the United States softball team. One of her best
days was when she was helping Dot Richardson, a
member of the Olympic softball team, pack for
Sydney, and Richardson showed her gold medal
from the Atlanta games to Rukes, and even let her
try it on. "So few people get to be that near to some-
thing that special," said Rukes.
While Rukes was able to work alongside the ath-
letes as they prepared to compete in Sydney, anoth-
er Taylor student had a very different Olympic
experience. Stevimir Ercegovac, of Croatia, quali-
fied for the Games by throwing the Olympic-quali-
fying shot put standard of 64' 7" in June of 1999 at
the World University Games in Barcelona.
Though Ercegovac didn'.t have his best throw at
the Olympics, his 18.98 meters (62'), was still good
enough to earn him and his country twenty-fourth
place in the men's shot put. Like most of the shot
putters throwing in this year's Olympics,
Ercegovac's throw
was several feet shy
of his personal best.
His Taylor coach,
Chris Coy, wasn't
disappointed. "This
was Taylor's first
Olympian, and we
learned how this
works. Now, we
want to go back,"
Coy says. A return
to the Olympics is
?',<_' likely for Ercegovac;
no Croatian shot
hoto provided by I^eab Rj/kes)
putters can compete
with his throws.
When Ercegovac
ago, he was consistently
throwing 59 to 60 feet. Coy says Ercegovac is now
averaging 64 to 65 feet per throw. "If he improves
the same amount in the next two years, we could be
looking at something big," Coy says.
By James Mikolajczyk, reprinted from Taylor
Magazine, Winter 2001
, n December 4, 2000 more than 50 women and one
six-year-old girl had no less than 10 inches cut off
their foot-long or longer hair. After months of tedious
hair growing, the donation day finally came as the women
congregated at Medusa Salon in Broad Ripple, lnd.0, for
the event. Throughout the day, they contributed more
than 70 feet of hair to Project Hair, a non-profit organi-
zation. Project Hair makes wigs for women and children
suffering from clinical hair loss due to medical conditions.
12 ponytails are needed to construct one wig.
In addition to students, Taylor employees Jen
Moeschberger, Swallow Robin hall director, and Sara
Oyer, Olson hall director donated hair.
The salon, which is normally closed 'on Mondays,
remained open for the occasion. Each participant received
a free haircut and styling, valued at $60. "Each year we try
to do something to help out during the Christmas sea-
son," said Tony Donnelly, a stylist at Medusa.
Throughout the day, many radio stations broadcast the
story as well as camera crews from WTHR Channel 13
and WRTV Channel 6.
Minde Young, the Taylor senior and mastermind of this
project, said she was happy with the attendance and
hoped to donate more hair in two years.
By Abby Rice
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Rebekah Burtness studies in the sun
outside Olson Hall, (by Ben Reed)
For 92 men of Wengat% Hall, the weekend trip to Long's Peak, Colo,
in early September represented a corporate step toward unity and
personal steps toward self-understanding. Personal weakness became evi-
dent in the process of discovering brotherly strength as the men of Wengat%
Hall were pressed physically, mentally and emotionally.
Jim Wolff, database administratorfor Taylor University, joined the men
on the climb despite physical limitations. "For the main part of our jour-
ney, ourfocus was simply to help Jim reach the boulderfield. I don't think
any of us realised what we were accomplishing until we got there and saw
the look on hisface. The memory of that day continues to push me to work
on my weak points and to rely on the strength of others, " said team leader
Dan Jacobson.
Many men encountered disappointment as they realised that despite men-
tal stamina and spiritual strength, their bodies could not climb beyond a
certain point. Most of those who suffered from altitude sickness turned
around at "the Keyhole, " representing a hike over 12 miles of highly rugged
terrain, including the "Bolder Field" which consists of car-sis^ed boulders.
Others experienced a supreme sense of exhilaration as they witnessed the
raw beauty of God's creation untainted by man. This was affirmed through-
out the day in a gorgeous sunrise at the completion of a 16-hour challenge.
The most important lesson learned was the value of community and the
strength that can befound in a unified effort.
Thefocus of the men was predominantly on the person of Jesus Christ and
his ability to provide strength in our time of distinct weakness. Freshman
Matt Flanagan said, "Although it was one of the hardest things I've ever
done, it was also one of the mostfulfilling.
"
By Chris Fennig
TwistedBoulders
Long's Peak was an incredible
experience. The hike was a
great time of bonding with wing
mates while pushing ourselves
mentally, physically, and spiri-
tually.
Dan Matheson
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^4 great time for brotherhood,
especially with a bunch of guys
who weren't all used to being
around each other; facing a chal-
lenge as a team, and depending on
each other.
Jake Jones
photo by Chris Fennig
Culture Shock
International students adjust to life in Upland
Opposite Page:
(L-R) Rachel
Hepworth and
Gloria Pudaite
(by David Martinet)
This page: (L-R)
Darryl Tan, Efraim
Pfeil, Isaiah Koh,
Ami Shibuva,
Simeon Koh, and
Gloria Pudaite
(by Jen-Hao Chen)
Culture shock. It sounds sudden,
like it's there and gone before
you know it. In reality, culture shock
and adjusting to life in the United
States is a long, difficult process that
varies drastically from person to per-
son.
The term is used to describe the
impact of a culture that is radically dif-
ferent from a person's own culture. For
most, it's a matter of leaving the famil-
iar and normal, and adjusting to a cul-
ture that is unfamiliar and strange.
When he came to Taylor, Efriam
Pfeil, an MK from Venezuela, was
looking forward to getting involved in
Mu Kappa, a fraternal organization for
MK's that began at Taylor and now has
chapters on college campuses around
the country. Now a senior, Pfeil is
president of the Taylor chapter of Mu
Kappa. Like most MK's and interna-
tional students, there are aspects of
American life he struggles to under-
stand.
"I was shocked that there was a pet
cemetery in Marion," Pfiel said.
Bethany Taylor, an MK from the
Philippines, said, "The sheer amount
and variety of products in the grocery
stores here is still overwhelming."
On a more positive note, Ivan
Rugema, a Rwandan who lived in
Kenya and Germany, said, "I wasn't
expecting Taylor campus to have such
a beautiful setting."
But, a not unusual reaction to the city
of Upland, "I was amazed at how small
Upland is," said Sung Yeon Choi, a
Korean who lived in India.
Choi said it wasn't American culture
that was hard to adjust to; it was the
"Taylor Bubble" that was difficult.
"The way I adjusted was to hang out
with people who cared about the dif-
ferent person that I am, and with peo-
ple who are interested in and open to
global issues," she said.
Everyone reacts differently to
American culture. David Martinez, an
MK from Spain, said he had no prob-
lem coming to the United States, and
was looking forward to Taylor. Others,
like Ami Shibuya, from Japan, had a
harder time.
"I was not expecting to be the only
Japanese at Taylor. Not having my fam-
ily here and watching my roommate go
home when I had nowhere to go was
very hard," she said.
Adjusting to life in the United States
can be challenging, but it is not impos-
sible. Often when MKs and interna-
tional students go through drastic tran-
sitions like this they draw closer to
God and learn to rely completely on
him.
As an MK, I don't know if the
United States will ever really seem like
home to me, but I am content in know-
ing that God has a plan for me, and I
will go wherever he leads me.
By Rachel Hepworth, MKfrom 'Bangladesh
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Brewing espresso steams at the lumping Bean, located in
Senior Met
ping Bean, (by Hen Reed)
Heidi L'uoss, Mike Schueler, and Nate
Hoekenga play games while enjoying a night at
the Living Room in Muncie. (by Jciini Smilh)
hnca liruenjes and Lucinda Bergens drink coffee at Under the Fig
Tree. The Fig Tree closed during December 2000. (by liryan Smilh)
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Third floor Swallow Robin and dates at the Children's Museum of Indianapolis (Photo courtesy of Sarah Erickson)
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Tick-a-dates are an opportunity
to learn about someone in a
more casual setting.".
- Jeremy WilliamsF
The "pick-a-date," an event unique to Taylor University, is a popular way to meet new people and promote unity
among groups. They are held throughout the year by floors, wings, sports teams and organizations. Third
Floor English Hall's broomball pick-a-date, Third West Wengatz Hall's Octoberfest, and Third Swallow Robin's
Indianapolis Children's Museum pick-a-date are among the best-known on campus.
The broomball pick-a-date takes place at the Pepsi Coliseum ice rink in Indianapolis. "It was the most physically
strenuous pick-a-date I have ever been on," said sophomore Megan Ritter. The 150 participants took various
approaches to the game. Some took it seriously and tried to knock one of the several plastic balls into the hockey
goals with their brooms, while others ran around trying to knock their friends on the ice. "I usually got so excited
that I ended up knocking myself down on the ice," said sophomore Mark Schepperley "Broomball is the only pick-
a-date of the year that guys beg to go on," said Michelle Renich, Third Center English's PA, who helped in coordi-
nating the event.
Third West Wengatz holds the annual Octoberfest pick-a-date each fall. "Octoberfest is great because any girl
would love to go, and they don't find out who asked them until the day of the event. It is basically a guaranteed pick-
a-date with the girl of your choice," said freshman Andy Stevenson. This year, the day started with the women being
driven to Hartford City Square Courthouse where they used clues to uncover the identity of their disguised date.
From there the group drove to Andrew Fennig's farm, where the day's activities included carving pumpkins and
blowing them up with a shotgun. Couples were also invited to get lost in a multi-story hay maze and eat venison
from Third West residents' hunting trips.
A weekend in March marked a return to childhood for the women of Third Floor Swallow Robin Hall and their
dates. After lunch at Chuck E. Cheese, the group went to the Children's Museum of Indianapolis. The Children's
Museum provides a variety of hands-on learning opportunities in areas such as history, science and geography. "One
of the traditions on the pick-a-date is a game of tug-of-war with the statues outside the museum," said Third
Swallow PA Sarah Erickson.
Pick-a-dates are viewed by students differently as they get older. "Pick-a-dates are an opportunity to learn about
someone in a casual setting," said freshman Jeremy Williams. For freshmen and transfer students, these events allow
time to meet people from all over campus and get to know them without the pressure of a real date. Conversely,
some upperclassmen see pick-a-dates as "pick-a-mates," a phrase commonly used for pick-a-dates taken too seri-
ously. Despite the differing viewpoints, pick-a-dates are traditions that will carry on for years to come.
By Leslie Bradford
Pick- A-Pates
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Fitness
Runner and bikers (by Jemii Smith)
"I want to push myself farther than I think I can go.
-Ellie Halgren
??
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Runners hit their stride
Afitness phenomenon has seized Taylor students.Students can be found running at all hours of the
day and night around the loop or on the roads of
Upland. Taylor's fitness center is packed with people
stair-stepping or ab-crunching their way to peak phys-
ical condition. Staying fit seems to be at the forefront
of Taylor students' minds, whether it means taking a
weekly jog, or training for a bigger purpose like the
Indianapolis Mini-Marathon in May.
Many Taylor students compete in the Indianapolis
Mini-Marathon, part of the Indianapolis 500 festivi-
ties. For some students, the completion of the
marathon is a personal goal, while others use it as
training for an upcoming athletic season.
"It was something I never thought I could do, I've
never been much of a runner," said senior Mike
Green, who trained with roommate Steve Stahr for
the 2000 Mni-Marathon. "It was the greatest feeling
of accomplishment," Stahr said.
Junior Debbie Douglass is running the marathon in
2001 for personal achievement. "[I'm doing it] for a
sense of accomplishment. Last year I never thought I
would be able to do this, and now I actually enjoy
going out for long runs. An additional benefit is the
training it provides for next year's soccer season," she
added with a laugh. Senior Matt Brandenberger is run-
ning the 13.1 mile race because "my girlfriend is mak-
ing me ... of course, I also paid $40 and I don't want
to throw that away."
For some students, 13.1 miles is not enough. For
the ultimate challenge, a full-fledged 26.2 mile
marathon provides the perfect opportunity to push
physical limits. "I want to push myself farther then I
think I can go, and when I accomplish that it'll be one
of the most gratifying things I have ever done," said
sophomore Ellie Halgren. Running is a tradition in the
Halgren family, as her sisters Meg and Kate competed
on the Taylor women's cross country team. Because of
the distances run by her older sisters, Halgren has
been inspired to push herself beyond the limits of the
average Taylor runner.
Besides those training for competition or working
off a few pounds before spring break, students work
out for personal benefit. "It makes me feel good
about myself said freshman Brooke Kanitz.
Sophomore Allison Kura has made working out a per-
manent part of her lifestyle. She was an athlete in high
school and has carried that part of her life into her
college years as well. "Plus, when the weather turns
warm, I love to be outside running or rollerblading,
just enjoying nature."
Campus-wide, running has become a preferred pas-
time. Students have the desire to look and feel good,
whether marathon running is part of their plans or
not.
By Abby Rice
Skater (by Ben Reed)
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The Quest
for Truth
Youth Conference 2001
Small groups (by Jenni Smith) Youth Conference Cabinet (by Jenni Smith)
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•hen you will know the truth and
he truth will set you free" was the
theme verse for the 2001 high school youth
conference. This theme, The Quest for Truth,
involved skits starring Josh Olson as Indiana
Jones and his "sherpa friend" Danny Wallace
searching for the truth.
"A lot of hard work and prayer have gone
into this conference," said the Youth
Conference co-directors senior Kristy Reed,
senior Pete Von Tobel and the faculty direc-
tor Caryn Grimstead. Jacob Aranza was the
keynote speaker with Fishers Net as the wor-
ship team for the four large group sessions
throughout the weekend.
In addition to sessions with Aranza, there
was a game and entertainment night on
Friday, a choice of 19 workshops on
Saturday afternoon, an ice cream social and
Fishers Net concert Saturday night and dis-
cussion group meetings throughout the
weekend. Over 400 high schoolers and their
sponsors attended and 152 Taylor students
were discussion group leaders.
Jacob Aranza is a national youth communi-
cator who grew up in Houston, Texas' inner-
city ghetto. He was a troubled teen, but
turned his life around in eighth grade at a
school assembly when a speaker challenged
the students to say no to life's destructive
choices and to seek a spiritual foundation for
inner strength. Jacob took this challenge and
thus "influenced students whom few others
could have reached," his principle is quoted
as.
Since that conversion, he has spoken to
over five million students in public schools
across the United States, Europe, Africa and
Asia in addition to getting coverage on NBC,
ABC, CBS and CBN affiliates. Aranza has
been a guest speaker with the Billy Graham
crusade, Campus Crusade, Youth for Christ,
Focus on the Family, Promise Keepers and
the Christian and Missionary Alliance. He
has been asked to appear on the Oprah
Winfrey Show and Ricki Lake. He is the
author of five books in print, the founder of
Aranza Outreach and the chaplain of the
New Orleans Saints.
Fishers Net is a band from Anderson, Ind.
consisting of five members: Cliff Ritchev,
Darren Potuck, Mike Koch, Jeff McLaughlin
and Nathan Bennett. This band has been
plaving together for three years at rallies,
conventions, camps, festivals, youth func-
tions and churches throughout the Midwest
and as far as Texas. Their music style ranges
from high energy to reflective acoustic.
Their lyrics are originally written based on
personal experiences and their individual
walks with Jesus Christ.
Throughout the weekend it was hard to
keep a smile off of my face. I can't put into
words how thrilled I was to see God use all
of the planning and answer all of the
prayers. It was evident that God was present
and powerful in each activity - especially the
Saturday evening session where over a hun-
dred teenagers made some sort of commit-
ment for Christ. Youth Conference was an
amazing experience and it couldn't have
been executed without the great support of
our student body.
Bv Abbv Rice
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'ot only do college campuses turn out employees for the work-
force, but they also serve as breeding grounds for bands with
a huge potential. Groups such as Better Than Ezra, Jars of Clay, and
Hootie and the Blowfish started as college friends with a vision. Such
is the story of Model One, a band formed at Taylor in January 2001.
Model One consists of lead singer Troy Zimmerman, guitarists Andy
Cooper and Mark Guinn, bassist Stan Valiulis, and drummer James
Shortenhaus. All have previous band experience, but none as promis-
ing as their new venture, headed to stardom in Model One.
With their previous performing experience and some luck, Model
One had the opportunity to go to Nashville and record a demo CD.
With help from the band All Star United, Model One was able to
record at a lower cost than normal. According to sophomore Andy
Cooper, it was "a great experience, plus, we got to meet a lot of peo-
ple and hang out with All Star United."
Making a demo CD is very expensive and is usually what keeps most
bands from making it big, but with a connection to the drummer
from All Star United, they were able to record at a minimal expense.
Model One, with a modern pop/rock sound, plays original songs
generally written by lead singer Zimmerman. "God created a lot of
aspects of life," said Valiulis, so their songs are about a variety of sub-
jects, all with Christian undertones. Model One practices three to four
times weekly with a sprinkling of shows in between and on weekends
at places like the Java Hut in Portland, Ind., the Living Room in
Muncie. Model One performed their first concert at Taylor during the
2nd Semester study break
The name "Model One" was a collaborative effort. "We had a really
hard time with a name because there are so many bands these days ...
I suggested 'Model One,' and the rest of the guys liked it. It does
have a deeper meaning: that God should be the number one model in
our lives," said Valiulis.
With their first CD coming out, and the mounting interest of record
companies, Model One is excited about this experience, but not hold-
ing on to expectations. For more band information, future CDs, con-
cert locations and dates, be sure to visit their Web site at www.mode-
lonemusic.com.
By Abby Rice
Model One: on the road to a record deal
\ \
Mark Ci/iimi, Andy Cooper, James Shortenbans, Stan \ alinlis, Troy Zimmermau(pbofo courtesy of nntw.modelonemusic.e6um
Taylor students look for excellence in SBP
.
'ith the people of the United States so closely focused
' on America's leaders, it is hard to deny that Taylor
University is any different. Taylor is a microcosm of society, a
representative sampling of the larger American social system.
In this greater system, every word and action of the President
is extrapolated, extruded, and then reconstituted in an effort to
find mistakes. The American people are waiting for another
slip-up, and with good reason. Over the past 30 years, the
White House has been plagued with one scandal after another.
They want someone that can be trusted, respected, and is a
moral example. Voters want a President that has integrity. The
same can be said about the Taylor community. Whether it is the
President of the United States or Student Body President,
integrity matters.
"Integrity is being who we are in light of that truth we know
when no one's around, as well as being that same person when
everyone's around," Steve Austin, faculty advisor for TSO, said.
"Consistency... Consistency in sticking thorough (with) the
convictions that you have, no matter what," Steve Klipp, cur-
rent Student Body President, said.
"I think it's also being true to who you know you are and not
conveying any image that is different from who you really are,
in order for (putting up) a facade," Student Body President-
Elect Andrew Fennig said.
"The student Body President needs* to have strpng character
to resist a lot of the temptations that come with the position,
like pride. They need to adapt a lot of the skills that come with
integrity and character in terms of diplomacy and mediation,"
Austin said.
A vital part of TSO is the executive cabinet, including areas
such as SAC, Press Services, Leadership Services and the Faith
and Culture Cabinet, TSO's newest cabinet position. Leaders
are chosen for these positions because of their proven maturi-
ty in their field of interest.
"I don't have to say certain things. It's not like I have to mold
and shape hard-core. I get to polish it a little bit, because the
students already exhibit these traits," Austin said.
"He's chosen a great Cabinet. He's chosen people who have a
heart for their position. There's a couple of new positions on
the Cabinet next year and he's picked people that will definite-
ly fit the mold well," Klipp said.
Integrity is the main ingredient in the making of a Student
Body President, who serves as the leader over the entire TSO
If integrity was lacking in a President, the vision on TSO would
be lost, Austin said.
"I would say that we would have a trickle down effect, a loss
of vision for what we really should be about. I think the end
result would be not only a lack of excellence in programs.
Because if you're working to put an excellent program for the
right reasons, it seems like there's more motivation for that
excellence," Austin said.
Integrity matters. Student Body President-Elect, Andrew
Fennig, has made it a personal priority to be above reproach
throughout his presidency. Perhaps when today's student body
leaders infiltrate the halls of Washington, once again, integrity
will become a priority.
By Griffin Ott and Mark Woodring
Planning Fun
SAC provides weekly entertainment
This year, in addition to SAC's old standby
events - Nostalgia Night, 90s Night, and con-
certs - several new events were added. In anticipa-
tion of a particularly close presidential election, SAC
sponsored an "Election Festival" where students
were educated about the two presidential candidates,
as well as the various local elections in Indiana.
Freshman John Spenn thought "the panel members
presented the facts in an unbiased way. It was really
informative."
This year, SAC decided to forgo the romantic
atmosphere of the Dining Commons for the
Valentine's Day Banquet, and instead offered stu-
dents discounts at local restaurants. To try to sway
students' opinions of the quality of food at the
Dining Commons, SAC held an "Iron Chef" com-
petition. Taylor's head chef competed in a cooking
competition with chefs from several other local col-
leges. Each chef was given a set of ingredients to
work with, and had to create a dish with the ingredi-
ents. Taylor's chef won the competition.
Another new event this year was the "Date-a-
Match." Students were invited to fill out surveys that
describe their personality, and were then allowed to
buy a print-out of the names of students who are
similar to them. This was closely followed by
"Cosmic Bowling" at the newly-renovated Hartford
City bowling alley, so students could use their print-
out to find a date for Cosmic Bowling.
With these and a packed calendar of other events,
Student Body President-elect Andrew Fennig has
plans to streamline SAC. Fennig wants SAC events to
be goal-oriented. "I want to come up with a purpose,
then create an event to meet that purpose. I want
fewer but better events next year."
By Brandon Miquel
Above: Political ScienceProfessor Phil Loy voices his opinion during SAC's
Election Fest. The event included a faculty panel with Kimberly Spragg, Mike
Row and Loy. At a time when many Taylor students were faced with voting in
their first presidential election, the Election Fest served to offer students with
voting options, (by Bryan Smith)
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This page: Students clean the windows of a
downtown Upland building, (by Jim Garringer)
Opposite page: Students and faculty put a
fresh coat of paint on the sign welcoming
visitors to Upland, (by Jim Garringer) A
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Taking the plun
T.WO. offers chance to reach out to the community
j
"esus Christ's Great Commission in Matthew 28
tells us to "go and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit." Through Taylor World
Outreach (TWO), Taylor students go beyond the bor-
ders of Upland, Indiana and into the world to fulfill
this commission. Through the various branches of
TWO, students reach out to cities such as Marion and
Muncie, states across the country and nations in all over
the world.
Community outreach
provides students with
ministry opportunities
in the communities
around Upland. The
Community Plunge,
held in late August, had
the highest attendance
this year because of
PROBE class require-
ments for the fresh-
men. Freshman Perry
Onorio said that the
Plunge "inspired me to
be a servant to the
community." Upland
Town Councilman Michael Cooper appreciates the
Plunge as one of the best events integrating the Taylor
students and the community.
Another Community Outreach program is Realife, a
weekly ministry that works with approximately 1 00 ele-
mentary school children from Marion in a youth group
setting.
Other well-known ministries of Community Outreach
are Campus Life, Fellowship of Christian Athletes and
Kids Carnival. According to co-director Mike Kenney,
"Community Outreach involves more than 500 Taylor
students."
In addition to monthly trips to Muncie, Taylor's
Habitat for Humanity group sent teams to Texas and
New Mexico. They worked with local volunteers and
groups from other colleges in building houses for
underprivileged families. Co-director Leandra Phillips
said, "The team got along very well. We saw God's
provision in what we were doing, and it was encourag-
ing. Some of the more meaningful times came from
our interaction with
adults and children
from the community."
Through Lighthouse
trips, 80 students trav-
eled to Africa, Asia,
Europe and South
America to work with
existing ministries.
"Each project is
designed to bring the
students face-to-face
with the host culture as
they partner with on-
field ministries.
Students enter the cul-
ture as learners as they
visit important cultural sites and interact with children,
youth and adults in church, school and public settings,"
according to TWO's Web site.
World Opportunities Week presents Taylor students
with opportunities beyond what TWO offers.
Representatives from dozens of mission organizations,
seminaries, and summer camps present information to
students about what their groups do and opportunities
to serve during the summer or after graduation.
By Brandon Miquel and Abby Rice
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Tn Harmony
Taylor's music department makes a joyful noise
Taylor's Jazz Combo was joined for a con-
cert by Dommc Spera. Spera is an inter-
nationally recognized jazz musician, as
well as an honor graduate and Professor
Emiritus of Music from Indiana
University. He has composed more than
100 jazz band compositions, and two
Disney overtures, (by jenni Smith)
The Taylor University Symphonic Band is
a 40-member ensemble presenting a pro-
fessional-quality program of varied litera-
ture. They perform in chapel, at concerts,
and toured the midwest, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia during spring break. The band is
under the direction of Dr. Albert
Harrison, (by Jenni Smith)
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Mr. Webster defines harmony as a pleasing combination of
elements in a whole. The members of the Taylor
University music department have certainly achieved harmo-
ny this year in more ways than one. From an international
choral festival in Russia to senior recitals to jazz band extrav-
aganzas, Taylor musicians have sung, played, and performed
this year with unmatched passion and vigor. Although the
styles of music displayed by the students vary from jazz to
opera, from choral to instrumental, a unity is found in the
sweet harmonies of music and mission.
Musically, this has been an outstanding year for the depart-
ment. An invitation to an international festival sent the
Chorale to Russia, representing Taylor University for the first
time in part of the former Soviet Union. In response to this
visit, the Kamchatka Russian choir made Taylor University
their first stop in their tour of the United States.
Additions to this year's events calendar such as the Artist's
Series and the Orchestra's Concerto Competition brought
accomplished musicians to Taylor's stage in new ways. The
harmonies heard this year from around the world expanded
our musical horizons.
A final dimension of harmony in the Taylor music depart-
ment is in its mission - to share God's love and beauty
through music. Efforts to connect with others through music
such as the Symphonic Band's joint concert with high school
bands or the Taylor Sounds' evening with the Kokomo
Children's Choir reveal the increasing desire to be in harmo-
ny with our world. This ultimate, God-given harmony can be
seen through the tender harmonies of music.
By Sarah Culp
Russian Dancer (by Bryan Smith)
Kamchatka Choir (by Bryan Smith)
11
Sharon Roberts and Adam VanConant in
All I Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten.
This was Taylor's fall production and includ-
ed 1 1 cast members, (by Bryan Smith)
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Lynn Kenny applies stage make up to Brian
Peters before the opening night of The Trip
to Bountiful. Professor Jan Pletcher directed
the show in her Taylor theater debut.
Bountiful starred Adam VanConant, (en
Norris and Hilary Scott, (by Ben Reed)
The Boys Next Door debuted in February
2001. Boys focused on compassion and
understanding those with mild mental ill-
nesses. Josh Olson, Noah DeLong, Jason
Hillier, Mike Corrente, Matt Hoppe and
Sarah Culp starred in the show, (by Ren Reed)
All I Need to Know I Bountifully Learned Next Door
very Taylor show involves much preparation. For
weeks before performance, the director, assistant
directors, costumers, set designers, hair and make-up
artists anc d practicing
that are necessary for a successful show. Preparing for
the fall play, All I Need to Know I Learned in Kindergarten,
meant taking on a unique set of challenges— after all, it
is not just one play, but 23 vignettes all wrapped into one
performance.
Versatility was a primary concern. The set, costumes
and actors all served
many purposes. Each
member of the 11-
person cast narrated
scenes and played
multiple roles.
To give the show
consistency, director
Oliver Hubbard
encouraged the per-
formers to develop
stage personas based
on their own. unique
personalities. Junior
Katie Taylor
described what this
was like. "It's not a
character. It is a char-
acter. You're telling
[the audience] to pick up on. It challenges your range of
expressiveness."
Interaction with the audience was a third key element
to this play. Katie Taylor began each performance with a
comic routine in which she teased audience members
while she took their picture. "Katie recognized the audi-
ence immediately, explained things to them, and invited
them to participate in it," said Dr. Hubbard. Taylor
agreed about the importance of the audience's participa-
tion. "I'm supposed to be reacting off of them and feed-
ing off of them. It's
hard to practice when
the story as yourself,
Denences.
The cast of Kindergarten also explored new perfor-
mance techniques. The narration of various scenes
required story-telling skills and the ability to grab the
audience's attention and keep hold of it. "The most dif-
ficult thing was energy and story-telling style. The ten-
dency is just to stand up there and talk. You have to shape
what you're saying," said Dr. Hubbard, junior Dara
Johnson, another member of the Kindergarten cast,
explained "shaping" this way: "The scenes flow togeth-
er, so it's important for us to stress the things we want
Crew members faced
unique challenges as
well. Though cos-
tumes and make-up
were kept simple, the
set had to be a master-
piece of flexibility.
Dr. Hubbard and set
designer Cory
Rodehaver created a
set that could keep up
with the play's rapid
changes and still
"| embody the dramatic
theme that united all
parts of the
Kindergarten script
—
the theme of reflecting light into dark places.
All these details were set within the frame of a tradi-
tional theater proscenium scattered with props and cos-
tume items to create what Dr. Hubbard called "a work-
in-progress kind of feel." Hubbard sought this feel in
the hopes that it would help the audience connect with a
very different type of show. Despite a host of unusual
conventions, it did.
By Emily Glass


Reality
Challenging students to new heights
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Escape to Reality employee (Photo courtesy of Tom Andrews)
/ith an expanded ropes course, Escape to Reality is providing opportunities for students and people
outside the university to learn to act as a team.
The Escape to Reality challenge helps any group to develop into a cohesive team through planned, proven
team-building exercises. The program is customized for each group based on an assessment of each organiza-
tion's specific needs and goals.
The program can be completed in as little as three to five hours, or can be expanded to a three-day odyssey
that focuses on motivation, decision-maldng, commitment to organizational goals, critical thinking and
increased confidence. Participants learn to think under the stress of perceived danger while in the safe hands
of skilled trainers.
This year is the first year of Tom Andrews' tenure as director of the ropes course. Andrews is an experi-
enced challenge course facilitator, and has already begun to improve Taylor's course. His credentials include
having built or serviced more than 250 ropes courses since 1980, and designing manuals that document the
information needed for certification as a challenge course facilitator.
Andrews has degrees from Cornell University and Boston University, and has coordinated team-building pro-
grams at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and retrofitted a course in Belize. Since coming to Taylor, he
has doubled the number of high ropes elements in the course.
The Escape to Reality program is open to any group of seven or more people, but priority is given to groups
from Taylor. Several classes at Taylor utilize the ropes course facilities, particularly the Development Processes
in Leadership class that is required for PAs, DCs, and Probe leaders. This year, two new classes are offered
involving the ropes course.
One class fulfills a general education requirement, and is a fun way for students to learn about their own
strengths and weaknesses and how to act as a team. The other is a three-credit class that is an optional class
for a physical education major to receive a coaching endorsement. This class involves a weekend away from
Taylor and community service as part of the requirements.
By Brandon Miquel
Rscape to Reality participants (Photo courtesy of Tom Andrews)
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Seniors and art department forge new path
The seven deadly sins were displayed in
the Rupp Communications Arts Center
in November 2000. It wasn't an act of "how not
to live," but the subject of Noel Powell's senior
art exhibit. The art major may not be as large as
other majors on campus, but it possesses a
great passion that's fueling the construction of
a new art building to be completed by 2003.
The senior art exhibit is a "real-world" ven-
ture that requires months of preparation. Work
on the assignment usually begins the summer
following the junior year after meetings with a
senior exhibition advisor. This advisor helps
the student identify a theme, develop a cohesive
body of work, design the installation of the
work, prepare the artist's statement, and plan
an opening reception with formal invitations,
announcements and even music. Noel Powell, a
senior art major, believes that the broad array
of senior art exhibits "from the pithy humor of
a cartoon to sacred imagery reflects the wide
ranging interests and talents of our students."
After the art exhibition, the seniors hope to
continue their passion for the arts within this
growing field. Opportunities increase each year
for talented students with skills and back-
ground in the visual arts. For the past two
years, the art department has funded an Art
Careers Symposium in which the students are
introduced to a wide variety of options to pur-
sue their artistic talents. Taylor alumni have
played a major part in the symposium, encour-
aging students to get involved in Christian art
communities. "My hope is to own and operate a
community arts center within a city; providing
after-school programs to youth, weekend pro-
grams, and evening classes for adults," said
Randel of her future after graduation.
With the number of art majors more than
doubling over the last three years, the Art
department is in urgent need of a newer, bigger
facility. To accommodate this growth, Taylor is
planning to construct a new building, the
Metcalf Visual Arts center.
"The new Metcalf Visual Arts Center will
provide a wide range of studio facilities from
state-of-the-art computer graphics to tradition-
al art media including painting, drawing, design,
printmaking, photography, sculpture, ceramics,
and jewelry, as well as well-appointed class-
rooms designed for teaching art education and
art history and criticism," said Dr. Rachel
Smith, chairman of the art department.
The new building is currently under review by
the University Curriculum Management
Committee. In addition to the studio facilities
and the traditional art media, this building will
include a small auditorium classroom designed
for high-quality visual projection such as film,
video, DVD, and still imagery. This classroom
will also serve as a space for extra-curricular
activities for the campus.
The talented professors, the career opportu-
nities and the intense senior art exhibit have
made the visual arts department at Taylor
University not only a vital major, but an essen-
tial complement to many other disciplines.
By Abby Rice
The background art is a piece from Noel RandePs
senior art show, Simplicity, (by Jenni Smith)
Shaun Casbarro's senior art show focused on the detail in human
faces. Varied emotions were expressed in the faces of Taylor stu-
dents and mebers of the Upland community, (by Jenni Smith)
/Ot-s-Senior Art Exhibit
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By Shaun Casbdirn
Noel Powell's art exhibit illustrated the seven deadly sins: pride, sloth,
lust, gluttony, greed, anger and envy. Powell's exhibit was displayed in
the Rupp Communication Arts Center, (by Jenni Smith)
Heather Enyeart's senior show contained artistic photography from
city scenes. Indianapolis, Detroit, Chicago, Birmingham, New York
City and Long Boat Key, Flor. were among the cities represented in
the art show, (by Jenni Smith)
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Qta Science
The Earth and Environmental Science department at Taylor
University has a relatively low profile on campus. It resides
in the Randall Environmental Studies Center at the west edge of
campus, far from the rest of the campus buildings. But in this
building, Professors Squiers, Guebert, Rothrock, Reber and
their students conduct studies and build Taylor's reputation as a
research institution.
The Environmental Science department began in 1980 as a
group of programs in the biology department. At that time it
was housed in the basement of the Nussbaum Science Center.
As the department grew in the 1980s, it evolved into a separate
department. It was given this distinction in the 1990-91 school
year, and in 1992 it moved into the newly built Randall
Environmental Studies Center. Since that time, there have been
approximately 150 graduates with degrees in environmental biol-
ogy, the department's most popular "track," or concentrated
field of study.
The department's highest-profile activity on the Taylor campus
is the annual prairie burning, which takes place every spring as
part of the Avis-Taylor Prairie Restoration Project. This project
is sponsored by the Avis Industrial Corporation and is conduct-
ed by the environmental science department. The department
described the event as "nature's fireworks."
Much of the department's activities take place off Taylor's
campus. Dr. Squiers, the chairman of the department, sits on a
committee that approves land purchases by the state of Indiana.
The department has done studies for several state agencies, and
recently did a study for the federal government's Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA). In response to Indiana's having lost
90 percent of its wetlands, the EPA granted the environmental
science department approximately $225,000 to do a two-year
study of the remaining wetlands. The goal of this study, accord-
ing to Dr. Rothrock, was to "develop a methodology or a stan-
dardized protocol for estimating rapidly the health of wetlands."
According to senior Ben Ballard, his favorite part of the study
was "seeing natural areas in Indiana that are actually nice."
The Environmental Science department is actively seeking
more research opportunities. Dr. Squiers expects the department
to receive another grant of about $150,000 to study the health
of the Mississinewa watershed.
By Brandon Miquel
The Randall Center (by jenni Smith)
Abby McLaughlin, Editor of the Echo, maps
out the stories for the following week's news-
paper. To produce the weekly newspaper, staff
members spent every Thursday night and
Friday morning preparing articles, features and
photos. The Echo covered news on Taylor's
campus as well as in the surrounding Upland
community, (by Ben Reed)
Eric Grashorn introduces the next song to be played
on 89.7 WTUR. This was Grashorn's second year to
be a disc jockey on WTUR. As a member of the band
Faded Edge, Grashorn could be found accompanied by
his guitar during his Wednesday evening show from
8 p.m. to midnight, (by Ben Reed)
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Seth Conley, the fall semester male anchor for Taylor's
Frontline News, reacts to the makeup he's forced to
wear on camera. Frontline News was a production of
Taylor Cable Service, a student-run, student-pro-
duced, live weekly news broadcast, (by Ben Reed)
o r
WTUR disc jockey Nikki Schulz prepares for her
next on-air announcement. 89.7 WTUR broadcast-
ed to Upland and surrounding areas, playing both
Chrisdan and secular music, earning the nickname
"The New Rock Integration." This was Schulz' sec-
ond year as DJ. (by Ben Reed)
Cheryl Tjepkes (left), TCS News Director, and
Kaiti Bierdeman (right), female anchor, work on
the news script. Students spent hours before each
broadcast editing stories, setting up equipment and
writing scripts, (by Ben Reed)
Echo Copy Editor Julie Mitchell proofreads
stories for the latest edition of the Echo. The
weekly student newspaper provided a plat-
form for various student writers in the areas
of newswriting, reviews, and opinion
columns, (by Ben Reed)
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Reporting on location
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Tim Kl ei s tJ A passion for people and a spirit of servanthood
Jim Kleist first came to Taylor after his son, Aaron, was a student here.Aaron heard that a year-long position in the Educational Technology
iter was available, so Kleist applied. That one year turned into 11.
Kleist, now director of the ETC, received the Student Friend Award last
fall. "There are so many people doing good things, I had no idea I would get
it. It's a very gratifying and yet humbling experience," he said.
Many students seem to agree Kleist is deserving of the award. Student
Josh Hunholz works in the ETC with Kleist. "Jim has made a huge impact
on the ETC," Hunholz said. "He makes it a friendly place to hang out —
I've heard that from a lot of people."
One thing that Hunholz admires in Kleist is how willing he is to talk to
people. "He learns students' names, he doesn't just pass you by," he said.
Another student worker in the ETC, Loretta Gorevin, says that Kleist is an
encourager and a wise advice-giver. "He has a very open door," she said.
That open door leads to a very full and lively office. Kleist said that he is
trying to beat out Dr. Ollie Hubbard, a drama professor at Taylor, for the
most interesting office. Kleist has many items from the years he spent over-
seas. His face lights up as he tells guests of the different ship-related equip-
ment that surrounds them.
Kleist loves people, part of what makes his job interesting to him. One of
his goals is to aid students in becoming "servant leaders in whatever field
they go into."
Although the ETC is used primarily by education majors, Kleist felt it was
his role to make it useful to everyone. "[I try to] bring in more technology
so that every student would benefit from it, yet not take anything away from
education majors," Kleist said.
Kleist makes sure that the employees of the ETC are happy with their
jobs. "He puts a lot of time and effort into the people around him, making
sure they know they're appreciated," Gorevin said.
Hunholz admires Kleist most for his "God-centered heart." Gorevin
added that she is constantly in awe of him. "He is the most incredible man
on campus," she said.
One goal Kleist has for the ETC is that it meets the needs of the campus.
"[I hope] the leadership and the people working [in the ETC] will always
remember a reason for working here," he said. "It is crucial to offer service
with integrity."
By Abby Rice
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Jim and Avaline KJeist (byJim Garringer)
A Memorial to
Shawn Moyer
1981 - 2001
4C"U"ow are you feeling today?" I asked Shawn Moyer
JL A as I passed him in the Dining Commons. I had
just found out that Shawn's cancer, once in remission, had
returned to his body over the summer. "Oh, I'm fine,"
said Shawn quickly. "But how are you?" That was the heart
of Shawn Moyer.
Taylor University and the men of second Bergwall
mourned the death of a brother in Christ and a friend on
Jan. 2, 2001. Shawn Moyer died one day short of his 20
birthday from a four-year batde with cancer. His rare form
of cancer, surrounding his spinal cord and brain, had only
been reported in 13 other cases.
Though Shawn's cancer returned last summer, he
returned to Taylor, making frequent trips to Indianapolis
and Chicago for radiation and chemotherapy. I noticed
Shawn's body becoming frail over the course of the first
semester. It was clear he was in pain, but still attended
classes like he had a clean bill of health. When Shawn was
granted the use of the university's golf cart to get to class-
es, we would joke about me hiding in the back - though
administration had told him that wasn't allowed. Shawn
didn't advertise the fact he was too weak to walk to his
classes; he tried to continue a "normal" life as best he
could.
Shawn lived in Kouts, a rural town in northern Indiana.
He loved his life there and hoped to return after college.
In an assignment for PROBE class, Shawn wrote, "I
would like to have a family and live in a small community
like I do now. I would raise my children in a good
Christian home, and I want to only work weekdays, 9 to 5,
so I can attend school functions and not miss out on spe-
cial events. I want to become a member at a golf club and
become a better golfer."
At home and at Taylor, Shawn impacted the lives of
many. Shawn's physician wasn't able to attend the viewing
and funeral, but wrote a letter to the Moyer family cele-
brating and praising Shawn's life. "Shawn was driven, but
driven with integrity, compassion, and a desire to live life
to the fullest," wrote Dr. Stewart Goldman.
"When I think about Shawn, I think of tenderness,
kindness, and calmness . . . [his life] was short chronologi-
cally, but long and fulfilled as a person," he continued.
Rob Bley, Shawn's sophomore-year roommate and sec-
ond Bergwall PA, supported Shawn through his illness.
"Not a day would go by at school when people wouldn't
ask him how he was doing, and you were almost always
guaranteed an, 'I'm doing fine,' followed by a smile," said
Bley.
"I'd ask him how he was doing and he'd talk about any-
thing but cancer," said Kyle Satterblom, a sophomore at
Taylor and Shawn's childhood friend.
It's easy to say that Shawn is in a better place. We know
that Shawn was a committed Christian and loved the Lord.
It doesn't make the pain of those who knew him any eas-
ier to bear. Taylor University was privileged to know
Shawn Moyer for the last years of his life. His friends were
blessed to have encountered Shawn's laughter, his witty
one-liners, and his attitude of humility when it came to the
pain of cancer.
That was the heart of Shawn Moyer.
By Nicole Schulz
SBS
But you are a chosen people, a royal
priesthood, a holy nation, a people
belonging to God, that you may declare
the praises of him who called you out

Senior
Some of my favorite mem-
ories of Taylor are forev-
er ingrained in my heart.
Chapel is one. Seeing fellow
students excited and joyous to
be together, greeting one
another, and worshipping is an
experience I'll always remem-
ber.
I loved standing to applaud
Jay every time he spoke, and I
loved hearing the men of
Morris use any excuse to call
across the auditorium. I loved
singing in the locker room
showers after soccer practice
to the tune of Annie:
"Tomorrow, tomorrow, he's
coming, tomorrow!" when JC's
boyfriend (now husband) was
coming for a visit.
I loved eating with wing-
mates and teammates in the
DC, fellow shipping with good
friends around the dinner
table. I loved soccer road trips
to away games and learning the
popular songs that I did not
currently know. I loved travel-
ing, late at night, home from
Notre Dame after seeing
Syracuse defeat them on a
penalty imposed on the home
team because of debris thrown
on the court. I loved worship-
ping at Covenant Christian
with believers in spirit and in
truth. Mostly, though, I loved
the people, and it is the people
I will remember.
My four years at Taylor have
been filled with giving rela-
tionships. On the soccer team,
in the dorm, working at cam-
pus jobs, interacting with pro-
fessors and faculty. God has
used every interaction to teach
me the reality of His Grace.
He blessed me to love peo-
ple and see Himself in other
people, and He gave me the
grace to see others through
His eyes. I am forever thankful
for the people who have been
instrumental in God's work in
my life, and I'll always fondly
remember Taylor as the place
where God blessed me so rich-
ly with the knowledge of His
grace.
By Catherine Alexander
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Senior
From the first days of PROBE
group to late nights spent debat-
ing the issues of life and spirituality at
Pak-A-Sak, my freshman year was rife
with bleary and sluggish mornings,
poor grades in classes, pick-a-dates,
and extra pounds from Krispy Kreme
doughnuts inhaled at 1 A.M. As I
reflect on those crazy, sleep-deprived
days, I realize that something beauti-
ful and unique emerged from that tan-
gled freshman mess.
At some point in our relationships,
my friends and I transcended the cor-
poral boundaries that prevent humans
from honestly sharing their life and
struggles with each other.
Relationships are a precious gift from
God and one of the best ways to see
His glory. Individual blessings and
happiness become collective joy, and
personal tragedy and pain become
shared burdens within the bonds of
friendship. The ephemeral strivings of
this earth cannot compare to a
friend's love that has its roots in the
grace and mercy of Jesus.
These deep friendships that devel-
oped during my freshman year
remained a vibrant torch through the
next three years of school and will
undoubtedly flourish beyond gradua-
tion. As I have developed intellectual-
ly under the tutelage and instruction
of the History department; and emo-
tionally through my marriage last
summer to my beautiful and support-
ive wife, these friendships have per-
sisted and metamorphosed just as I
have. To aid this process, Taylor has
provided an atmosphere conducive to
relationship building and intellectual
sharpening.
I am so grateful to my professors
and friends who opened my eyes to
social injustice and the fundamental
questions that pertain to interacting
with and in this pluralistic, postmod-
ern society as a follower of Christ.
The call of Christ is never easy. What
I have learned and will treasure as I
emerge from the so-called 'cozy
womb' of Taylor into the bright, gar-
ish sun of my wife and I's life after a
Christian, liberal arts undergraduate
education is that the struggles and
depravity of life can never be
escaped.
Taylor is not a "bubble."
Friendships are the bubble... They
are the cushion that absorbs the
shock of tragedy and pain... They are
the irons upon which our intellects
and sensitivities are sharpened and
developed... They enable us to func-
tion in and to understand the "world."
The love of brothers and sisters
truly makes the "burden easy and the
yoke light." My exhortation and hope
for those of you who follow behind is
that you find your iron bubbles and
persevere with their support as you
strive toward perfection in Christ.
By David Allison
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Erin Dc Blander
Communication Studies
Jeffrey Dekruyter
Business Systems
Yolanda Deleveaux
Mass Communications
Mark Della-Croce
Computer Science
Sarah Denveiler
Jennifer Dewit
Social Work
LeighAnn Dexheimer
Music Education
Kimberly Drew
Elementary Education
Ryan Drew
Christian Education
Jonathan Duncan
History
Kann Durtsche
English Education
Jeremiah Dvs
Communication Studies
Laura Eib
Psychology, Business Administration
Natalie Ellis
Business , - 1 dmimstration
Emily Engelberl
Computer Science
Heather Enyeart
Art Education
Jaillene Erickson
Communication Studies
Elizabeth Esclamado
Christian Education
Benjamin Essenburg
Elementary Education
Danielle Essrg
International'Bus/in a
Davis Evans
International Studies
Emily Farrav
International Business, Spanish
Mark Fddmann
Business Systems
Sarah Felix
BusinessAdmimstration
Lindy Fenlasun
Biology
Adam Fen nig
Christian Education
Christopher Fennig
Engineering Physics
Carolyn Flick
Elementary Education
{Catherine Forbes
Theater, Philosophy
Jennifer Fosnaugh
Accounting, Business Systems
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History
Sarah Freeman
Business Administration
Anne Gallagher
Bible
April Gann
Elementary Education
Megan Garmers
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Steven Gavette
Computer Graphic Arts
Warn 1 it
Business Systems
Matthew Gibson
Philosophy
Erica Gicgler
Social Work
Erin Gividcn
Art Education
Andrea Goben
Business Administration, Economics
Linnea Goddard
Math Education
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ulling into Taylor University
as an excited, yet scared,
freshman four years ago during
Welcome Weekend I remember
what my dad read to me under a
tree down by Taylor lake before he
and my mother said goodbye.
He read Joshua 1:6-9, the last
words of Moses to Joshua admon-
ishing him to be "strong and
courageous" because he was to
lead the nation of Israel into the
Promised Land.
After my dad finished reading
he looked up and explained that
he, like Moses, has finished his
role of being the leader. It was
now his turn to step out of the
way, stand up on the mountain and
see where I was going, into the
promised land of Taylor, though
he could not go with me. I was
now the leader appointed to go
into the promised land.
As my mom and dad drove away
I saw my father stick his head out
of the window and say, "Go conquer
that Promised Land, Joshua!" It was
a special time that I will never for-
get. It was that day that I went
from being a boy to becoming a
My four years at Taylor provid-
ed a steady process of learning,
both in and out of the classroom.
I was impacted most as I learned
about myself, my world, my
friends and God. These lessons
have come in settings like chapel,
a table in the Dining Commons
listening to a friend, in small
groups or a dorm room late at
night talking with my friends.
Most importantly, I learned the
lesson of what it means to be a
Joshua. As I leave the Taylor com-
munity, I begin to experience
another Exodus and encounter
another opportunity to conquer
Though much of the future is
unknown, the lessons that Taylor
challenged me with and taught me
about will remain with me forever.
I can still hear my father saying
to me, "Go conquer that Promised
Land, Joshua!" down by Taylor
Lake. As I graduate, the challenge
remains the same as it was a few
short years ago.
By J.R. Briggs
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'or the first time in my life I'm look-
. ing at my college experience as a
complete picture. Through my years here,
I've learned some things about being a
college kid. Since I have your ear, I'll dis-
pense a little free advice to the students
that are still here.
When it rains hard in the early spring,
go out and play in the big water-logged
fields with your friends; go ahead, splash
your little hearts out. I guarantee you'll
remember it forever.
Spend less time playing computer
games by yourself. Take up angle ball.
Talk to the lunch ladies. Girls, rise up and
demand to ride bikes at Taylathon. Talk
to the people who clean your bathroom,
for without them we would all surely per-
ish.
Spend more money at the Jumping
Bean than you do at Abercrombie &
Fitch. Swim in Taylor Lake. Convince Dr.
Win Corduan to sing for you. Then sing
with him. Take a class in the subject you
know the least about. Go to faculty
chapel and sit in the front row, when your
favorite professor walks on stage, cheer
like a madman.
Make a movie with the people on your
wing. Twenty years from now it will be
among your most valued possessions.
Give Mickey a kiss. Some night, when you
and your roommate are just laying in bed,
put your heads together and solve all of
the world's problems. Appreciate Indiana
while you are here because you'll miss it
someday. Get to know your professors.
Accrue astronomical phone bills while
talking to your mom. Go to the Trojan
Film Festival and make it the next
Airband. At least once, drive to Ohio.
Avoid the scrod in the D.C, for it is pure
evil. Take a poetry class. If you procrasti-
nate make sure you make the most of the
time you are not working. Guys, buy
flowers for the girl who needs them most.
Most importantly, remember that it'll
go by fast. Soak up everything you can,
each and every day you are here. Live it
up. While it may not seem like it while
you are writing papers or having a DTR,
the time here goes by far too fast.
As for my fellow graduates, I hope you
read through this list and find that you
took part in a few of those little memo-
ries. For they, and coundess others like
them, are the thoughts that will stick in
our minds through out the long journey
ahead, reminding us that we are not in it
alone, but we have this great body of
friends, a cloud of witnesses, who will
always be with us. Bonded together by the
best four years of our lives. And if you
happen to be reading this 30 years from
now, it's never to late to call up your old
roommate, put your heads together and
solve all of the world's problems.
God Bless,
Vinnie Manganello
Amanda Gonzalez
Social Work, Spanish
Desiree Graber
Business Administration
Kara Gratz
Music Education
Michael Green
Business Administration
Andrew Gritfis
.Music Education
Deanna Gnmstead
Elementary Education
Dale Gruver
Music
Carol Hahnstadt
Wellness
Tracy HaJe
Biology
Megan HaJgren
English Education
Heidi Harbin
Art, Psychology 1
Christina Hart
Social Work
Emilv Hartman
Communication Studies
Samuel Hartman
Business Systems
Chervl Hartong
Elementary Education
Came Hartzler
Communication Studies
Amv Hauschildt
Sherry Hawkins
Business Administration
Karin Hayworth
Elementary Education
Peter Heck
Communication Studies
Steven Heerdt
Computer Science
Hannah Hemphill
Pbtlosopfr,'
leanette Hensiev
Music Education
Amanda Hicks
English Education
Christopher Hill
Economics, Business Systems
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Computer Science
Bethany Hodge
Biology
Timothy Hoeflinger
Pins/oil Education
Geoffrey Hoffmann
English I uittcation
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Elementary Education
Megan I li >lman
Melissa Holrje
Business Administration
Jaime Holzworth
Mass Communications
Melissa Hubley
Elementary Education
Nathan Hulfish
Christian Education, Bible
Stacy Hull
Psychology
Sarah Hunt
Elementary Education
Enn Hurton
Chemistry
Allison Isler
English Education
David Iula
Business Administration
Jessica lwasko
Biology
Daniel |acobson
English
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Senior
I
am the last of a dying breed. I lived in
the old Sammy Morris Hall. I breathed
asbestos every day and night of my fresh-
man year. I made a slip and slide in the
hallway of my dorm. Why? Because no
one cared.
The old Sammy was my home for only
one year, but it was a beautiful year. I weep
for the freshmen of next year because
they will never experience what Morris
Hall is really all about. It will be a sad day
when people go around talking about wing
events in Morris or their pick-a-date with
Second Center Morris.
I have lived on three of the four floors
in Morris so I consider myself to be a
Morris man above all else. This is my plea,
and my prayer for the future of Taylor. Do
not forget Sammy! Play ultimate frisbee in
the snow or in the dark or in the sun or in
the wind. Publicly embarrass men who
spend too much time with girls. Never
walk the loop with a girl. Don't wear
Abercrombie and Fitch. Respect the
Phubbbbbs, the Snake and the Pope.
There are many traditions in Morris
Hall; some good and some bad. Some will
fade away and some will remain. But there
is one tradition that Morris has always had
and that should be kept above all. Morris
has always been a place where all men are
welcome and accepted. The uncool
become cool in Sammy. The losers
become leaders in Morris. The skinny
wimps, losers, and nerds are the loved,
cared for, respected and admired.
That tradition should remain above all.
Treat all people with respect, no matter
what they look like or what clothes they
wear. They are your brothers in Christ and
can become your closest friends. This has
always been true in Morris Hall and I hope
that if I return to Taylor in 20 years that I
would find the biggest losers still living in
Morris, where they will find the accep-
tance we all need.
To my fellow seniors, I want to say
thank you. You have been my family,
friends, loved ones, and brothers and sis-
ters. It has been a privilege to get to know
so many of you. I leave this place with
§20,000 in debts, but also much richer
because of all that I have learned and seen
with you.
Good luck and God bless as you go out
and make your mark on the world.
In Christ,
Scott McDermid
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Mass Communications
William Mentt
Biology
Isaac Micheals
Secondary Social Studies Education
Justin Michels
Business Systtms
James Mikolajczyk
Communication Studies
\ Inn Miller
Jeffrey Miller
Emironmental Biology
Janelle Millington
Business Systems
Anders Morley
History
Dinty Musk
Chemistry
Rachael Neier
Business Systems
Sarah Ncl-i m
Mass Communications
Cheryl Neuhaus
Psychology
Laura Newton
Communication Studies
Julie Nor
Art
Jennifer N orris
Communication Studies
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Computer Science
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Matthew Oquist
Computer Science
fames Ostrander
Communication Studies
Jamie Otten
Christian Education
Kenneth Overton
Christian Studies
John Paasonen
International Business
Kirs tie Parker
English Education
Amanda Patty
Communication Studies
Michael Paul!
International Business
David Perkins
Business Systems
Stephanie Peto
Elementary Education
Efraim Pfril
History
Leandra Phillips
Sarah Phillips
Psychology
Christine Pierce
Wellness
Rebekah Plass
Elementary Education
Jennifer Platek
Music Education
Sarah Poff
Biology
[ennie Puppen
Music Education
Sarah Potter
International Studies
Noel Powell
Art
Matthew Prentice
Spanish
Noel Randel
Art
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Senior
He flection
ow do you say goodbye to four
-years of your life? I don't want to
know. With a mere three weeks to go
until graduation, it's looming in the
back of my mind. It seems so exciting
— getting on with your life. And it is,
to a certain extent. When asked if I'm
"ready," I roll my eyes and sigh, "yes!"
just like very other senior.
And I am. I'm ready to be done with
homework and the daily stresses of
college life. I'm about to discover the
fantasy of adulthood, complete with
24-hour open house and the finances
to eat out whenever I want. It's the life
I dreamed about every time I found
myself in the library writing a last-
minute paper, or trying to decide if I
could afford to eat out, pay my phone
bill or keep the $20 dress I'd bought.
For all practical reasons, I'm ready.
But then I think about the memo-
ries. Late nights spent making music
videos with my roommate. Hours of
talking over a meal in the DC. Dressing
up for floor formals. Slaving over the
Echo every Thursday night for two
years when I really just wanted to watch
"Friends." Building a snowman.
Homecoming football games.
Applauding for Jay. Devil's Backbone.
First kisses. Playing euchre in the
lounge. Crying on my friends' shoul-
ders when my heart was broken. Taking
naps for hours on end and sleeping till
3 in the afternoon on weekends.
Laughing about nothing and every-
thing. Borrowing clothes. The
Welcome Weekend square dance.
Walking to class in wind that nearly
knocked me over! Getting excited when
the flowers started blooming. Going
out for coffee late at night. Praying
with and for people I love. Praise and
worship chapels. Fighting the crowds
for Airband, 80s (90s) Night and
Nostalgia Night. Friday nights with my
friends, Saturday nights with my
boyfriend. Starry skies. Living with my
best friends. Thunderstorms at night.
Taking crazy pictures. Ring-downs.
Dropping in on my professors just to
chat. Getting in trouble for talking dur-
ing class. Knowing I have six people
who love and accept me as I am, but
aren't afraid to call me on anything.
Failing a test I studied hours for. Falling
in love.
Four years of utter perfection. Am I
"read)'"? No way. There is no way to
say goodbye to four years of your life.
So I won't. Instead, I'll keep them
close. And by doing so, I'll always
remember why it is I love Taylor.
By Abby McLaughlin
n l
He flections
n the scheme of a lifetime, four years
is the blink of an eye. In terms of
growth and experience, ft can be a life-
time.
I write these words from the city of
Philadelphia three weeks before gradua-
tion. I have not been at Taylor since fin-
ishing classes in January, and already, my
life has changed dramatically from that
which I knew in Upland.
Perhaps the distance gives me a unique
perspective on the way in which my
Taylor experience is alive everyday in this
"real world" in which I am attempting to
live. So many moments are stamped in
my memory: glimpses into the person I
hope to someday be, glimpses seen
through the lives of those around me.
A friend whose unswerving honesty
and integrity before God and others
taught me the meaning of commitment
and grace, a professor whose passion for
the role that the study of history can play
in creating a better response to the com-
mand to love God and our brother
imparted to me an understanding of my
discipline as a calling, a roommate who
encouraged and cheered me through
every experience, a mentor whose rela-
tionship with Christ was a daily example,
and so many others, provided a wonder-
ful model of faith and life in conjunction.
It's a cliche to say that growth is not
always easy, but most of us are probably
leaving this place with more scars than we
had when we came. They are part of the
memories, part of what has made us who
we are today.
For me, the mingling of wonder and
pain in this experience reminds me that it
has truly been real, not only intellectually,
but emotionally and spiritually as well.
C.S. Lewis says that there is a particular
feel to all real experiences, and perhaps
they play a major role in making us more
real and authentic as human beings. I pray
that for each of us, what remains inside
us of Taylor will be the best part, and will
always be the hope of what could be.
ByJillOgline
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Heather Rattray
Communication Studies
Jeremy Reddy
Psychology
April Rediger
English
Kristv Reed
Business Administration
Jeb Rice
Business Systems
David Rinn
Music
Arthur Cliff Robbins
Business Systems
Jeremy Roberts
Business Administration
Sharon Roberts
Communication, Arts Education
Colin Robertson
Political Science
Melissa Robertson
Kirk Robinson
Business Systems
Daniel Rocke
Biology
Heather Rogers
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Kanssa Romine
Social Work
Donald Rosenow
Computer Science
Laura Rosenwmkel
Christian Education
Leah Rukes
Sports Management
Derek Rust
Business Systems
Margaret Salladay
Kevin Salsbery
Business Systems
Nathaniel Savidge
Mass Communications
Samantha Schley
English Education
Enca Schneeweiss
Elementary Education
Sarah Schoolcraft
Business Systems
Lynn Schroeder
Ennronmental Biology
Amv Schultz
Business Systems
Christopher Schwab
Bible, Philosophy
Alison Schweiss
Business Systems
Christopher Seah
Communication Studies
Kara Seifert
Business Administration
Megan Shauck
Elementary Education
Tyler Shedd
Political Science
Deborah Shenk
Bible, International Studies
Brianne Shilling
Psychology
Kimberlv Shumaker
Communication Studies
Andrew Simons
Biology
Laura Skinner
Business Administration
Christine Skorburg
Social Work
Chandra Smith
Bioig,
Michael Spinelli
Computer Graphic Arts
Abbigayle Spoelman
Psychology
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Senior
•
It was a steamy day when I first
arrived
at the entrance of English Hall. I
remember unloading our minivan and pil-
ing all of my "necessities" into my crowd-
ed dorm room. The memories of awk-
ward roommate introductions, freshman
testing and wing and dorm meetings are all
too vivid to think that they took place four
short years ago. I will never forget the final
good-byes and the tear that streamed
down my father's cheek as he and my
mother sent their little girl off to school.
That was the beginning of my wild adven-
ture.
The first year could be compared to
summer camp. There were so many peo-
ple to meet . . . and to date. I remember
being thankful that my mother had sent in
a decent picture for the "scope book."
Pick-a-Dates with upperclassmen meant
freedom from campus on the weekends.
And the infamous English Hall ring-
downs gave us all false hope that we would
each find our perfect man by our junior
year and be happily married in June after
graduation. The girls of 2SE could be
heard asking, "Can't we just stay here for-
ever?"
Four years have gone by, and since then
I have grown in more ways than I can
imagine. I have always enjoyed the people
that make up Taylor University. We are all
so different and have different life stories,
yet we share one common bond: Jesus
Christ. It is good to look back at the
friends God placed in my life freshman
year.
Litde did they know how much I would
need their friendship during my senior
year as well. Three weeks before school
started this year, my mother was diag-
nosed with colon cancer. I did not want to
come back to school, but a loyal friend
reminded me that my support system
would be back at Taylor. He was right, and
I am so thankful for those relationships.
There are many things I will take with
me when I leave Taylor this spring. They
are things like wisdom from Dr. Farmer's
messages, the praise choruses that bring
me to worship, sharing stories with my
friend Heather, the memories of listening
to Mark and Matt play their guitars, late
night runs to Handy Andy for vanilla
Cokes, the laughter heard throughout the
hallways of English Hall, sharing meals
with friends, and most importandy the
faith that God is in control of my life. My
days at Taylor were not how I planned
them, but I am thankful that God had dif-
ferent plans for me. "In his heart a man
plans his course, but the LORD deter-
mines his steps." (Proverbs 16:9) Lead on
Great God!
By Kara Seifert
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he other day, I found an old e-mail
. message that I had sent during the
second week of my freshman year to
my brother who was a senior in college
back home, along with his response to
me pasted at the bottom.
It is amazing he could decipher the
garbled mess that I sent him. Every
other word had an extra syllable
thrown in it somewhere due to caffeine
and a disregard for editing on my part.
His response to me included some-
thing about feeling old in comparison
to my "freedonV'-induced hysteria, yet
remembering how he had felt as a
freshman. As I read the exchange with
the glasses of a nearly-graduated
senior, I too felt aged but could also
recall clearly those events that had
made me sound like I had just emerged
from a food processor.
Ironically, almost four years later,
that same feeling is back, but this time
for different reasons. Eighteen months
ago, I was ready to give up on every-
body at Taylor. Now I wish I could take
you all with me. You taught me how to
see the world, how to ask questions,
how to get at the real, deep stuff of
life, and how to seek God humbly and
wholeheartedly.
You helped me to laugh at the world
and at myself, and you showed me what
it means to love. Thank you for giving
me a nickname, for teaching me how to
play pool, and for telling me that you
will be in my corner no matter what.
Somewhere in this journey, I started
And let me tell you, it has hurt like fury
at times, but opening my heart to love
people let me experience the crazy joy
and wonder of it as well. I could not
have learned a fraction of the life-
lessons that I have learned in the last
year had I not. And now, as a result of
the joy, the pain, and the lessons, my
life is rich. Praise God. He has used you
all to get through to.me and make me
dependent on Him. Never doubt that
He knows what He is doing, and that
He is good.
As we all spread to the corners of
the world, remember that our Maker
and Redeemer has given us two
charges: to love Him with every ounce
if we were caring for ourselves. This
love and unity will mark us as the peo-
ple of God, the highest honor imagin-
able. Never lose heart nor stop seeking
His face. And let it never be doubted
that you are one of His.
By Martha E. Wood
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First Berg, more affectionately known to the res- group of guys could be this real with each other."
idents as "The BHone," was where the Freshman Caleb France said, "Coming onto the
"Thuggish Ruggish" men of Taylor University BHone as a freshman was a great experience. I was
resided this year. Ah, yes . . . the more than occasional immersed into the floor with guys who cared about
God while having fun. Ishouts of "off me," "get
there," or "bring it". . . the
frequent sights of intense
studying and hysterical
bliss . . . this was what we
called home.
Whether it was
excelling in intramurals,
hosting the annual
Mississinewa open house,
or pulling an all-nighter,
we always kept Christ as
our focus. We let the light
of God shine through us in all our actions while
being instruments for His glory.
Michael Thies, junior PA, said, "Our biggest area of
growth this year was in vulnerability. I didn't know a
grew closer to God and
made friendships that
will impact my life for
the best."
Voicing his advice to
underclassmen, senior
Austin Klein said, "The
experience and commu-
nity learned from living
on the same floor for
four years was priceless."
(photo provided) The BHone was certainly
a place where Christ, academics and fun were
observed.
By Adam Thatcher
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The year started off just like any other: the green
cards, the boxes, parents, greetings, and of
course, nerves. Things seemed normal, like it was
going to be another great year at Taylor. As the year
progressed we had
the usual events
and nights out with
friends and every-
thing seemed to be
going well.
However, a
floor mate, Shawn
Moyer, who had
previously been
diagnosed with
cancer, was begin-
ning yet another
battle with his rare
form of this dis-
ease.
As the year
went on Shawn's case worsened. Shawn chose not to
let on about the severity of his case or the pain he was
in. During Thanksgiving Break Shawn took a turn for
the worse. Shawn's condition and death pulled our
floor together like no other planned floor event or
retreat could have. His memory impacted our lives and
our floor forever. After a difficult first semester and J-
term we began
second semester.
A new event, the
"Beta-BHone
Bowl Off," start-
ed off second
semester with
Jay Kesler as a
guest speaker.
Sigma Beta Fest
was moved to
second semester
for the first time,
but was still a
great success.
We will remem-
(pboto provided) ber our shared
times of happiness as well as times we cried together.
By Rob Bley
Ber w: 2AI
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•or Third Bergwall this year, the semester the previous year, they helped prepare the Rock
began with the second annual fall floor retreat House for its grand opening, and this year they spent
at Lanette Sommer's farm in
Berne, Ind. One of the high-
lights of the weekend was the
food.
Freshman Julie Hoover
said, "Feasting upon fabulous
green bean casserole and
unlimited hot fudge sundaes
made with freshly churned ice
cream made eating a highlight
of the trip."
part of the time doing some
work, including painting,
mopping, and vacuuming, on
the project.
The retreat was fun and also
a time of sharing and con-
necting. "Our retreat was a
good opportunity for us to
get to know everyone better.
It was also great just getting
away from campus and(photo provided)
The women also went to the Rock House, a enjoying a fantastic meal at the Sommer's house,"
Christian club outreach for teenagers for a time of said freshman Christie Rogers,
karaoke, air hockey and pool. During their fall retreat By Sylvia Bleinroth
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One weekend this year, 38 members
of Fourth Bergwall and Sammy II
embarked on a journey to do the Lord's
work in Chicago.
Despite some I
initial adverse
weather condi-
tions, the group
experienced safe
travel while get-
ting acquainted
with each other.
Sara Cummings
said, "I enjoyed
the time getting
to know our
brother floor on
a more personal
level."
Upon arrival in Chicago, a hospitable
family welcomed the group by opening
their home to us. The remainder of the
evening was spent fellowshipping by play-
ing cards, Pac-Man, pinball and basketball.
On Saturday, the crew went to Open
Door Ministries to fold, sort and distrib-
ute garments for
a clothing drive.
Others completed
a myriad of
chores to beautify
the newly remod-
eled facility.
Through the
experience, the
women had their
eyes opened to
the reality of
poverty as they
heard testimonies
(photoprovided) of God > s lovei
faithfulness and grace from some of the
people involved with the Olive Branch
Mission.
By Serena Thrush
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Every year we are drilled with the same
exhausting question. The conversation
generally goes as follows: "Where do you
live on campus?
"Cellar."
"Cellar?
you have
dows?"
Of course we
have windows.
Though Cellar is
located on the
lowest floor of
the dormitory, it
is still on the
main level and
has windows.
Cellar is the only wing in the basement.
Because of this, there is an added sense of
community and getting to know each other
is easier.
This year, we were able to share count-
less laughs and good times together. From
gathering in a
suite to watch
"ER" to having
small groups,
Cellar was a
closely -bound
group of women
with unique per-
sonalities and
gifts. The next
time you wonder
about Cellar,
come down and
visit to find out(photo provided)
what a special floor Cellar is
Bv Erin Venti
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Great things happened on the northern-most
wing of the first floor of English Hall, including
the start of a new wing tradition centered on "wing
dinner."
It was the standard wing dinner tradition with a
twist: all 21 of the women on First North English ate
together at one table. The result was a squashed, but
unifying, meal. Sarah Winfrey said, "I enjoyed wing
dinner because it was a good time of bonding. It gave
us a chance to take a break from our busy schedules
and really connect and find out how everyone else
was doing."
The women ended their meal by sharing a giant ice
cream dessert. Ali Warner became famous on the
wing for her creative dessert concoctions. She mixed
ice cream with frozen desserts and cookies and then
set the plate in the middle of the table for a dessert
free-for-all. The desserts were a favorite with Melissa
Titus.
"I loved Ali's desserts. They were so hilarious and
it was really funny to watch people stare at her when
she walked through the DC with a messy tray covered
with ice cream and other treats," she said.
Wing dinner was no longer simply a time of com-
bining tables and eating dinner together; it was an
entirely unique experience.
By Amanda Hastings
(photo provided)
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(photo provided)
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The Miss America Pageant is an
American tradition watched bv mil-
lions every year. It con-
sists of a talent por-
tion, formal wear, and
creativeness with a
towel. Well, that is, it
did on First South
English this year.
During J-term, First
South residents came
up with their own form
of entertainment.
Playing off of the Miss
America Pageant, they
used their imaginations and came up with
the first Miss First South Pageant.
Danielle Rosenow, who organized the By Lauren McLaughlin
pageant said, "Planning the pageant was a
lot of fun and definitely worth it. I think it
will become an annual event."
The top three spots
went to sophomore
Shenandoah DeRegibus,
freshman Susan Steiner,
and sophomore
Lynnette Peterson.
When asked what it
was like to receive such
an amazing honor,
DeRegibus said, "I was
blown away. It had to be
the high point of my
Taylor experience.
(photo provided) w/ow
_ _ _Wow!"
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One story from Second North English
this year proves just how miraculous
God is.
2NE had 24 won-
derful and unique
women on our wing
this year. First semes-
ter, one woman was
unable to be with us
physically.
Rebecca
Woolmington, diag-
nosed with Hodgkin's
Disease last year, was
still undergoing treat-
ment through the fall semester. While we were
praying for Rebecca and anticipating her
arrival, God was working in Rebecca physical-
ly as well as spiritually. "There were so many
things that God taught me while battling
Hodgkin's Lymphoma," Woolmington said.
"He taught me to trust Him with my whole
heart and keep on
• believing that He was
going to bring me
through this battle."
Each da}', we praised
God for blessing us
with someone who
had the ability to
teach us about trust-
ing God and truly liv-
ing.
"After going through
(photo provided) the battle, I have a
new perspective on the way that I should live
life," Woolmington said.
"It is to live life to the fullest for the Lord."
By Courtney Curtis
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Havrides, pumpkin patches and hot apple cider
brought the girls of Second Center English
together for a fall wing
retreat.
With many new
freshmen on the wing,
the chance to get away to
Indianapolis proved to
be both relaxing and fun.
The girls spent Saturday
morning at a local apple
orchard where they
picked out pumpkins
and later carved and
painted them.
"My favorite part was the hayride," remarked fresh-
man Abby Schreiner. "Retreats are a great way to bond
as a wing." After selecting their pumpkins the girls wan-
dered through the barn, munched on kettle corn and
listened to live bluegrass music. Besides planned activi-
ties, there was also time
for watching movies,
playing games and hang-
ing out.
"It is great to be away
from Taylor as a wing
and to spend some time
getting to know one
another and unify as a
wing," said junior PA
Tara Kosinski. The week-
end closed with a prayer-
(photoprovided) and-praise session
Sunday morning, and the women felt like they had
come together as a wing.
By Lindsay Parker
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The women of Second South English were sur-
prised when sophomore Carrie Swinburne held a
study break to announce her engagement to musician
Dave Matthews. That was 2SE's first fake ring-down.
"I live a life of I"
denial," said Swinburne
of her idea, "and I want-
ed to share that with the
wing. I wanted them to
know that they could do
that, too."
The wing had three
more fake ring downs
throughout the year.
After providing snacks
and passing the candle,
the hostess of the event told the story of her dream
romance, with a certain amount of showmanship
involved.
Just before Christmas, freshman Becca Hasbrouck
got engaged to Santa Claus. She recalled how the two
met and she comforted him on the recent loss of Mrs.
Claus. Then one night he asked her to ride in his sleigh
with him forever. "He's jolly, you know," Hasbrouck
said. "I liked that."
Since the inception of the tradition, multimedia
became an important part
of the presentation.
Hasbrouck played the
song "Santa Baby" at her
ring down.
Junior Callie Kaphaem
treated her audience to a
movie of her courtship
with the Beast from the
classic fairytale. She said
she was first attracted to
(photoprovided) "his tender heart —
underneath his fur."
The fake ring-downs were very popular. People
came up with unexpected things, and anyone could
have a turn in the spotlight.
By Emily Glass
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Third North English was not disappointed with the
variety of experiences they had this year. Time
spent with faculty hook-
ups, prayer-and-praise
with our brother wing, a
canoeing retreat, and the
Broomball pick-a-date all
provided unspeakable
memories.
Overall the English
Hall Christmas open
house was the favorite
among many activities on
the wing. 3NE converted
the wing into a "Techno
Christmas." Sophomore
Michelle Brate said,
"Seeing everyone get so excited was great. We had a lot of
fun decorating until three in the morning! It was great
bonding."
With hard work, the wing was transformed. Walls cov-
ered in black paper and tinfoil bows, black lights lining the
ceiling, our own "bouncer" guarding the wing, techno
music filling the floor ... the wing was ready for the crowds
... and they came!
"It was amazing!
Everything looked so dif-
ferent and it was very orig-
inal. You couldn't even tell
it was 3NE, and, of
course, lots of people
came to visit!" said Lindsay
Jasper, sophomore.
Freshman Mandy Adams
said, "It was fun to sit back
and join with others to
enjoy what we had creat-
ed."'
When all was said and
done, 3NE was the stu-
dents' favorite wing in the
hall. Junior Katy Gustafson summed up the event saying,
"It was great because we all worked so hard together and
shared the success together."
By Brianna Hedrix
(photo provided)
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3rd Center
Christmas open houses are a big deal at
Taylor, but for Third Center English
(3CE), this year was
unique. In 3CE's usual
style, it was only two
hours before the open-
ing that preparations
began. However, with-
in two hours the hall-
way was transformed
into the winter won-
derland of the North
Pole.
The hit of the night
was the snow, which Christy Brown rescued
from the Reade Center paper recycling.
What made the night unique was the way
it reflected the spirit of 3CE women. The
wing was exceptionally tight, and a night like
that revealed the core characteristic of the
wing: unity.
Unity came through
the vulnerability,
encouragement, and
spiritual growth events
like the Christmas open
house and the fall
retreat to the Boy Scout
Camp provided. This
year was all about get-
ting deep with each
(photo provided) other, and exposing
ourselves to the love of God that impacts
each one of us.
By Michelle Renich
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Third South English was a fun and bois-
terous wing again this year. The South
Side started some new traditions, as well as
carried on several
from the past.
One new event
was its participa-
tion in Airband
along with the
wing's brother
floor, Penthouse.
Rocking Rediger
Auditorium with
Christina Aguilera's
"Come on Over"
was definitely a highlight of the year. Our
brothers continued to support us throughout
the year with excellent coaching skills in a
successful intramural football season.
Carrying on old traditions, "Dirty South"
had killer study breaks, including the infa-
mous Diva Night.
Performers spent a
lot of time perfect-
ing their acts for the
contest.
Of course, the
Broomball pick-a-
date tradition
involving all of
third floor English
could not be forgot-
(pboto provided) ten. Mass chaos on
the ice couldn't have been more fun. 3SE was
alive and kicking this year.
By Melissa Masek and Stacey Fuller
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«>-rhis year was a wonderful time of sharing and close.
sisters in Christ. Everygrowing with my
year the dynamics change,
but still fun and companion-
ship remain," said junior PA
Jen Hess.
Second Gerig residents
had their share of bonding,
spiritual growth and fun this
year. With the floor having
suites instead of a long hall-
way, the dynamics were
unique. Each suite had its
own personality and favorite
activities. From the Center
Suite's forums to the Big Suite's snacksters to the
Garbage Suite's endless movies, friendships were always
This year was comprised of pick-a-dates, small
groups, floor dinners, and
hanging out with our floor
hook-ups, the Bedis.
"We always had fun at the
Bedis, hanging out with
them, making Christmas
cookies and having floor din-
ners," said Freshman Angie
Qualey.
Every 2G woman had her
favorite memory of the year
though. Whether it was help-
(photo provided) ing each other through diffi-
culties or gathering to watch a movie, 2G was the perfect
place for us to be this year.
By Danara Schurch
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What a year we had together! Thank you for blessing
mv life with the opportunity to love and serve with
you this year. You have all grown dear to my heart. Thank
you for the laughs and the
tears, for practicing His pres-
ence, and for joining together
in the process of choosing the
narrow path.
Thank you for the memo-
ries, and the fun we have
laughing at our own quirki-
ness. I remember freshmen
welcoming — the excitement
we upperclassmen felt to be
instrumental in the freshmen's adaptation to Taylor.
I remember the surprise on their faces when we walked
them to the prayer deck to lift a towel and wash their feet
and to pray over them, dedicating the year to the Lord's
will. I remember how unsure they looked standing next to
their not-yet sisters for a picture. The Lord has blessed us.
We had a fantastic intramural season! It was fun to watch
friendships develop as we worked alongside one another
in a parallel to the body of Christ we were unaware of;
finding each other's strengths and
encouraging their use for the advance
of the team.
I praise God for the opportunity He
I gave us to grow even more deeply
' intimate during second semester. He
allowed us to find joy in pain. We let
go of many of our loved ones to trav-
el abroad, to continue maturing in an
exciting new environment.
(photo provided) We've faced many challenges togeth-
er this year. I pray Ephesians l:17-19a over you, my pre-
cious sisters. Thank you for amazing me with your daz-
zling love, and for allowing me to love you.
By Lynn Kenny
G e f i g
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Fourth Gerig is also affectionately known by inhabitants
as Foso. The name comes from when it was the fourth
floor of South Hall, but when Gerig Hall acquired its new
name, the nickname remained the same.
The floor has five suites. Between them, FOSO fits the
tastes of almost everyone. Whether there was a group of
people doing push-ups in the hallway at 1:00 a.m. or men
belting out tunes from the shower, we had fun.
One of the most well-known activities from our floor was
the circus pick-a-date. The performers did amazing stunts.
Other pick-a-dates included attending a hockey game, playing
broomball, and going to a Supertones Concert.
The biggest event on our floor this year was a trip to Walt
Disney World. The weekend before second semester finals a
group of students drove to the Magic Kingdom. We slept in
a campground for two nights and then spent the other nights
driving in a van. The memories from the floor this year will
last a lifetime.
By David Kaspar
(photo provided)
Foso
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Several women from First East Olson spent
one Saturday partici-
pating in a service project
for Hands of Hope. This
organization provides aid
to those making choices of
removing their families
from abusive situations.
The women served the
Marion, Ind, community
by painting walls at a
home for victims of
domestic violence devel-
oped by Hands of Hope.
Painting at the Marion home was a rewarding and
eye-opening experience for the women. "It was cool
to realize there's a community we could reach out to
outside of ourselves," said
sophomore Heidi Lesner.
Stephanie Tatone echoed
that the project was "a
great way for us to encour-
age each other by serving
God together. It con-
tributed to the impact our
campus should be making
in the community." The
experience was a memo-
rable and rewarding event
(photo provided)
which the women of First
East will remember for years to come.
By Kate MacHarg
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Ashley Weaver
Amanda Zulauf
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CC T"?irst West is the best—don't settle for less!" Wing
JL hook-ups Chuck and Shirley Moore coined the
phrase capturing the essence of
First West Olson this year.
Throughout the year, 1WO was
involved in many events that
helped bond the women
together.
According to freshman
Christina Wever, performing
"Summer Nights" from Grease
in Airband was the highlight of
these experiences.
"Who can forget half the
wing dressed as men in front of the entire student body
pledging their love to the girls on the other side of the
stage?" Sophomores Brooke Stewart and Sarah Stiver per-
formed as the main characters, Danny and Sandy, and
headed up the project by chore-
ographing, scheduling
rehearsals and encouraging
everyone to "be dramatic!"
"Performing was the first real-
ly united wing activity we did,"
said freshman Emily Caine.
Though First West did not win
the competition, they still had
fun performing and spending
time together.
(photo provided)
By Rachel Hepworth
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Heather Stevens
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Stacie Unger
Christina Wever
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w ith injuries and torn clothes, this yearSecond East Olson
was known for putting up a
fight in intramural football.
As the players prepared for
each game, "We were always
ready to win," laughs P.A.
Emily Andrews. Captain BK
says, "This year we took a
team with seven rookies to
the top." The team, also
known as the 'Phat Chicks'
stepped up and took it all the way to the finals
where they graciously gave away the champi-
onship title to the off-campus team.
The spirit of Second East
extended far beyond the
playing field, though.
Whether it was spaghetti
dinners, Bingo night pick-a-
i dates, Wacky Fridays, or
spending time with wing
hook-ups Dr. and Mrs.
Gyertson, the women of
2EO were always ready to
(photoprovided) have fun -
By Bethanie Moore
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magine this scenario: a bunch of Second was killing me!" said sophomore Allison Quick.
Center Olson girls gathered around a speak- The meeting was set for a December evening
erphone late one night.
"This is Eugene Honkey.
Is Buddy James there?"
This conversation was the
beginning of a semester
long relationship between
peanut-salesman Eugene B
Honkey (2CO) and
"Buddy James."
It started as a harmless
phone call, but as time
passed, it turned into the
beginning of what may be
outside of Samuel Morris
Hall. "Buddy James"
walked out the door to
meet his new friend and
found fifteen girls dressed
in trash bags and trench
coats ready to reveal their
true identity.
Over an Ivanhoe's shake,
Buddy James and his new
friends met face to face.
Memories were made and
(photo provided) friendships grew stronger
a lifelong relationship. The friendship grew through the relationship that started with a sim-
through their weekly phone calls. After hours of pie phone call,
laughter, Eugene and his "family" arranged a
meeting with Buddy James. "The anticipation By Laura Keffer
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Jean Dunbar
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Brit Jensen
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This year was filled with many memories for the and campus locations in Upland. We even had encoun-
women of Second West Olson. Our brother wing, ters with the Phubbbbbs and his posse, including one
First West Wengatz, spoiled us with song and flowers, where we became the first wing to successfully
Our group was the winner
of Airband, with a rousing
rendition of "The Devil
Went Down to Georgia,"
complete with "devils" in
leather pants and sassy
"Johnnies." For Halloween,
we enjoyed our "Famous
Couple Costume Bowling"
with costumes ranging from
characters in Star Wars to The
Matrix. For our Christmas
open house, we transformed our wing into businesses
Phubbbbb-nap. Most important-
ly, we worshipped our Lord
through small groups and Bible
studies. With one look at our
close freshmen, our crazy sopho-
mores, and our valiant juniors, it
was evident we were a unique
group of individuals with won-
derful leadership and a variety of
exciting experiences.
{photo provided) By Jessica Bell
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From the beginning, Third East Olson was a wing
filled energy, involvement, and support. There were
20 freshmen placed on our wing. Although many would
think that this many freshmen would make for an imma-
ture wing, the youthful spirit of the wing was instead a
blessing. Our freshmen formed a unique bond between
themselves and the upperclassmen. 3EO women were
not only involved in activities like Airband, they were also
involved in prayer and praise meetings and wing retreats.
3EO was also very involved in sports through both intra-
mural teams and Taylor's intercollegiate sports programs.
The most important thing 3EO women and others will
remember for years to come was our love for each other
and our love for God this year.
By Heidi Hoopingarner and Ellie Halgren
(photo provided)
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When reflecting on this year, Third Center
Olson's feelings could best be described in a
monologue from the movie, "Did That Just Happen?"
starring Jack Handey. "Maybe in order to understand
mankind, we have to look at the word itself: 'Mankind.'
Basically, it's made up of two separate words - 'mank'
and 'ind.' What do these words mean? It's a mystery,
and so is mankind."
Like this monologue, 3CO was filled with mystery.
Through sad, confusing, and funny times the women of
3CO taught each other how to love. 3CO learned that
the body of Christ is made of many parts. It is a won-
derful thing being alive and walking with Him.
Although the women did not understand everything
that happened this year, they loved the journey that
God led them through together.
By Kelly Beitzel
(photo provided)
(photo provided)
ltd Center
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At the beginning of first semester, Third West
Olson had a retreat at sophomore Sarah Nurmi's
home. As an initiation, the upperclassmen washed the
freshmen's feet after giving testimonies. The freshmen
were welcomed with a model of submission and grace
for one another. ' fcIt connected me to them, not that they
were just upperclassmen, but that they really cared about
me," said freshman Joy Coddington. "We were able to
bring in the spiritual aspect and perform an act of ser-
vice for them right from the beginning," said sophomore
Rachel Tucker.
Throughout the year, the women built relationships
through many other activities like intramurals, sponsor-
ing a needy family for Christmas, the Airband perfor-
mance of Footloose, and small group Bible studies.
By Christina E. Barreras
(photo provided)
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Each Morris floor seems to adopt oral history of our wonderful shovel. After
some physical symbol in order to receiving word of an attempt at mockery to
nite themselves. Penthouse has a toga be perpetrated on a Friday chapel, hunting
Sammy II: a plywoodman; s 11 cow;
Brotherhood: a plunger.
Foundation has the shov-
el, which we love.
Imagine our surprise
when the shovel was
nowhere to be found early
first semester.
Apparently, someone
had kidnapped our
beloved shovel. We quick-
ly realized insults of this
magnitude must not be
ignored. Upperclassmen
returned to the floor to
lecture on the importance and
The and raiding parties were formed in the
backs of pickup trucks to
foil this evil plan.
S IE-*
-^ Thankfully, the shovel
was recovered from the
evildoers without harm.
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m After this year, our hope
is that when men come to
Foundation and see our
undying love for the shov-
el, they too will learn to
ove, cherish, respect,
and, above all, to protect
the shovel so that it may
(photo provided) always remain the phy si-
origination cal symbol of our brotherhood and unity as
of the shovel tradition. Generations of a floor and as men of God.
Foundation men united behind the mythical By Andy Jacques
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Joshua Chapman
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Seth Conley
Chad Cunningham
James Fowles
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To get a glimpse of what Sammy II night. Abnormal attire was still customary at
(SIIS) was like this year, it is neces- events like the Christmas banquet and hall
sary to start bv believing all of the rumors meetings. Also, whether students love it or
hateabout what goes on within
the floor. After absorbing
all of this, realize that
both all of it and none of
it is true.
With memories of the
old Morris fading, Sammy
II lived on. Stories of
floor legends whose time
have passed continued
through the traditions fe^gr"
they started. The Lounge
it, every afternoon
the call for "ultimate" was
heard as it was yelled
down the hallway.
The floor grew, changed
and took on many new
faces. People graduated
and transferred, while
some even loved the floor
so much they forget to
study. Some traditions
(photo provided)
,
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^ r ' have been forgotten, but
Lizards intramural basketball team lived on the spirit of the SIIS remains,
with special events like superhero and dress By Tim Walter
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This "Brotherhood page" is dedicated
to Leavitt, CK1, and Nips, who were
inadvertently and tragically left off our
Canadian floor shirt. These are three indis-
pensable cogs in the Brotherhood's cog-rail-
way up "Mount Yukon."
Many people would ask what the
Brotherhood is about. But that's the wrong
question. The right question to ask is "What
were the effects of the Quebec Act of
1774?" Tensions mounted as British settle-
ment accelerated, especially after the
American Revolution, with an influx of loy-
alists from the former American colonies.
We on the Brotherhood are not Canucks
per se; but then again, we're not
Peloponnesian warriors either. We merely
have a tendency toward the frozen tundra.
The Brotherhood strongly emphasizes,
"Spreading the love and keeping it real," like
we assume they do on Prince Edward
Island.
Many people are curious about the
Brotherhood's obsession with Canada. To
those we say, "What's it to ya, eh?"
I Peter 2:17
By Dave Weber
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(by Jenni Smith)
Andrew McRae
Benjamin Merrill
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As the boat drifted through the murky waters, its
passengers could hear singing ahead. The boat
rounded a corner, surprising a group of rough-looking
pirates. Immediately, they drew their guns and fired at the
unsuspecting boaters.
If you think this is the
Penthouse Christmas open
house, you are wrong. It is
actually the Pirates of the Q
Caribbean at Disney
World — a close second to
the Penthouse Christmas
open house.
For many years,
Penthouse has gained a
reputation of having spec-
tacular open houses that
make you say, "Wow! That
was a spectacular open
house!" This year was no exception.
With a "Pirate Christmas" theme and everything rang-
ing from the boat deck to a volcano to a small village and
even down under the sea into the belly of a whale, it was
fun for all ages
pulled together and did a great job of transforming the
'
floor this year."
Junior Dave "Hook Nose" Schubert said, "The open
house this year was quality ... as always." But these opin-
ions are from long time
veterans of the floor. Did
the freshman have the
same take on this?
Steve "Scraggy" Becker
said, "I thought it was
rad!" The authentic-look-
ing pirate ship in the main
lobby stole the thunder.
With "The Log" at the
crux of the pirate ship
playing the part of the
mast, no one could help
shedding a tear of joy at
the beauty and splendor of
it all. Other than that, it
was a night that will live long in Penthouse history. Yes,
the Penthouse is truly a place where men of God have
fun.
(photo provided)
PA Nick "Cap'n No Beard" Runyon said, "The guys By Christopher Chaudoin
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One of the memorable events of the year for Swallow
Robin Hall was the revived tradition of Swallow
Robini. Taylor faculty and students were invited to the hall's
lounge, which was transformed into an Italian restaurant
where guests enjoyed an elegant night out.
The evening featuring valet parking, exquisite Italian cui-
sine, outstanding service provided by the residents of
Swallow Robin Hall, and first class entertainment. Swallow
residents prepared all the food for the event and featured a
menu including spaghetti, Italian salad, Italian bread, and
cheesecake. With piano music in the background played by
Doug Harbin, the diners enjoyed an evening away from the
pressures of work and school.
According to sophomore Spencer Finely, "The Robini
was last held in 1996. This year, the desire arose among the
Swallow Robin residents to reinstate this tradition. We
anticipate the continuation of this tradition in the years to
come."
Swallow Robin parents Ray and Geri Bradford said, "It
was a delightful evening, and we had a wonderful time.
These young people worked extremely hard to produce and
create a special evening, and it worked."
By Leslie Bradford
(photo provided) (photo provided)
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(photo provided)
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This year First East Wengatz, known for tra-
ditions like playing frisbee and hosting
Eastapalooza, was a . —t
wing in transition. \ji
Because 1EW gained
19 new students,
there were many dif-
ferences in the
wing's traditions. PA
Micah Barcalow said,
"First semester was a
relationship-building
semester. Many
activities planned
during the fall
semester in past
years couldn't be
done simply because there wasn't a sense of trust
among the students yet."
A new tradition started on the wing this year
was the 1EW Village People.
Junior Joel Rodehaver said, "Joel Fether had
shaved off his side-
burns, so I redrew
them with a Sharpie
marker. Some other
guys wanted Sharpie
facial hair. The next
I thing we knew, we
were in costumes
running around
campus looking for
our D.C."
Above all, this year
1EW was a wing
dedicated to unity.
[photo provided) "It's all about love
on First East."
By Elliot Gruszka
1st East
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As a wing, we on Phurst West struggled to sum-narize ourselves. 1WW proved that diversity
was good, and that it was the rule for us this year.
We had a solid base of juniors trying to teach old
Phurst West traditions before leaving the wing that
they had called home for the past three years. The
numerous freshman on the wing brought a new spir-
it to Phurst West. They arrived with experiences of
their own, and as they remain on Phurst West, they
will mold it into the wing that it will be in the future.
Bv Ryan Peterson
{photo provided)
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With only a handful of men remaining on the wing
from last year, many students on Second East
Wengatz were curious at the beginning of the school year.
"I didn't know what to expect," Nick Fay, PA, said.
As the few remaining sophomores and juniors got to
know the freshmen, a strong bond formed.
"I thought the new guys on the wing were key. Over time,
I felt comfortable with nearly every guy on the wing," said
sophomore Erik Johansen.
Nate Clark said, "Our wing was cool this year."
As the year passed, 2EW became more like one big fam-
ily than a wing of 37 people.
According to Erik Johansen, "Our wing was very under-
rated by other students."
"This year, Second East was an incredible wing to live on.
... A laugh and a hug were always just a few steps from our
doors," sophomore Brad Almond said.
By Steve Notham (photo prorided)
2nd East
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Another year has gone by in Second Center
Wengatz. The Keller family returned to us,
Canada invaded, Hornaday spoke, the "Dirty" and
the "Unclean" educated us all, and the newest
Yatooma arrived on
the wing.
The annual disco
pick-a-date went on
without a hitch and
attempts to "get your
Schea on" were made.
This year was
marked by road travel. jj0Jk
lhe urban awareness 1
Chicago trip warmed
us, and then
Brunswick, Georgia was graced by our presence.
The wing this year was also visited by all sorts of
creatures. A puppy, a hungry cat, and a bionic
jumping mouse that trapped itself were all guests
on the wing at some point. Who can forget the
wing mascot, Slappy the Stuffed Squirrel?
Wed like to thank our sister wing, Third East
Olson, for the water fight that led to tripping the
security alarm, the
sign-stealing war that
led to the assault on
Slappy, and the help
in making PA appre-
ciation day a success.
Yes, good times
were had by all. May
the good Lord's
blessing continue to
rest upon this place.
{photo provided) By Aaron Schreiner
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This year Second West Wengatz continued a tra-
dition of wing excellence. They sought to
understand biblical manhood and the role of men in
today's culture.
This quest was shown
through the actions and
attitudes of many 2WW
members.
"I hope we planted
the seeds of a tradition
this year," said senior
P.A. Danjacobson. "We
used the opportunities
of residence life to
encourage maturity in
our wingmates, room-
mates, friends, and classmates."
2WW shone at Airband, where the guys' crowd-
pleasing "Super Mario Brothers" act brought a stand-
ing ovation. Although the act was disqualified, almost
every wing member participated and worked hard.
2WW also continued traditions of "Tonight We
Ride," "Bratfest" and "The sewer forest campout." In
his final address, Senior Chadwick A. Kubly left the
freshmen with the fol-
lowing thought: "You
go to one of the best
schools in the country,
Taylor University. Now
for some of you, it
doesn't matter. You
were born rich, and
you're going to stay rich.
But here is my advice to
the rest of you: take
dead aim on the rich
(photo provided)W5 ' Get them in the
crosshairs, and take
them down. Just remember, they can buy anything,
but they can't buy backbone. Don't let them forget
that. Thank you."
By Dan Jacobson
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The 35 men that made up Third East Wengatz
this year knew how to have fun. Everyone
anticipated the annual traditions and events like the
pick-a-date to canoe
country in the fall.
At this event, most
men seemed to spend
more time in the river
than in their canoes.
After canoeing, the
men and their dates
went to a park for a
cookout. "The canoe
pick-a-date is the quin-
tessential 3EW experi-
ence," said junior Mike
Schueler.
The men also had a wing retreat to senior Ben
Canida's house overlooking the Ohio River. The
men took full advantage of the Canida's boat, and
some even tried water skiing.
3EW also took intramural sports seriously. "This
year was the most fun I've had playing intramurals. It
really brought our wing closer as we had fun togeth-
er as a team," said
senior J.R. Briggs. The
2000 intramural flag
football season was a
fun and challenging
one. Although the
team made the play-
offs, they were
knocked out in the
semifinals. 3EW also
made a run at the soc-
cer championship this
year, making it to the
(photo provided) flnaJ s [n tne freezing
rain and snow. After losing a tough game, freshman
Kevin Welty said, "We will make it back to the
finals!"
By Nate Hoekenga
Jason Anderson
Daniel Anger
Ryan Bergman
Abram Bicksler
Preston Cosgrove
Patrick Flanagan
Steve Green
Benjamin Harrison
Nathan Hoekenga
Jeremy Jones
Samuel Jones
Eric Kallal
Simeon Koh
Tony Liquori
Timothy Movido
Jacob Oehrig
Ivan Rugema
Joshua Rugema
Michael Schueler
Andrew Sitte
Robby Smith
J
Kevin Welty
David Whitney
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Lucas Abemathy
Matthew Abemathy
Adam Ashoff
Christopher Atkinson
Michael Burt
Benjamin Chacko
Nicholas Cross
Matthew Docter
Gregory Hall
David Higley
Michael Magnussen
Brendan Maloney
Jeff Midgette
Jeffrey Mills
Joel Newton
Jacob Parnsh
Jeremy Russell
Noel Schutt
Jeffrey Walton
Dennis Wheeler
John Wittig 1^ dm
Affectionately known as the "Outhouse" in past years,
this year Third Center Wengatz had a new identity. 3CW
became known as the "Watchtower" based on Ezekiel 3:1"
18. At the beginning of
the year, Dr. Farmer
talked to the wing about
the meaning of being a
watchman.
Each man was chal-
lenged to watch out for
others and to wait on
God. Sophomore Jeff
Mills stated, "Being a
watchman made us
responsible for each
other."
Many Watchmen were
football players, which
brought a special identity
to 3CW. Their influence and guidance led the 3CW intramur-
al football team to their first playoff berth in four years.
A highlight of the year for the wing was the Survivor pick-
a-date, based on the popular television show. The men and
their dates were split into different tribes and competed for
points. The tribe that won then voted off two couples. The
remaining couples swam across an inlet, and the winning
couple received $20 for another date. Jeremy Russell com-
mented, "The Survivor pick-a-date was awesome. We played
in the woods and did activi-
ties that don't usually hap-
pen on most pick-a-dates."
Throughout the year men
from varied backgrounds
came together and grew in
their faith together. Every
Mondav night, a different
man shared a testimony of
what God was doing in his
life.
This was an awesome time
for the Watchmen to
encourage and challenge
each other in their faith.
Each meeting closed with
(photo provided) ^ mgn kying handg Qn^
person who had shared. These were some of the most pow-
erful and memorable moments of the entire year.
By Joel Newton
Wen a t 7.
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Wen a t 7.
people often wonder why the men of Third West Wengatz
do some of the things we do. The answer is "because we
can.
doorsmen. This year's events included hiking trips to
Kentucky and Long's Peak in Colorado. Many of the wing's
hunters were also successful, bagging a combined total of 8
WW III is a wing of tradition.
This year was the second for a new
tradition on Third West: 3000-12. In
this quest for physical and spiritual
advancement, the men of WW III
agreed to do 3,000 push-ups and
memorize 12 Bible verses in two
weeks. Averaging close to 250 push-
ups a day seemed easy at first, but by
the third day, many realized it would
be a long two weeks. Yet, we pushed
through the pain and finished the task at hand, proving that
we have what it takes to be called Third Westers. This new
tradition joined others like Wild West week, with the melon
and gourd game, and Octoberfest with its keg of root beer.
The men of WW III are also known for being rugged out-
deer, 3 pike, more than 20 rabbits, and
countless geese. Junior Russell
Boronow's first deer of the season
even provided venison steaks for the
Octoberfest pick-a-date.
Overall, the year was successful. We
had fun and caused some mischief, but
we were able to avoid long talks with
Walt Campbell, for the most part. We
painted bridges, asserted our right to
(by Brandon Miqnel) me keg ot root beer tradition, and ran
through campus in full-camo, but we proved this year that
WW III can have fun without getting in trouble. Why do we
do what we do? Because we can.
By Brandon Miquel
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Philip Alexander
Adam Becker
Russell Boronow
Jason Courier
Joshua Dennis
Dan Dolson
Kyle Dufendach
Eari Ellis
Andrew Fennig
Matthew Flanagan
Dustin Garrison
Joshua Goad
Adam Hanna
Joseph Heth
Sean Hogan
Jacob Jones
Aaron Konopka
Russell Mejeur
Craig Miller
Mathew Miquel
Brent Mueller
Michael O'Hara
Matthew Severns
Jonathan Spenn
Andy Stevenson
Joshua Westerfleld
Mark Wilkins
Nate Zimmerman
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The men and women who have dedicated
their talents and lives to the Christian
education of the next generation.
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Dr. David Gyertson, President
Big Men <
The leaders of our "communi
together for the purpose of a|
opment, and spiritual growth."
Dr. Dwight Jessup, Vice President for
Academic Affairs
Photographs by Jenn
Dr. Richard Allen Farmer, Dean of Chapel
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n Campus
)f Christians who have joined
>mic progress, personal devel-
Life Together Covenant
Walt Campbell, Dean of Students
mith and Bryan Smith
Gene Rupp, Vice President for
Development
Dr. Jay Kesler, Chancellor
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The Lord is my light and my
salvation, whom shall I fear?
The Lord is the stronghold of
my life, of whom shall I be
afraid?
Psalms 27:1
Tro j an
oming off two conference champi-
onships and NAIA playoff seasons,
the Taylor football team was beginning to gar-
ner recognition as one of the top programs in
the nation. Entering the 2000 season ranked
sixth in the nation, the team felt good about
its chances of
repeating
despite losing a
large group of
seniors from the
1999 squad.
While it would
have been diffi-
cult to match the
team's previous
success, no one imagined a 3-7 record. The
Trojans kept many games close, but the col-
lective inexperience on both sides of the ball,
mostly due to injuries, hindered the team's
ability to win close games.
The tough season, though, brought about
positive highlights. Safety Scott Blackford,
offensive lineman )osh Gerber and running
back John Molineux earned MSFA All-
Conference second team honors. Wide receiv-
er Jeremy Roberts, offensive lineman Matt
Blandin, defensive lineman Chad Parker, tight
end Josh Kijanko, defensive lineman Josh
Staley and cornerback Brock Ricks all received
honorable men-
tion awards from
the conference
as well. The
valuable experi-
ence gained by
the underclass-
men being
forced into play-
Josh Cole (^AW .M,/^' ing time wil1
help build a solid foundation for the future.
On many occasions, only one senior started on
defense; three freshmen started five or more
games. On offensive, eight players with less
than two years experience started games for
the Trojans. This youth should help the Taylor
squad return to form in 2001.
By Tab Bamford
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(by Noel Scbutt)
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he men's tennis team had a great season, per-
haps the best one in three years. The team fell
just short of making the National Tournament
upon losing in the Regional Finals, but overall it was
a great year. After going undefeated in the fall and
winning the conference, the team decided to up the
competition as they continued into the spring. The
competition included Division I schools and teams
that were known to have strong tennis programs.
The team finished its spring competition with a
very respectable record of 7-5 and felt very confi-
dent about chances for the Regional Tournament.
After rolling through Tri-State, the team faced a
very tough Aquinas College team. Taylor had beat-
en them the previous year in the finals 5-4. This year
resulted in another long hard fought battle. The out-
come this year was 5-4 in favor of Aquinas. Even
after this tough loss, the team was not terribly dis-
appointed because of the successful year.
The team is looking ahead and using this as a
motivator for next year. Current juniors Matt
Johnson and Seth Flanary will lead the team next
year. Sophomores Humberto Rodriguez, Jake
Parrish, and Justin Taylor and freshman Shane
Fisher will be returning as well.
The whole team agreed that "we can only look
ahead and realize that we have much to look for-
ward to."
By Seth Flanary
Dan Rocke (by Xoe/Scb/itt)
Tenni
s
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Women's Hi
fter last year's 4-7 performance, the Lady Trojans
sought to improve their record this year under
the direction of second-year coach Dara Syswerda.
The team lost only one member to graduation, and
gained three talented new freshmen, so they were ripe
for improvement.
The season started off strong with a close win
against St. Francis and an 8-1 blow-out at Grace
College. The singles players soundly defeated all of
their opponents without losing a single set, while the
first and second doubles defeated their opponents as
well in 8-game pro-sets. The season turned downhill
from there, however. The Lady Trojans lost their
next three matches, which set an ominous tone for
the rest of the season. They finished with a record of
5-7, a slight improvement over last year, but their
conference record was only 2-4, and they placed fifth
at the MCC tournament. Freshmen Kristel Bailin
was able to battle her way to the sixth-singles cham-
pionship match, and took home second place for that
spot. The doubles team of sophomore Heather May
and junior Bridget Carlson was able to win the third-
doubles title, the only one Taylor was able to win in
the tournament. With all but one player returning
again next year, the Lady Trojans look forward to
putting together a competitive team.
By Brandon Miquel
Kristel Bailin (by Bryan Smith)
After a highly successful 1999 season, Lady champ Grace College, and pull off an exciting 3-2 win.
Trojans had high hopes for a repeat . However, They continued the winning streak going with four
the season brought the team many ups and downs. The more victories, including another five-game match over
team finished 25-11 — a remarkable record, but not as conference foe Bethel.
high as the team had hoped. After being on the winning end of two five-game
Throughout the season the team was able to put matches, the Lady Trojans ended up on the losing end
together a few winning | of two more against
Mt. Vernon Nazarenestreaks that any team
would be proud to claim,
but each winning streak
was followed by a dis-
heartening loss.
The competition was
fierce at the Madonna
Tournament, where
Taylor faced
and Marian College.
The loss to Marian was
their first of the confer-
ence schedule. The
team went 4-2 over the
next string of matches,
including another 3-1
loss to Georgetown.Becky Plass (by Bryu/i Smith)
Georgetown, ranked in the top 10 in the NAIA and During the course of the season the Lady Trojans
NCAA Div. II Saginaw Valley. were able to defeat some top ranked teams, such as St.
Taylor lost to Georgetown 3-1, and took Saginaw Xavier, ranked in the top 25. The final blow was the last
Valley to five games before dropping the last game 13- regular season game where the Lady Trojans traveled to
15. face IWU. It was the showdown that was expected. But
The following weekend found the squad on its annu- in the end IWU was able to pull out a 3- 1 win forcing
al trip to the highly competitive Graceland Tournament Taylor to a tie for second place in the conference,
in Iowa. The Lady Trojans lost their first two matches,
but won two others later in the weekend. By Mark Schepperlev
The team came home to face eventual conference with contributionsfrom women's volleyball Web site
Tr oi an
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Vollevball
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Amy Croft (by Bryan Smith)
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Scott Blackford and Jeremy Roberts (by Jenni Smith)
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Friendship
on the Field
Seasons fade. Careers end. Friendships don't. One
was a centerfielder and safety; the other was a
receiver and right fielder/pitcher. Two sports. Four
years. Countless memories.
This isn't a Mastercard commercial. It's the final
chapter of the book that seniors Jeremy Roberts and
Scott Blackford have written for Taylor athletics.
Whether it was on the gridiron or the diamond, the
presence of both men has been felt for the past four
years.
Four years ago, two freshmen came to Taylor with
high aspirations of playing intercollegiate sports.
Blackford rolled out of Tippecanoe, Ind. while
Roberts hailed from Ft. Wayne, Ind. Both came in as
rare cases - varsity two-sport athletes.
While some sports have compatible seasons, such as
cross country and track and field, football and baseball
each have long, grueling seasons. Yet these two young-
sters thought they could make it both ways in the big
time.
During their tenures on the Taylor fields, these two
stars have made their mark on both squads. Blackford
started midway through his freshman year on the foot-
ball team and never looked back, going on to earn
consecutive All-MSFA honors his junior and senior
seasons. Roberts bided his time at wide out behind
seasoned veterans his freshman and sophomore sea-
sons and then exploded to All-MSFA status his junior
year as he led the Trojans in receiving with 736 yards
and two touchdowns. Roberts would again garner
honors from the conference his senior year, as he and
Blackford led the Trojans on and off the field.
Both excelled on the baseball diamond as well.
Roberts led the team in hitting this year and was
awarded with his second consecutive All-MCC First
Team award. Blackford, a stalwart in the field, earned
All-MCC recognition in 2000.
The two saw the full spectrum of athletic success as
well. Their freshman year, the football team finished
with a decent record of 7-3, but not at the top of the
conference. However, in 2000, Blackford and Roberts
played vital roles in taking the Trojans to the top of
the conference and eventually to the second round of
the NAIA National Playoffs, a place no Taylor foot-
ball team had been before. Then in 2001, key injuries
and graduations brought the football squad back to
reality, and the team's record fell to 2-9.
"You really learn about yourself during the tough
times, when the team is losing," Roberts said. "When
you're down, your real personality shows itself."
In baseball, the team won half its games and was in
the bottom half of the conference when the duo
arrived. Like the football team, baseball won the con-
ference tide in 1999 with both men as main ingredi-
ents in the success. This year the team played well,
beating NCAA Division One Bethune-Cookman in
Florida and advancing to the semi-final round of the
MCC tournament before being knocked out by
Bethel.
It wasn't the successes or failures on the field that
will be remembered though.
'Y'ou get to see all different types of leader [in both
sports] — the loud ones and the soft-spoken ones. You
learn from different styles and begin to see what
leader you might be," Roberts said.
Roberts led through example and emotion this year,
as his teammates voted him a captain of the football
team. Blackford led with strong words and stronger
actions. Both made new friends and forged relation-
ships that will last a lifetime, including the one the two
share with each other.
"We're like brothers," Blackford said. "[Roberts] is
one of my best friends. It was a pleasure and an honor
playing with a person and player of his caliber."
Whether it was Blackford covering Roberts' routes
in football practice or Roberts playing next to
Blackford in the outfield, one thing will stay the same
forever — they have each other's backs.
By Tab Bamford
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Jabin Newhouse (by Abbey Boyd)
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1he 2000-2001 Men's basketball
eason could be described as a
roller coaster season. The Trojans' season had
its ups and downs, and saw them finish with an
overall record of 17-16 and a 7-7 record in the
MCC - good -—t^tem—
enough for fg^i g
fourth place.
Taylor
started the sea-
son off with a
70-45
home victory
over Purdue
North Central.
Unfortunately
for the Trojans,
they would be
huge
The last regular season game saw the
Trojans battling for third place in the MCC.
The game was played at Bethel, and Taylor
went into the game with a two-game winnine
streak. Bethel ended up defeating the Trojans
m by a score of 78-
74. This loss set
the stage for a
first-round MCC
playoff match-
up with Indiana
Wesleyan.
The first-round
playoff game
paralleled the
Trojans' entire
season. They
Matthew LettingafZy Abbey Boyd)
anything but consistent over the rest of the
season.
The Trojans had a five game win streak
at one point during the season, but the rest of
the season saw them go through spells where
they would win one and lose one, barely staying Bv Barry Walsh
over .500.
came out strong
and took a large initial lead, but they faltered.
After several lead changes the Trojans came up
short, ending Taylor's roller coaster season.
Basketball
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Winning has certainly been a tradi-
tion for Coach Tena Krause, and
this year was not any different. This year
was the Lady Trojan's seventh season of
winning in excess of twenty games. The
Trojans were also ranked as
high as eighth in the nation,
which is the highest the
Lady Trojans have ever been
ranked. Taylor's three
seniors Krista Dennison,
Erin Hutton and Jen Peak,
led the Trojans to a 24 - 8
record.
The Lady Trojans excelled
in their pre-season, winning all three Taylor
tournaments. The Trojans also conquered
teams hundreds of miles away, winning the
Sun-Shine Shoot-out Tournament in the
Bahamas. The Lady Trojans started the con-
ference well, going undefeated in the first
round. One of these wins included a defeat
over St. Francis who was ranked first in the
nation. The Trojans struggled in the second
round of conference games winning only
five of their eight games. The Trojans were
then defeated by St. Francis in the semi-
finals of the Mid-Central Conference(MCC)
Tournament.
Taylor had several
standouts this season.
Senior Krista Dennison
and junior Bridget Carlson
received first team MCC
, awards. Senior Jen Peak
* c
o was recognized as second|
c
q team MCC. Erin Hutton
CO
3 joined the elite group of
nine to score over have 1,000 career points.
Leading this team was Coach Tena Krause
who was named WBCA Coach of the year.
Coach Krause will be returning a strong
group of players for next season. She plans
to have yet another successful year.
By Carrie Chivington
a
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Bridget Carlson (by Jenni Smith)
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The men's cross-country team, whose
members are known as Jarheads,
had an enjoyable 2000 season. Coming off
a stellar 1999 season, the Jarheads experi-
enced a rebuilding year with several high-
lights. Seniors Jon Tabor and Tim
Hoeflinger served as co-captains of the
team, while Kip Rop and Eric Olson led
the team through fierce competition.
The jarheads made a strong showing in
the Benedictine Invitational, finishing in
fourth place.
Later, competing for a chance to go to
national competition, the jarheads came in
a close third behind previous champions
Indiana Wesleyan University. All-
Conference honors were given to Rop,
Hoeflinger and Tabor.
Rop finished second in the Mid-Central
Conference lead him to NAIA National
Championship in Wisconsin, where he fin-
ished in fourth place, gaining him the
fourth Ail-American honor of his cross
country career.
Coach Chris Coy said he was pleased
with the season. The Taylor Cross Country
traditions will continue to be strong as the
Jarheads look forward to the 2001 season.
By Kevin Sparks
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Women
•he women's cross country team,
. whose members are known as the
Maddawgs, had an impressive 2000 sea-
son. Co-captains Julie Nor and Megan
Halgren combined with fellow seniors
Kelli Bowers, Nicole Bragg, Amanda
Brown, Rachel Clark, and newcomer
Shonda Augsburger to blaze a memo-
rable trail in 2000. Juniors Christel Deal,
Connie Sparks and Jessica Thompson
also added incredible performances as
the season progressed.
The Maddawgs started the season off
with a second-place finish at the
Anderson Invitational. At the
Benedictine Invitational, the Maddawgs
grabbed third place out of a seventeen-
team field while placing four women
under the 20-minute mark.
They made a valiant effort, finishing
third at the Mid-Central Conference
meet in November. Nor earned All-
Conference honors, and four Maddawgs
set personal records.
Coaches Chris Coy and Cindy Callison
were extremely pleased with the season.
The coaches said the women put every-
thing into the team, and should be proud
of the season. They ran against tough
competition all year, which helped pro-
duce good memories for the squad.
By Kevin Sparks
Julie Nor (Courtisy oj Jim Garnnger)
Though losing two seniors through graduation, Taylor
University head golf coach Joe Romine was very opti-
mistic about this year's season. For the second year in a row,
Romine played three freshman.
"Yes, we are young, but that doesn't mean we won't be able to
compete. Our returning players are very talented and now have
the experience to lead the younger group. And our freshman are
a very talented group. We have plenty of depth," Romine said.
The team had a strong season, with one second-place finish
and two third-place finishes. At the Taylor-hosted meet held at
Walnut Creek Golf Course, the team placed fourth behind
Marian, Indiana Wesleyan, and Bethel.
The Trojans are committed to moving the Taylor golf pro-
gram to a higher level. That takes players committed to a year-
round program.
"I want my golfers to be student-athletes and work towards
graduating from Tavlor in four years," Coach Romine said. "I
also expect them to be gentlemen and represent the University,
and the program well."
By Brandon Miquel
with contributionsfrom the golf Web site W*'**V
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Men's Soccer
Just for kicks
Despite a rock}7 2000 season the men's soccer team was able to
achieve victories through many hard fought battles. Much of
the team's strength came from the defensive end of the field. Over all
the team was made up of young players, which accounts for some
inconsistency throughout the season.
While the team was inexperienced, it was still able to achieve a win-
ning record of 4-2-1. The Trojans defeated Grant Count}" rival
Indiana Wesleyan University, always a heated batde on the field.
Taylor placed three players on the Mid-Central All Conference team.
Senior stopper Stuart Davis made his third appearance as a first team
All-Conference player. Junior mid-fielder Tim Knipp's relendess play
sent him to the second team All-Conference squad. Davis and Knipp
were also named to the NAIA Region VIII second team. Freshman
forward James Hornaday was selected as a member of the Honorable
Mention team.
This year's experiences are expected to be a good foundation to
build on with the 2001 team. Returning next year to lead on offense
is a trio of experienced players.
"We will have talent and experience on the offensive side of play.
We must take full advantage of our speed. Defensively, we have some
huee holes to fill. We may be smaller next year, but we will not be less
aggressive," said head coach Joe Lund.
This team is looking forward to dominating their opponents in the
fall of 2001.
By Mark Schepperley
with contributionsfrom the mens soccer Web site
Jonathan Rupp (by Noel Scbutt)
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The 2000 women's soccer team continued a winning
streak this year, despite several injuries to key players.
This season was only Taylor's fifth with a varsity squad, and
the ladies finished with a 9-5-2 record. Over all five seasons,
their record stands at 47-29-2. The ladies started slowly, win-
ning only two of their first seven games. An incredible dou-
ble-overtime game against rival Indiana Wesleyan ended as a 3-
2 loss, but gave the team needed motivation that resulted in
them winning seven of their next eight games, outscoring their
opponents 34-0.
The Trojans set out to avenge the early loss to IWU in the
semifinal game of the MCC Tournament. The pattern of dom-
inance by Indiana Wesleyan would continue, however, as the 3-
loss ended the ladies' season, finishing second in the MCC.
Seasoned veterans Catherine Alexander, Jessica Linder,
Heather Rogers, Karin Staffin, and Sara Zender led the
women's team this year. Outstanding defender Debbie
Douglas, a junior, once again received national recognition as
she was named to the NAIA Women's Soccer Ail-American
Honorable Mention Team.
The Lady Trojans look ahead to continued success. "We have
a very solid group returning next year," said freshman Sarah
Townsend. "We definitely have the talent to take it to the next
level."
By Philip Alexander
Heather Rogers (by Bryan Smith)
Women's Soccer
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The squad entered the 2000 season with high hopes, but
inconsistent fielding at inopportune times hurt their
efforts to repeat a championship run. The 20-23 overall
record was not indicative of how competitive the squad was.
The pitching staff combined for a 4.50 ERA, nearly a run bet-
ter than their opponents, but the fielding percentage fell to
.928, allowing the opposition too many opportunities.
On the offensive side, the Trojans hit for a .280 average, not
spectacular, but strong enough to carry them through the
year.
With the graduation of only two seniors, the Trojans field-
ed an experienced squad. The team had six seniors this year
to provide leadership and experience, led by All-MCC per-
formers Jeremy Roberts and Scott Blackford. Roberts led the
team in hits, batting average, home runs, and RBIs. Blackford
was tops in on base percentage, and runs, while hitting .326.
The Trojans came within one game of the championship
round in this year's MCC tournament, but fell to Bethel 9-5 to
end their season.
By Brandon Miquel
1
(by Bryan Smith)
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A Trojan gets set to hit the ball, (by
Bryan Smith)
A plaver steps up to bat. (by Bnan Smith)
A team batting average of .280 is
solid. Jeremy Roberts led the team in
hits, batting average, home runs, and
RBI's. Scott Blackford was tops in
on-base percentage, and runs.
(by Bryan Smith)
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The final 7-28 record for the 2001 softball
season is a perfect illustration that a team's
win-loss tally does not necessarily portray their
success.
With most of the starting infield graduating
the rear before and having a squad that is more
than 50 percent freshmen, it was expected to a
rebuilding year. In speaking to any one of the
Lady Trojans, she would tell you that while the
season was rough at times, great improvement
was seen in each and every player both on and
off the field.
They grew closer as a team as well as spiritu-
ally through team praise and worship and devo-
tions led by Coach Joe Lund.
"It was a trying season," captain Ashley Lund
admits, "but the hardship contributed to a lot of
growth on the team, both skillfully and spiritu-
ally."
The improvement was obvious by the fact
that the scores went from blowout games to
one-run games in the bottom of the seventh
inning. The team however, never got discour-
aged and played with heart all season long.
Coach Lund explains, "They had a 'never say
die' work ethic and attitude." He is looking for-
ward to the upcoming seasons knowing that
with more experience comes mental maturity
and confidence. The team will only lose two
seniors, one being Lund who was voted All-
Conference for her performance this year.
With few leaving the squad, many experienced
players returning and recruits joining the team,
the Lady Trojans will be ready to come out
strong in 2002.
By Erin Van Buren
A ladv Trojan gets set to hit the ball, (by Bryan Smith)
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"It was a trying sea-
son, but the hardship
contributed to a lot
of growth on the
team, both skillfully
and spiritually."
- Ashley Lund
A lady Trojan smacks the ball, (by Bryan Smith)
''They had a 'never
say die' work ethic
and attitude."
- Coach Joe Lund
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The catcher makes a difficult stop, (by Biyan Smith)
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Track
A iter the loss of many key figures from last.year's track team, this 2001 Trojan team
looked to rebuild. Instead they found themselves
improving from where they left off with the help
of new members as well as veterans.
On the team this year was an Olympian in the
shot put, and All-Americans in sprints and relays
just to start off the field of competitors.
The Trojans made a strong showing in all their
outings and their depth kept them improving
from last year.
Field
This year all athletes stepped up and put in
their best effort to come together as a team.
Because of their heart and determination, the
team found themselves placing fifth at the NAIA
National Championship Meet in British
Columbia, Canada. And although the depth is not
as apparent as past years, good things are expect-
ed from this squad.
By Mark Schepperley
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A high jumper clears the bar. (by Jermi Smith)
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Women's pole vault (by Jenni Smith)
Josh Vanderwalker and John Watson running Ethan Van Drunen pole vaulting, (by Jenni Smith)
a distance race, (by Jenni Smith)
Kelli Bowers running the 800 meters.
(by Jenni Smith)
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ntramural sports are intense and competitive activities,
Lbut also a time of fun and enjoyment for all who par-
ticipate. It is a time for those who do not participate in
intercollegiate sports to display their abilities on the field
of play. This year brought out the best in those that par-
ticipated. Penthouse made a strong showing winning foot-
ball, soccer, C league basketball. Sophomore Brian Hill
said, "Intramurals are a good time to get out and be com-
petitive and still have fun with your friends and strength-
en community ties with other dorms." Yes, we play to win,
but in competing friendships can be made and fellowship
had by those that participate.
Even in a competitive situation this is a good time for fel-
lowship with brothers and sisters in Christ. It is a time to
share in fun activities and just enjoy the opportunity to
compete. For those that do not compete in the sport
themselves it is an opportunity to join others in watching
and cheering on their team. Working together to win a
game can bring a group of guys or girls together and cre-
ate a bond that is hard to break. These bonds are held
throughout the year and even into the next.
Sophomore Ryan Venman said, "Intramurals are a great
opportunity for those who do not play varsity sports to
keep playing." Intramurals give us all the opportunity to
keep playing the sports we love and to try other sports
that we never had the chance to before. "Intramurals are
a tradition that will go on throughout the years," sopho-
more Leslie Bradford said.
By Mark Schepperley
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Intramural Ultimate Frisbee (by Jenni Smith)
botball (by Bryan Smith) Intramural Basketball (by jenni Smith)
Lacrosse
The Taylor University Men's Lacrosse club
team had a successful season in 2001. The
team was composed of 30 plavers, the most in the
team's four-year history. The Trojans also played
more games than in past years and set a record for
wins in a season. A fall schedule was added this
year, and playing and beating larger schools like Ball
State and Purdue increased the level of competition.
"The guvs came to play this year and we showed
teams around the Midwest that we are a force to be
reckoned with," said senior captain Nate Bates.
Brian Hill, sophomore co-captain, had high hopes
for the Taylor lacrosse team.
"Chris [Hill] and I just wanted our team to have
the same winning mentality as we had on our high
school team, and it worked." The Hill brothers cap-
tained the team and led the team in scoring while
sophomore Craig Leffew and junior Rob Reiter
anchored the defense.
It was not just a few players who were responsible
for the team's success. Long, grueling practices
forced the Trojans to compete at a new level. Every
day at practice, each player came to run faster and
hit harder than the other 29 players and vie for one
of the few starting positions.
The 2001 Trojans enjoyed experiences and friend-
ships that will not soon be forgotten. There was a
camaraderie that developed early in the season
among the team members. The experiences
stretched beyond the field; whether it was eating
dinner at Cindy's or the disco bowling pick-a-date or
the weekly team praise and worship. In the end, the
games and practices blended with the laughter and
the tears resulted in an incredible experience for a
great group of guvs.
By Christopher Hill
Two lacrosse team members play in a scrimmage game, (by Jeii/ii Smith)
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Starting a new team can be a little difficult, especial-
ly when you have only a few players with experi-
ence, no coach, and no funding. This year, the women's
lacrosse club team did just that. Jessica Kelley laughs at
how the team looked through out the season. "We got
some hand-me-downs from the Softball team and the
men's lacrosse team, so we would call ourselves scrubs;
but then we won quite a few games and ended up mak-
ing it to nationals, now we use our favorite descriptive
word: hardcore!"
There were a group of girls that practiced last spring;
six of them played in the fall with Ball State. The five
that stayed with it advertised and prayed that girls would
join the team. When meedngs were held, Rebekah
Taylor was the only one with experience, so they would
tell the prospective players that this would be a building
year, intense and a lot of fun. Joy Coddington stated the
reason she joined the team, "I thought I could hit peo-
ple, but then I stayed with it even though I found out I
couldn't."
The team started off the season in early march, head-
ing down to Columbia, Mo. In their first game, they
played St. Mary's College and won 11-1. The team was
ecstatic. The season was off to a great, unexpected start.
The play day up at Calvin College was another moment
of triumph. The Taylor women had three games, and
were a person down. They won all three games, and
bonded in the process.
Katie Schroyer commented, "It was amazing how the
team came together this year. It helped us have a great
season."
Rebekah Taylor stated, "I was very impressed with
how we did this season. We did better than I ever expect-
ed."
However, the biggest higlight of the year was when
the team was invited to nationals and finished the season
ranked eleventh in the nation.
By Jessica Kelley
Katie Burkhardt, Jessica Kelley, Stephanie Rogers, Kathy Cahill and Rebekah Taylor, the founders of the
womens lacrosse team, (photo provided by Jessica Kelley)
lacrosse
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Lynn Sievert and Amanda Schaffer (photo provided by Amanda Schaffer)
The Equestrian team: Taylor's best-kept secret
"Tot many Taylor students know about the opportuni- Along with 10 new riders, the Equestrian team had the addi-
™ ty to take a three-hour drive for a two-minute ride, or
the chance to get up before the sun. If those options don't
sound appealing, how about testing Newton's Law of Gravity?
The 2000-2001 Taylor Equestrian team consists of 23 mem-
bers, each taking weekly lessons at JTL Stables with Coach T.J.
LaBlanc. Members have the option of competing in the 10
tion of Pony Pals. Pony Pals is a community outreach program
that pairs up children from the surrounding community with
team members. The children range in age from kindergarten tc
fourth grade, and are given the chance to spend time at the sta
bles riding, learning about horses, and playing with team mem
shows that are held throughout the year. Horse shows are held Although there are many unique aspects about thfl
at Purdue, IUPUI, Saint Mary of the Woods and Taylor. Shows
give riders of all levels, beginners through advanced jumpers,
the opportunity to compete against riders from 12 different
Equestrian team, team camaraderie is the highlight. Junio
Lynn Sievert said, "There's no greater bonding experience thai
the one that comes through sharing a passion. For us, that'
schools. Seven riders, Sarah Boring, Courtney Elder, Adam horse."
Lusk, Lynn Sievert, Heidi Stevens, Becky Stevens and Matt
Zeeb, advanced to the regional level, held at Purdue University.
By Amanda Schaffer
Filled with Spirit
Cheerleaders keep smiling through a season of trials
This cheerleading season was a challenging time. Starting at
the end of last year's season, we began praying for new
members to join the squad. We began in the fall not knowing if we
would have enough members for a squad, but we knew God had
brought us together as a team. Even with only seven members, we
persevered through the season, trusting that this was something the
Lord wanted us to participate in.
As a result, we poured everything we had into practices and
games and learned what it meant when Paul commanded in
Colossians 3:23, "Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart,
as working for the Lord and not for men." Halfway through the
season we lost two members and our mascot. Despite these obsta-
cles, we kept cheering and kept our eyes focused on the Lord.
Though frustration was apparent at times, we had a great time
getting to know one another and made it our goal to encourage
each other in the Lord. Devotions and a time of sharing became a
focus for the team. We made it a priority to be there for each other
both on and off the court. Our favorite memories include cheering
in the Dining Commons, cheering in the rain or throwing up stunts
in the locker room in order to hang signs to draw a team closer
together. We ended this year blessed with a season lacking major
injuries and focused on close friendships. This season can only be
attributed to the Lord's provision and perfect plan in each of our
lives.
By Jenna Keller
Jenna Keller and Adam Thatcher (by Abbe) 1 Boyd)
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There will be no more night. They
will not need the light of a lamp or
the light of the sun, for the Lord
God will give them light. A.nd they
Revelation 22:5
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For every one minority student at Taylor
University there are 14 white students.
The University hopes to change that in the coming
years.
"Taylor is openly pursuing ethnic students," said
Evelyn Aponte, admissions recruiter for American
ethnic students and international students.
Recruiting ethnic students to attend Taylor has
been a challenge for more than one reason. According
to Rosemary Farmer, Director of American Ethnic
students program, Taylor's location is just one of the
many factors that will continue to hinder ethnic stu-
dents from attending Taylor.
"Ethnic students that come from big cities with lots
of diverse people, people accept-
ing and encouraging diversity
have a very hard time coming to a
cornfield and an area like
Upland," said Farmer.
Farmer also attributes the lack
of ethnic diversity on Taylor's
staff as a huge part of the prob-
lem. She feels that unless Taylor
commits to putting a certain
number of ethnic professors in
every department, as well as in
the student affairs department,
Taylor will never become a truly
diverse place.
"Taylor can try to shape and influence students into
becoming diverse thinkers and not live in ignorance,"
said Farmer, "but it needs a diverse administration
that is committed to that goal and that will never
change until more ethnic diversity is brought to the
staff."
Farmer does not attribute what she feels as racial
ignorance at Taylor as entirely the administration's
fault. The problem starts at home, according to
Farmer, who thinks too many evangelical Christians
are not raising their children with the tools to equip
them for life in a diverse world.
"So many Christian families are trying to raise their
children with a worldview that is biblical," said
Farmer, "they come to college and have no idea what
it is like to be with someone different . . . that has to
start in the home."
Students like Deyanira Lopez echo some of
Farmers' concerns. Lopez, a freshman at Taylor
University comes from Modesto, California, where
she grew up speaking both English and Spanish, as
well as interacting with a number of different races.
Entering Taylor was hard for her and although she
likes it now, she attributes the friends that came with
her as the reason she stayed.
"When we came to Taylor we were all alone ... it
was like we had no one else on this entire campus that
could relate to us or our experiences," said Lopez.
"Without each other none of us would have made it."
Lopez would like to see the university recruit more
ethnic students, professors and administration to the
campus. She said that for ethnic diversity and harmo-
ny to take place at Taylor, its current student body
must be willing to reach out and
learn from students that may be
different.
Not all ethnic students at
Taylor feel the same as Lopez or
Farmer. Freshman Leigh Ann
Hunt, who is half Lumbe Indian,
said she loves the Taylor experi-
ence. However, she does feel the
university needs greater diversity.
"Having ethnic programs on
campus should serve to unify us,
not serve to separate us more,"
said Hunt. "Only when we
(by Den Reed)
become integrated can we truly
learn from each other and change."
Despite diversity issues that Aponte, a Taylor
graduate, feels the university still needs to improve on,
she feels Taylor has come a long way in the years since
she graduated.
"At Taylor, even this year, we have seen forums
devoted to improving diversity and racial harmony on
the campus," said Aponte. "That would never have
happened when I was a student here."
Aponte feels there is a renewed dedication to seeing
Taylor becoming diversified and hopes to see that
dedication become more visible in the coming years.
"Heaven is a diverse place, full of diverse people,"
said Aponte. "We want to see Taylor University
become a place that better reflects God's kingdom."
By Brit Jensen
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Holy Land
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This page: A Palestinian man and Israeli soldiers
(photo provided by Daniel Kakish)
Opposite page: The Jerusalem skyline (photo pririded
by Daniel Kakish)
In the last year, the Holy Land has they
responded by firing at Israeli sol- The situation deteriorated after his
seen the worst violence since the diers. victory. Tanks firing shells surround
war of 1967. The peace agreements Each side blamed the other for the Palestinian towns and refugee camps,
were at a standstill after summer of violence. In an effort to stop the vio- The assassination of political figures
2000. A violence-provoking visit by lence, Israelis set up roadblocks around continues. Children are being killed and
Israeli Prime Minister Arial Sharon to Palestinian cities, towns, and villages, injured. Palestinian fighters fire mortar
the Dome of the Rock sparked the vio- These roadblocks did not allow shells at Jewish setdements. Palestinians
lence eight months ago. The violence Palestinians to leave their villages. This send cars with explosives into Israel in
has killed over 330 Palestinians, up to 70 crushed the Palestinian economy and retaliation for the shelling of their corn-
Israelis, and injured over 17,000 oppressed the people even more. This munities. Israel tightened the blockade
Palestinians, 30 percent of which are action by the Israelis failed because it of all Palestinian towns. Israel took over
children.
All seemed to be going well until
last summer. Both sides were try-
ing to put an end to the dispute.
Palestinians wanted to establish
their own state in the West Bank,
Gaza Strip, and have the
Palestinian populated parts of
Jerusalem as their capital. The
United Nations does not recog-
nize the West Bank as part of
Israel. According to the United
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part of the Palestinian land in
Gaza. Many Palestinian homes
were destroyed by Israel's direct
attack on the homes.
I was in the Holy Land m
January of 2001 and I was shocked
to see how bad the situation was.
Due to Israel's blockade of the
Palestinian town Ramallah, a trip
to Jerusalem took me two hours
instead of the normal 15 minutes.
{photo provided by Daniel' Kakisb) This was because I was of Arabic
Nations, the West Bank and Gaza Strip treated the people as if they were in jail, decent. I saw Israeli tanks surrounding
are occupied territories. As part of the The violence was intensifying, and the town I live in and I was very fright-
peace settlement, Palestinians would Barak, the Israeli leader at that time, ened. I would not travel past the hours
stop their struggle for freedom against resorted to a different method. of 7 p.m. for fear of my life.
Israel, which began in 1948. Both sides Israel began to assassinate political Please pray for the peace in the Holy
were unable to meet the terms of each Palestinian figures by exploding their Land. Pray for our Palestinian and
other and the violence erupted. cars or attacking their cars with heli- Israeli brothers and sisters. Pray for the
Palestinians began demonstrating at copter missiles. Once again this only Palestinian children and their families as
Israeli checkpoints because of Sharon's intensified the fighting. Barak was unemployment among Palestinians has
visit to the Dome of the Rock. The first unsure of what to do. Elections for a increased to more than 40 percent and
week was frightening with intense vio- new Prime Minister of Israel were the families living under the poverty
lence. Palestinian youth would throw demanded. Barak was running again level has increased to over 50 percent,
rocks and bottles at Israeli soldiers and versus against the hard-liner Arial Pray for the Israeli families who have
the soldiers would respond with live Sharon, who was the man who entered lost soldiers in this conflict,
ammunition. The Palestinian soldiers the Dome of the Rock Area. Sharon
identified with the Palestinian youth, so won by a landslide. By Daniel Kakish
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The For
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•gotten Minority
ire from a different perspective
You have probably seen him around campus, or heard
his voice bellowing down the halls. Dave Pletcher is
hard to miss.
He is hard to miss because of his huge personality, his will-
ing friendship and the fact that he is in a wheelchair. Dave is
a paraplegic. He lost the ability to walk after a car accident one
month before his second birthday. He became a part of the
"forgotten minority," as historians have called them. This
group makes up less than three percent of the United States'
population. While many could not face a life of disability,
Dave has embraced it. "I accept it, and I love it. Any other
way, it just wouldn't be me."
His mother Jan Pletcher, Assistant Professor of
Communications Arts at Taylor, recalls changing public per-
ceptions of Dave as he grew up. When he was young, the
family could go to a restaurant and he would receive special
attention, "from extra cherries in his coke to free dessert."
As he grew older, some perceptions grew harsher. "Not
long ago the two of us went to a restaurant and the hostess
directed her questions to me when David was right there. 'Can
he sit in a booth?' 'Does he need a special menu?'"
When Dave Pletcher started attending Taylor University, he
found that most people accepted him and his disability. "For
the most part people are wonderful, nice, not offensive. You
run into a few that say things just out of ignorance and out of
not experiencing people with disabilities. They say things that
would be considered [not politically correct]. I guess the thing
that would offend me most is probably the non-accessibility
to a lot of the dorms."
Bergwall and Morris Halls are the only campus dorms that
are handicap accessible, according to Associate Dean of
Students and Director of Housing Lori Holtman. Bergwall
will soon have "two rooms on each floor [with] special accom-
modations," according to Holtman. The retrofitted rooms will
include accessible bathrooms and lower closet rails to assist
handicapped students. Holtman also mentioned that Taylor
would work with students to make special accommodations if
they are not already in place.
While residence halls are a major concern in regards to
handicap accessibility, the rest of campus is not immune from
the problem. Taylor has made great strides by installing lifts in
the Rediger Chapel and Dining Commons. Push-button doors
in various academic buildings have also been installed.
"They've been really thoughtful and considerate about those
things," Pletcher said.
Though great strides have been made to make the campus
completely accessible, some buildings have not been touched.
The art building is still not completely accessible, and besides
Bergwall Hall, there are no plans to retrofit any current
dorms.
With the progress the university is making in its accessibili-
ty and the friends he has made here, Pletcher is happy to be at
Taylor. His only complaint is that people do not think before
doing things that might damage the elevator or other devices
meant for physically handicapped individuals. There have
been times that the elevator has been broken and Pletcher has
either been stuck in his room or unable to get to his room.
"In some ways that elevator is my legs ... it lets me live a
'normal' life. When the elevator's broken or I see people who
walk in [to the bathroom] right in front of me, who see me
coming and still take the handicap stall, it doesn't offend me,
but it makes me realize that I really am different than you ..."
Pletcher said.
Taylor University continues improving to become more
accessible to all kinds of students, and the student body con-
tinues to adjust to the presence of one of the forgotten
minority. As parting advice for the continual journey of
understanding when it comes to the physically handicapped,
Pletcher offers this, "If you have a question if something is
going to offend me, ask me ... if you don't ask questions
you're not going to get answers."
By Ben Reed
(Photos by Ben Reed)
Election
The election of 2000 will be remembered
as one of the most controversial elections
in American history. Those watching election
night coverage can recall journalists declaring
Vice President Gore as winner of Florida, then
retracting their statements as information sug-
gested that there were problems with the ballots.
The ballot problems permeated American cul-
ture for the next six weeks, becoming the sub-
ject of frustration for politicians and jokes for
the rest of the American public. Demands for
recounts, the discussion of chads and protests
in Washington, D.C. all marked the unprecedent-
ed election in U.S. history.
The Republican Party gained the upper hand
when the Supreme Court ordered the ballot
recount to stop. On Jan. 20, 2001, George W.
Bush was inaugurated as our nation's 43 rd pres-
ident.
With pandemonium in Florida and Washington
D.C, what was the reaction of our Taylor
University community?
Peter J. McClanathan, a freshman political sci-
ence major and vice-president of the Taylor
chapter of College Republicans, said that he did
not mind the fiasco at the beginning. Once the
excess media coverage started augmenting the
problem, he began to get as frustrated as the
rest of the country, he said. McClanathan
believes that the Democratic argument was both
contradictory and ironic. "There were 1.4 mil-
lion less votes for Bush nationwide, but Gore
only wanted Florida to be recounted."
To increase awareness of the election of
Taylor's campus, SAC hosted an "Election
Festival" in the student union. This event pro-
moted voting among the student body and
knowledge of the candidates and their plat-
forms. Through parodies pulled from "Saturday
Night Live" skits and a faculty panel consisting
of Mike Row, Kimberly Spragg, Mike Hammond
and Phil Loy, the festival presented its audience
with both sides of the issues.
The election affected every single one of us.
In response to those that did not care about the
election or felt that it had no effect on them,
Phil Loy said, "I don't have sympathy for those
of vou who say 'this election doesn't concern
me.' The last I checked, you all lived in
America."
According to a post-election poll conducted by
The Echo, 70.7 percent of Taylor's student body
voted either locally or by absentee ballot. A
representative from the campus post office said
they had never seen this as many absentee bal-
lots go through in past years. The election of
our president was one of frenzy and disorder,
but the outcome will stabilize through the activ-
ities of Bush's four-year term in office.
By Leslie Bradford, Nicole Schulz contributing
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President George W. Bush {Courtesy of API World Wide Photos, Inc.)
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According to one professor's study, one in four Taylor women have an eat-
ing disorder. Here, one girl tells her story of fighting the battle to be thin.
Senior Megan Garmers, who grew up as "the chubby kid," struggled widi
an eating disorder from a very young age. Eating disorders come from
desiring a sense of control, Garmers said, (by Jenni Smith)
Laughter and shouts of joy ring
out from deep within, as chil-
dren scurry about from one steel
statue of excitement to another. The
merry-go-round, slide, and swings
are a child's home. The ability to
play, to laugh, and to be carefree is
seemingly innate. "When they are
happy they laugh, when thev have
energy they play, when they are hun-
gry they eat. I knew I had a problem
when I couldn't remember how to
laugh," said Megan Garmers, a senior
psychology major at Taylor
University. "I didn't know who I was.
I had lost my childhood, but more
importantly mv identity in Christ."
Growing up, Garmers was always
known as the chubbv kid on the
block. By learning how to count
calories from a friend, Garmers dis-
covered how calorie counting and
not eating allowed her to function
better as a ballerina.
Garmers' realization that she was
suffering from an eating disorder
came when she was attending a
prayer meeting her freshman year ir
high school. It was at this praye
meeting that Garmers realized tha
she no longer knew how to laugh o
to be free like a child. Girl talk abou
how to get a boyfriend made he
realize further that she had a prob
lem.
"They said something about beinj
vourself, but it hit me because
couldn't remember who I was, :
Garmers said. "That scared m-
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because growing up I always had a
very strong self-concept and high
self-esteem."
Garmers is just one example of
Taylor University women who have
struggled with an eating disorder.
Garmers noted that research done
by Dr. Vance Maloney, professor of
psychology and testing at Taylor
University, shows that about 25 per-
cent of Taylor women struggle with
an eating disorder.
Carol Mott, director of the coun-
seling center at Taylor University,
supported Dr. Maloney's findings.
Yet, she believed that the numbers
might be even greater than 25 per-
cent. "About 16 to 20 percent of
our caseload involved eating issues
in some way," replied Mott. "I
believe there is a much higher per-
centage of students who struggle,
but who we never see."
The Eating Disorder Awareness
and Prevention organization, the
nation's largest non-profit aware-
ness program, outlines two main
weight loss, eating disorder cate-
gories: anorexia nervosa and bulim-
ia nervosa. Although, anorexia and
bulimia are both eating disorders,
they are different from each other.
According to the Eating Disorder
Awareness and Prevention organiza-
tion: anorexia nervosa is character-
ized by "self-starvation and exces-
sive weight loss," where as, bulimia
nervosa is characterized by "secre-
tive cycle of binging and purging."
Garmers, however, pointed out a
third eating disorder category, exer-
cise bulimia. According to Garmers,
exercise bulimia is characterized by
eating 3,000 to 6,000 calories a day
(binging) and then exercising
extreme amounts of time per day to
reduce the feelings of guilt brought
on by binging or purging. "I worked
out more than I went to school.
worked or slept. But I didn't think I
had a problem because I wasn't
throwing up."
"[Girls] want to be in control, but
it's a paradox because they're not."
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Garmers, now years in recovery, has shared her
struggle with other Taylor women suffering
from an eating disorder. She encouages friends
to watch out for and affirm each other when it
comes to body image. "Look at people's spirit,"
she said, (by Jenni Smith)
Garmers said that studies show that
people from religious backgrounds
struggled more with eating disor-
ders because of their desire for spir-
itual perfection in life. This desire
for their spiritual life then rolls over
to a desire for physical perfection.
Garmers referred to how Christians
use their idea of Christian discipline
and scripture references to justify
their eating behavior. "I'm just
being a good steward of my body,
or I'm practicing self control," were
both common justifications that
Garmers mentioned.
Mott summed up the student's
thoughts with her stance on why
statistics are higher on Taylor's cam-
pus. "We [Taylor] select our stu-
dents from families and back-
grounds that value achievement,
excellence and competency. The
Christian values of self-denial and
self-control further accentuate the
need to 'appear' together in many
ways."
"It's a sin in which Satan has man-
aged to weasel into the minds of a
lot of girls," Rhonda Bloss said,
another Taylor student who also
struggled with an eating disorder.
Because of this, Garmers empha-
sized how important it is to "under-
stand who we are, especially who we
are in Christ." As for any personal
struggle, "the individual has to real-
ize they have a problem," Garmers
said. "But we can help by showing
unconditional love towards the per-
son with the problem."
Both Garmers and Bloss shared
their desires for Taylor's community
to help their brothers and sisters in
Christ who are struggling with an
eating disorder. Garmers and Bloss
encourage people to watch for signs
of an eating disorder, such as, baggy
clothes, missing meals, scheduling
classes around working out and
meal times, obsession with appear-
ance, a distorted relationship with
their body, weakness, evident low
self-esteem and isolation. Along
with watching for signs, "encourage
one another," Garmers said. "Look
at people's spirit, not their body."
Through God's amazing grace He
healed Garmer's body and heart.
Her healing allowed her to regain
her identity in Christ and "to be a
child." Once she regained her iden-
tity, she was able to laugh again as a
child laughs while taking a spin on
the merry-go-round, zipping down
the slide, or flying through the air
on a swing.
By Amanda Schaffer
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"Conservative Christians are getting the journal-
ism they deserve," Terry Mattingly said during a
chapel address to the Taylor student body.
Mattingly spoke various times throughout the
weekend about "God, Van Halen and you."
Mattingly is a nationally syndicated author and
currently writes for the Scripps Howard News
Service in Washington, D.C. He is also the direc-
tor for the Institute of Journalism at the Council
for Christian Colleges, (by Bryan Smith)
David Bates, now Executive Director of Olive
Branch Mission in Chicago, spoke to Taylor stu-
dents during World Opportunities Week. Bates
grew up in the central African country of Burundi
and has been involved in Arab ministries since he
came to the United States for college. Bates spoke
of his experiences in ministry and encouraged stu-
dents to get involved in missions, (by Bryan Smith)
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Rev. A Michael Black came to Taylor during
September 2000 for Spiritual Renewal Week. His
nightly messages were focused around the theme
"Our spiritual blessings in Christ: Gold among the
gravel." Rev. Black is the pastor of Bethesda Baptist
Church in Washington, D.C. (by Bryan Smith)
2000 Nobel Peace Prize nominee, Kathy Kelly, came to
Taylor in March 2001 to speak about sanction placed on Iraq
by the United States. She also spoke on her experiences as a
member of nonviolent direct action teams working for social
change. She now works for Voices in the Wilderness, a
Chicago-based organization dedicated to reducing Iraqi sanc-
tions. Kelly's visit was made possible by the Taylor University
chapter of the International Justice Mission, (by Bryan Smith)
Richard Wright came to speak to Taylor students in
the first annual Staley Distinguished Christian
Scholar lecture series. This new series of lectures will
take the place of the spring Spiritual Renewal Week.
Wright spoke on environmental matters ranging
from creation to global climate changes, (by Bryan Smith)
truth
On subjects ranging from Van Halen to Iraq, speakers
from across the nation shared their hearts with Taylor
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Our VISA Check Card
Looks like a credit card works like a check!
PACESETTER
?BANK=
26 E. Berry Ave • UpSand. N • (765) 998-2731
STORAGEUSA
SELF STORAGE
50% DISCOUNT
1/2 OFF YOUR FIRST MONTH'S RENT
-New Rentals Only
2501 West 2nd
Marion, Indiana 46952
Phone (765) 668-8181
FAX (765) 668-8553
Pam Roberts
Primary Manager
Heather Altic
Assistant Manager
Not Valid with any other offer Subject to unit availability and Storage USA standard rental Agreement
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important
to you
thafs why many of OUT
services have low
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THE UPLAND.
Car Wash
Quite Simply
Taylor University & Upland...
THANKYOU!
Try out the automatic wash today, it's quick, easy, a great value
and a clean vehicle makes you feel great.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
We're right down the street from Taylor University
t RonflU G. VolfD.D.S-
Offering;
Comprehensive Clinical and Radiographic Examinations
Restorative (Fillings)
Orthodontics
Oral Surgery
Periodontal Care
Cosmetic Dentistry (Fillings. Veneers. Bleaching)
TMJ Therapy
Reconstructive (Crown & Bridges)
Prosthetics (Dentures)
Our Pride is in Your Smile
1619 North High Street ^_
Hartford City. IN 47348
Phone: (765) 348-4850 ~ FAX: (765) 348-3991
9 HERFF JONES
Lynn Pickett
sales representative, yearbbok products
Office:
800.484.1782, *5010
765.962.7515
Dedicated To Education
STAR
Financial Hank'
Your local subway store
is located at:
5035 Kaybee Dr.
Marion, IN 46953
at 169 & Hwy 22
Y with/grams
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Upland, Indiana
More Than 100 Flavors
Of Shakes and Sundaes!
www.ivanhoes.com
914 South Main
Upland
998-7261
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Aalbregtse, Alysha 97
Abbott, Julia ' 97
Abbott, Preston 144
Abels, Courtney 139
Abernathy, Lucas 154
Abernathy, Matthew 154
Ackley, April 120
Adair, Noah 144
Adams, Amanda 126
Adams, Jennifer 137
Adams, Katherine 118
Adcock, Allison 134
Addison, Kelli 97
Albanese, Robert 97
Albert, Scott 97
Albertson, Andrew 141
Alexander, Catherine 97
Alexander, Philip 155
Algorri, Rachel 120
Allen, Stacy 137
Allison, David 97
Allison, Molly 97
Allison, Tara 1 25
Almond, John 150
Alspaugh, Matthew 131
Alspaugh, Shawn 131
Alsworth, Sonnet 117
Ames, Leslie 137
Amick, Jonathan 150
Ammerman, Kristina 97
Anders, Brian 1 1 5
Anderson, Christopher 97
Anderson, Jason 153
Andre, Annette 124
Andrews, Emily 134
Anger, Daniel 1 53
Ankeny, Susan 133
Ankney, Matthew 148
koun, Lily-Ruth 123
Aquilla, Jason 14, 97
Armbruster, Ashley 139
Arnold, Casey 144
Arnold, Clarke 144
Aronson, Scott 142, 186
Arthur, Lacey 130
Ashoff, Adam 14, 154
Askins, Luke 142
Atkinson, Christopher
Augsburger, Shonda
Aukerman, David
Aulen, Amber
Avers, David
B
Babinec, Alexandra
Baecker, Amy
Baenziger, Sarah
Bailey, Crystal
Bailey, Leann
Bailey, Lindsey
Bailin, Kristel
Baker, Andrew
Baker, Heather
Baker, Jennifer
Baker, Kimberly
Bakker, Jared
Baldwin, Bethany
Baldwin, Laura
Ballard, Benjamin
Balsbaugh, Claire
Balslev, Anne
Bamford, Thomas
Banks, Rachel
Barber, Lisa
Barbina, Alisha
Barcalow, Micah
Barnes, Andrew
Barnes, Eric
Barnes, Heather
Barnes, Robert
Barnes, Shannon
Barnett, Brenton
Barr, Rachel
Barreras, Christina
Barrett, Jeffrey
Barrett, Julie
Barrett, Peter
Barry, Christopher
Barth, Lauren
Barve, Kimberley
Bayes, Laura
Bayes, Pamela
Beadner, Aaron
Beard, Lindsey
Beebe, Susan
32,
10,
97,
118,
154 Becker, Adam 6 27 155
97 Becker, Nathan 10, 18, 144
131 Becker, Stephen 18, 144
97 Beesley, Kimberly 97
152 Befus, Leana 118
Beitzel, Kelly 138
Belgiano, Justin 97
138 Bell, Jessica 136
136 Bellito, Matthew 97, 144
118 Bennett, Adam 97, 151
124 Beno, Susan 123
137 Benteman, Joshua 141
137 Bentson, Scott 97
134 Bergens, Lucinda 63, 138
116 Bergman, Ryan 153
130 Bergstrom, Bethany 139
121 Berlin, Brady 140
97 Bernhardt, Natalie 97
141 Bicksler, Abram 153
97 Biederman, Kevin 97
137 Biederman, Kurt 140
97 Bierdeman, Chris 19
118 Bierdeman, Katherine 89, 137
127 Bierlein, Andrew 39, 97, 131
141 Biles, Paul 97, 152
123 Bixel, Anna 132
46 Bjorndal, Lori 136
118 Black, Autumn 117
148 Blackburn, Christopher 140
152 Blackford, Martha 122
97 Blackford, Scott 168
208 Blair, Derek 116
144 Bland, Eric 144
97 Blandin, Matthew 97, 149
115 Blanton, Shannon 129
122 Blease, William 141
139 Bleinroth, Sylvia 117
131 Bley, Robert 97, 116
132 Block, Joshua 115
149 Blomgren, David 144
131 Bloss, Aaron 144
135 Bloss, Rhonda 134
139 Blosser, Jeffrey 142
97 Bohm, Megan 63, 97
135 Bolhuis, Mary 139
151 Bolin, Jennifer 117
123 Boling, Matthew 140
97 Bollinger, Michael 148
Admissions Interns Admissions Office Assistants Admissions Student Statf Career Planning Assistants
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Bollman, Bradley
Bolton, Brent
Bolton, Heidi
Bond, Rachel
Borgwardt, Sarah
Boring, Sarah
Boronow, Russell
Borowicz, David
Borrego, Paul
Bottiggi, Kara
Bottum, Angela
Boutwell, Jeff
Bowers, Kelli
Bowman, Austin
Boxell, Joshua
Boyd, Abigail
Bover, Ashley
Bradford, David
Bradford, Leslie
Bradish, Jordan
Bradstreet, Charlotte
Bragg, Nicole
Braham, Matthew
Brandenberger, Matthew
Brandenberger, Suzanne
Brate, Michelle
Brauchler, Amber
Bray, Russell
Briggs, Andrew
Briggs, Erin
Briggs, James
Briner, Elizabeth
Broadfoot, Lindsav
Broberg, Cynthia
Brockway, Melissa
Brodbeck, Kurt
Brooks, Adrienne
Brooks, Elissa
Brooks, Jodi
Broucek, Andrew
Brown, Aaron
Brown, Alyssa
Brown, Amanda
Brown, Benjamin
Brown, Christianna
Brown, Emilv
Brown, Heather
Brown, Joshua
Brown, Meredith
Brown, Stephen
Broyles, Melanie
Bruenjes, Erica
Brumbaugh, Melanie
Bryant, Andrew
Bryant, Robert
Bryson, Joshua
Bubar, Daniel
11
97,
152
97
97
97
133
97
155
150
131
137
121
,
97
185
149
147
146
135
1 16
146, 208
148
1 17
97
141
97
133
126
132
152
140
139
97, 153
139
130
98
146
144
98
126
98
142
149
1 22
98
140
127
130
1 22
98
1 18
141
1 18
63
129
144
115
149
153
23,
98.
Buda, Holly
Burcham, Michael
Burge, Ashley
Burgess, Andrew
Burghardt, Jody
Burket, Laura
Burkett, Laura
Burkhart, Katherine
Burkholder, Andrew
Burnfield, Allison
Burns, Brian
Burrus, Martha
Burt, Michael
Burtness, Rebekah
Butler, Deborah
Bvars, Natasha
Bvers, Elizabeth
Cabezas, Andres
Cahill, Kathleen
Caine, Emily
Calderwood, Joan
Campbell, Amanda
Campbell, Angela
Campbell, Jennifer
Campbell, Joanna
Canida, Benjamin
Cardy, Elizabeth
Carl, Brandon
Carlev, Jamie
Carlson, Bridget
Carlson, Heather
Carpenter, Callie
Carr, Douglas
Carretta, Jammie
Cart, Amber
Cart, Bethany
Cates, Stephanie
Catron, Anne
Catt, Michelle
Celedon, Celene
Cerf, Kelly
Chabot, Adrien
Chacko, Benjamin
Chalfant, Emily
Chambers, Megan
Chandler, Thomas
Channing, Leigh Ann
Chapin, Matthew
Chapman, Joshua
Chapman, Paige
Charles, Melody
Chase, Geoffrey
Chase, Heather
Chase, Matthew
Chastain, Katie
146.
98
152
136
150
123
98
36
.191
144
98
141
125
154
57, 136
1 17
138
130
134
130
98
91
133
38, 98
133
98
98
132
98
133
140
129
173
129
124
131
133
139
98
124
120
134
146
126
1 15
15423,
125
98
128
141
140
133
136
140
98
98
121
Chaudoin, Christopher
Cheek, Jared
Chen, Jen-Hao
Cherry, Lucas
Childs, C. Andrew
Childs, Craig
Chism, Elizabeth
Chivington, Carrie
Chivington, Ryan
Choi, Sung Yeon
Clark, James
Clark, John
Clark, Megan
Clark, Natalya
Clark, Nate
Clark, Rachel
Clark, Sarah
Claybrook, Billy
Clifton, Jebediah
Cline, Jaclvn
Clough, Virginia
Clough, William
Coaster, Scott
Coddington, Joy
Coffey, Faye
Coggins, Comfort
Cole, Alexis
Cole, Josh
Collev, Sarah
Compton, Christina
Conley, Seth
Conn, Kristin
Connolly, Peter
Connor, Mary
Conrad, David
Conroy, Courtney
Constable, Timothy
Cook, Andrew
Cook, Erika
Coons, David
Cooper, Andrew
Cooper, Aubrey
Cooper, Bobbe
Cooper, Joshua
Cooper, Julie
Cooper, Michelle
Coronado, Katherine
Corrente, Michael
Corwin, Christopher
Cosby, Jeremy
Cosgrove, Kirsten
Cosgrove, Preston
Cosgrove, Robert
Cotant, Andrew
Cotant, Jessica
Courier, Jason
Courtney, Matthew
139
144
149
98
150
116
1 15
132
137
144
123
148
98
122
98
150
98
163
98
142
120
139
98
144
139
138
139
117
162
132
130
88
124
142
118
152
14, 121
98
98, 1 16
1 18
150
47, 116
137
146
144
1
~>-
98,
144
140
152
98
153
153
98
132
155
98
CREW Student Ambassadors Visitation Assistants Telecounselors
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Coutant, Ashlev
Cowgur, Matthew
Cox, Abby
Craig, Russell
Crane, Pamela
Cressman, Joseph
Croft, Any
Cross, Nicholas
Cross, Whitney
Crowe, Andrew
Cruse, Jonathan
Cruse, Matthew
Cuellar, Cesar
Cullen, Amanda
Cullen, Emily
Culley, David
Culp, Sarah
Cumings, Anne
Cummings, Sara
Cunningham, Kendra
Cunningham, William
Cupp, Amanda
Curtis, Courtney
Cussen, Jason
Cvzewski, Edward
D
D'Agostino, Lisa
Dale, Jonathan
Daly, Ethan
Darrow, Ramon
Davies, Elizabeth
Davis, Abby
Davis, Adam
Davis, Andrew
Davis, Joseph
Davis, Kathryn
Davis, Lindsav
Davis, Stuart
Deal, Christel
Dean, Benjamin
Debbink, Peter
De Blander, Erin
Dedrick, Jessica
DeHaan, Rachel
DeKorne, Audra
DeKorne, Mark
Dekruyter, Jeffrey
Deleveaux, Yolanda
Della-Croce, Mark
DeLong, Noah
Delp, Jenna
DeMik, Elizabeth
Denison, Rebekah
Denlinger, Courtney
Dennis, Joshua
DePlantv, Gabrielle
17 DeRegibus, Shenandoah 122 Engstrom, Megan 117
24, 141 DeRosa, Bethany 138 Enyeart, Heather 100
134 Detweiler, Sarah 100 Epple, Nathan 147
115 Dewit, Jennifer 100 Erb, Anisa 135
130 DeWit, Julie 117 Ercegovac, Sinisa 131
115 Dexheimer, LeighAnn 100 Erickson, Jaillene 100
98 Di Santo, Dana 137 Erickson, Paul 152
154 Dickinson, Joshua 154 Erickson, Sara 137
98 Diehl, Aaron 115 Erickson, Sarah 146
116 Diffin, Erin 138 Esbeck, Jesse 148
148 Docter, Matthew 17, 23, 154 Esclamado, Elizabeth 100
149 Dolson, Christopher 155 Eskew, Sarah 146
148 Dominguez, Jonathan 115 Essenburg, Benjamin 100, 116
98 Domsten, Melanie 63, 134 Essig, Danielle 100
136 Doot, Elisabeth 134 Evans, Davis 100
142 Dowd, Carrie-Jo 136 Ewbank, Brian 116
98 Doyel, Charles 152
F98 Drew, Kimberlv 100
118 Drew, Rvan 100 Fahner, Darvl 131
31, 139 Dubev, Laura 138 Fall, Jonathan 177, 150
140 Dufendach, Kyle 155 Farray, Emily 100, 124
133 Duke, Aaron 141 Fauble, Christopher 147
123 Dunbar, Jean 135 Fay, Nicholas 150
98, 1 15 Duncan, Beth 130 Feenstra, Katie 133
98, 151 Duncan, Jonathan 100, 151 Feldmann, Mark 100
Duncan, Rebecca 125 Felger, Jacob 148
Dunckel, Anthony 155 Felix, Hannah 23, 135
127 Dunham, Jessica 122 Felix, Sarah 100
149 Dunmire, Elizabeth 129 Fenlason, Lindy 100, 146
140 Durtsche, Karin 100 Fennig, Adam 100, 153
144 Dutcher, Danielle 134 Fennig, Andrew 72, 1 55
31, 117 Dve, Leslie 124 Fennig, Christopher 100, 15 1
98 Dvlhoff, Jonathan 150 Ferguson, Kate 129
98 Dvs, Jeremiah 100 Fernandez, Lazaro 149
98 E Ferwerda, Jodi 136131 Fetchero, Shelley 125
126 Eastburn, Jeremy 148 Fether, Joel 148
130 Easterhaus, Christin 126 Fielden, Hannah 12, 138
98 Easterly, Theodore 142 Finley, Spencer 147
122 Edmonds, Amy 117 Fisher, Aurelia 146
148 Edwards, Christine 136 Fisher, Shane 144
148 Eernisse, Caleb 149 Flanagan, Matthew 155
100 Ehresman, Lucas 116 Flanagan, Patrick 1 53
136 Ehresman, Nathaniel 116 Flanarv, Seth 141
133 Eib, Laura 100 Flanigan, Andrew 149
134 Eisinger, Daniel 148 Flick, Carolyn 100
149 Eitmontas, Taryn 123 Fliehler, Rebecca 146
100 Elder, Courtney 132 Flink, Michael 148
100 Elisapana, Kenneth 131 Flossie, Adam 142
00, 116 Elliott, Jennifer 117 Flossie, Benjamin 142
147 Elliott, Laura 121 Fongers, Jason 150
138 Ellis, Earl 155 Foote, Jeremiah 149
137 Ellis, Natalie 100, 120 Foote, Jill 118
118 Elwell, Nathan 142 Forbes, Katherine 100
132 Enarson, Daniel 141 Ford, Daniel 141
155 Engelbert, Emily 100, 126 Forrester, Polly 128
125 English, Wesley 147 Fosnaugh, Jennifer 100, i r
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Foster, Allison 136
Foster, Jonathan 142
Fountain, Richard 116
Fowles, James 140
Fox, Robert 100, 142
France, Caleb 115
Frazier, Tristan 148
Frederick, Amv 138
Freeman, Christopher 131
Freeman, Sarah 100
Freemyer, Josiah 142
Frey, Stephen 148
Friedberg, Benjamin 141
Friz, Aimee 117
Frv, Mary 127
Fuller, Stacey 128
Funderburg, Ryan 150
Fuoss, Heidi 63, 126
Furgeson, Rebekah 139
Futrell, Janessa 130
G
Gabrielsen, Whitney 136
Gaines, Andrew 144
Gall, Daniel 147
Gallagher, Anne 100
Gann, April 100
Gardner, Ingeborg 139
Garmers, Megan 100, 139, 204, 205
Garrison, Dustin 155
Garvin, Lesley 129
Gast, Timothv 150
Gatis, Alexandrea 122
Gavette, Steven 100, 142
Gee, Adam 100, 115
George, Rebecca 134
Georgopulos, George 140
Gerhart, Daniel 131
Gerig, Brent 131
Getz, Kevin 149
Ghali, Monica 124
Gibson, Matthew 100
Giegler, Erica 100
Gill, Allison 121
Gillespie, Elizabeth 123
Gillespie, Heather 121
Gilliland-House, Megan 118
Gividen, Erin 100
Gizzo, Mark 151
Glass, Alexander 150
Glass, Emilv 125
Goad, Joshua 12, 155
Goben, Andrea 100
Goben, Kelly 134
Goddard, Linnea 100
Godfrey, Melissa 132
Goldsbv, Kerstin 136
Gomes, Janelle
Gonzalez, Amanda
Gordon, Angela
Gorevin, Loretta
Goyer, Rachel
Graber, Desiree
Graber, Martina
Graham, Matthew
Granzow, Allison
Grashorn, Eric
Gratson, Marisa
Gratz, Kara
Green, Martha
Green, Michael
Green, Stephen
Green, Summer
Green, Wesley
Green, William
Green, William
Greenhoe, Rebekah
Griffis, Adam
Griffis, Andrew
Grimm, John
Grimstead, Deanna
Grise, Daniel
Griswold, Kathryn
Groote, Brian
Groseclose, Kathryn
Gruber, Stephanie
Gruszka, Elliot
Gruver, Dale
Guinn, Mark
Gullickson, Bethanv
Gustafson, Kathrvn
H/I
Habegger, Brad
Haessler, Erica
Hagar, Carrie
Hahn, Kathryn
Hahnstadt, Carol
Hahnstadt, Peter
Hale, Jennifer
Hale, Tracy
Halgren, Elaine
Halgren, Megan
Hall, David
Hall, Erin
Hamann, Emilv
Hamilton, Samuel
Hamlett, Jessica
Hamlin, Nathaniel
Hammond, Jessica
Hann, Kathrvn
Hanna, Adam
Hanna, Cristina
Hanna, Lucas
19 Harbin, Douglas 142
103 Harbin, Heidi 103
30, 128 Hardin, Timothv 142
118 Hargett, Buddy 141
124 Harris, Jason 144
103 Harrison, Benjamin 153
132 Hart, Christina 103
142 Hartman, Emilv 103
136 Hartman, Samuel 103
88 Hartong, Chervl 103
134 Hartvig, Aric 144
103 Hartzler, Carrie 103
120 Hasbrouck, Rebecca 125
103 Hastings, Amanda 121
153 Hauschildt, Amy 103
137 Hawkins, Sherry 103
148 Hayhurst, Sarah 117
144 Hayworth, Karin 103
148 Hazen, Levi 141
125 Heavev, Erik 142
140 Heavev, Jeremy 142
103 Heck, Peter 103, 154
149 Hedges, Joshua 144
103 Hedrick, John 140
14, 140 Hedrix, Brianna 126
133 Heerdt, Steven 103
140 Heistand, Wesley 140
134 Helderman, Sarah 130
137 Hemphill, Hannah 103
148 Henderson, Brandon 151
03, 116 Henderson, J. 144
70, 140 Henslev, Jeanette 103, 117
130 Hepworth, Rachel 60, 133
126 Hernandez, Sandra 117
Herr, John 155
Herring, Andrea 133
141 Herrmann, Megan 134
133 Herron, Clinton 148
146 Hess, Jennifer 129
117 Hess, Katherine 134
103 Heth, Joseph 155
142 Hicks, Amanda 103
123 Hicks, Katie 123
03, 138 Higlev, David 154
137 Hill, Brian 144
103 Hill, Christopher 103
141 Hill, Emily 146
129 Hill, Sila 133
125 Hilty, Kimberly 128
144 Hinkle, Sarah 31, 136
120 Hlavaty, Matthew 116
131 Hobbs, Katy 139
129 Hobbs, Weslev 140
129 Hocker, Cora 137
1 55 Hodapp, Tara 103
146 Hodge, Bethanv 103
116 Hoeflinffer, Timothv 103
Ilium Staff
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Hoekenga, Nathan
Hoekstra, Allison
Hoffmann, Geoffrey
Hogan, Sean
Holderead, Lisa
Holdman, LeAnne
Hollis, Grant
Holloway, Kelsey
Holman, Megan
Holt, Rachel
Holtje, Melissa
Holzworth, Jaime
Honett, Emily
Hoopingarner, Heidi
Hoover, Julia
Hopp, Tara
Hoppe, Matthew
Horn, Steven
Hornaday, James
Home, Jennifer
Horner, Taylor
Horsey, Jonathan
House, Molly
Howard, Jason
Howard, Jessica
Hruska, Thomas
Hubert, Adam
Hubley, Melissa
Hughes, Justin
Hughes, Virgil
Huitsing, Jessie
Hulfish, Nathan
Hull, Stacy
Hummel, Ruth
Hunholz, Joshua
Hunt, Leigh
Hunt, Matthew
Hunt, Regan
Hunt, Sarah
Hutton, Erin
Hygema, Candice
Hynes, Jennifer
Immordino, James
Irvine, Kimberly
Isacsson, Ivar
Isler, Allison
Iula, David
Iwasko, Jessica
Iackson, Frank
Jackson, Phillip
Jacobson, Daniel
Jacques, Andrew
Jaggers, Heather
James, Ryan
Jasper, Lindsay
63, 153 Jedrzejczyk, Mark
136 Jeffrey, Benjamin
103, 151 Jelich, Krystal
155 Jenkins, David
103 Jennette, Rachel
123 Jensen, Brandi
115 Jensen, Brittany
133 Jensen, Phillip
103 Jergensen, Kristina
133 Johansen, Erik
103 Johnson, Allison
103 Johnson, Brandon
133 Johnson, Dara
137 Johnson, Elizabeth
117 Johnson, Erin
136 Johnson, Greg
142 Johnson, Justin
116 Johnson, Matthew
151 Jones, Alan
117 Jones, Christopher
1 53 Jones, David
151 Jones, Jacob
124 Jones, Jeremy
1 41 Jones, Jeremy
137 Jones, Samuel
1 47 Jones, Stephen
149 Jones, Stephen
1 03 Jones, Twila
116 Jones, Tyson
149 Jonsson, Abigail
I 33 Joyner, Jesse
103, 115 Juncker, Rebecca
103, 121 Jupp, Joel
146
141 IV
137 Kakish, Daniel
144 Kakish, Michael
138 Kallal, Eric
103 Kamps, Jennifer
103 Kanitz, Brooke
136 Kanuchok, Adam
121 Kanuchok, Hannah
141, 172, 186 Kanuchok, Jonathan
120 Kaphaem, Callie
144 Kaspar, David
103 Kaspar, Michael
103, 141 Kasper, Jordan
103 Kaufmann, Katherine
Keffer, Laura
Kehoe, Elizabeth
131 Keller, Andrew
I I 5 Keller, Brian
103, 152 Keller, Elizabeth
104 Keller, Jenna
1 35 Keller, Joseph
14, 152 Kelley, Jessica
126 Kellogg, Sarah
148 Keltner, Rebecca
140 Kemp, Candace
127 Kennedy, Courtney
142 Kenney, Michael
125 Kenny, Lynn
104, 126 Kent, Christopher
135 Kephart, Julie
147 Kerber, Erin
118 Keyes, Lindsay
150 Keyes, Shannon
134 Kier, Krista
149 King, Amy
134 Kinnebrew, Faith
127 Kinnee, Nathan
133 Kirk, Miranda
47 Kiser, Neville
149 Kish, Justin
149 Klaver, Jennifer
116 Klein, Austin
150 Klein, Leah
148 Klein, Timothy
59, 155 Kletzing, David
148 Kline, Kristina
153 Klipp, Steven
104, 153 Kloosterhouse, Kristen
152 Klotz, LoriDawn
154 Klud, Tiffanie
137 Knapp, Karin
144 Knapp, Lauren
134 Knowles, Kirsten
152 Koh, Isaiah
135 Kolb, Jeffrey
140 Kolbe, Ryan
Konkler, Elizabeth
Koons, Timothy
141 Kosinski, Tara
147 Kostaroff, Philip
153 Kostelny, Amber
122 Kragness, Joshua
137 Kreikebaum, Christina
116 Kreis, Emily
117 Kroeze, Jesse
104, 116 Krug, Melissa
28, 125 Kubly, Chadwick
131 Kuch, Gregory
116 Kuiper, Jeremy
115 Kultan, Natissa
120 Kunc, Ryan
135 Kuntz, Joshua
117 Kura, Allison
104 Kurtz, Jonathan
142
134 L
117, 193 Lake, Brvon
151 Lall, Abhineeta
146, 191 Laman, Michael
127 Lambert, Adria
130,
23,
104,
104
104
139
155
130
142
117
128
104
163
104
120
104
151
133
144
149
126
15
130
1 16
141
138
104
134
132
104
104, 120
133
120
61, 141
115
142
146
152
124
150
117
152
120
123
142
121
152
154
141
104
150
104
137
116
149
120
140
139
14,
104.
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Lambert, Kevin
Langdon, Jacquelyn
Laplante, Taylor
Larson, Andrew-
Larson, Annelise
Larson, Dawn
Larson, Jamie
Larson, Jeffrey
Larson, Nell
Lasater, Bethany
Laskowski, Lauren
Laughlin, Matthew
Laughlin, Victoria
Leatherby, Tamara
Leavitt, Ryan
Leckron, Chaz
Lee, Brendan
Lee, John
Leffew, Craig
Lehman, Alicia
Leifheit, Ashley
Leismer, Heidi
Leitzke, Hana
Leiva, Catarine
Lemke, Angelia
Lenz, Carrie
LePage, Jonathan
Lerch, April
Lcrew, Daniel
Lesko, John
Lesner, Heidi
Lesser, Rachel
Lettinga, Matthew-
Levitt, Joshua
Lewchuk, Jennifer
Lewellen, Margaret
Lewis, Craig
Lev, Jeffrey
Lightfoot, Megan
Lile, Jeremv
Liljestrand, Audrey
Lin, Adrian
Linenger, Arvn
Linenger, Ryan
Lipan, Mathew
Liquori, Anthony
Little, Megan
Litwiller, Tiffany
Livingston, Robert
Loerop, Jacklyn
Loftin, Willis
Long, Adam
Long, Gabrielle
Long, Jody
Lopez, Deyanira
Lorimer, Eric
Lorimor, Heather
16.
.04.
148
138
104
141
132
132
130
144
1 22
136
118
104
132
121
142
152
141
154
144
130
118
123
146
146
104
146
134
120
140
140
132
104
171
141
130
132
47
150
1 17
149
104
152
150
104
152
153
138
124
144
117
104
142
135
139
130
140
104
Love, Zachariah
Ludeman, Gwen
Lugbill, Alyssa
Luginbill, Jeffrey
Lund, Ashley
Lura, Kimberlvn
Lusk, Adam
Luthy, Chad
Lutkevich, Julie
Lvnch, Timothv
Lvnds, Allison
104
M
MacFadven, Christina
MacHarg, Katharine
Madden, Jason
Maffev, Alison
Maggard, Kerin
Magnussen, Michael
Mahan, Anne
Maier, Nicholas
Malonev, Brendan
Maloney, Erin
Manganello, Vincent
Mange, Jeremy
Mange, Melissa
Mangurten, Jennifer
Manmektot, Hirut
Mannix, Russell
Mansell, Jennifer
Mansell, Sean
Manthei, Elizabeth
Maple, Jessica
Marcotte, Betsy
Marialke, Rebecca
Marshall, Leah
Martin, Daniel
Martin, Kimberlv
Martin, Kyle
Martin, Rachel
Masek, Melissa
Mason, Molly
Mason, Sarah
Mastroine, Matthew
Matheson, Dan
Mathews, Alison
Mathews, Gregory
Mathis, Robert
Mauk, Jonathan
Maxwell, Clinton
Maxwell, Cortnev
Mav, Heather
Maves, Aaron
McAteer, Joshua
McBride, Michael
McCabe, Karen
McCants, Jessie
73,
140 McCart, Christopher
135 McClanathan, Cathleen
135 McClanathan, Christine
,
131 McClanathan, Peter
104 McClure, Amber
123 McConda, John
144 McConnell, Alicia
155 McCoy, Mark
104 McCoy, Tara
142 McCraw, Ja'Niece
146 McDermid, Scott
McDevitt, Colbv
McGrath, Martha
137 McKinnev, James
132 McLaughlin, Abby
142 McLaughlin, Justin
,
134 McLaughlin, Lauren
128 McNarv, John
154 McPeak, Emilv
146 McPhearson, Joshua
151 McPheron, Leah
154 McRae, Andrew
46 McWhorter, Elizabeth
,
153 Mead, Rachel
131 Meekma, Jennifer
120 Mejeur, Russell
138 Mellema, Steven
129 Meritt, William
151 Merrell, Amy
139 Merrick, James
104 Merrill, Benjamin
104 Merzig, Sarah
1 19 Micheals, Isaac
104 Michels, Joel
136 Michels, Justin
125 Midgette, Jeff
150 Mikolajczvk, James
120 Miles, Jessica
,
104 Miles, John
133 Miller, Benjamin
128 Miller, Craig
1 17 Miller, Dawnielle
133 Miller, Erin
147 Miller, Jeffrey
59 Miller, Kenneth
1 22 Miller, Rodney
104 Miller, Stephanie
116 Miller, Trenton
150 Millington, Janelle
1 16 Mills, Aaron
104 Mills, Jeffrey
139 Miner, Christopher
115 Miner, Joshua
104 Miquel, Mathew
144 Mishler, Caleb
139 Mitchell, Julie
137 Mithamo, Karin
.06,
.06.
66,
.35.
147
146
104
152
135
104
117
142
104
104
104
142
128
151
106
140
1 22
140
136
150
12
_
142
139
129
136
155
115
106
1 22
142
142
125
1 15
147
115
154
142
121
140
142
155
1 22
106
106
144
155
46
144
106
155
154
1 15
131
208
1 15
1 19
Spectrum Symphonic Band Tavlor Sounds Taylor Christian Artists
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Mitzel, Christina 136
Moen, Whitney 122
Moir, Zachary 131
Molineux, John 152
Mong, Rebecca 122
Montgomery, Courtney 136
Montoya, Leandro 151
Moody, Deborah 139
Moody, Jennifer 117
Moore, Bethanie 134
Moore, G. Kellen 144
Moore, Michael 150
Moorman, Damon 148
Mora, Mary 121
Morelock, Thomas 115
Moriarty, Brian 147
Morley, Anders 106, 149
Morrow, Heather 133
Morton, Bethany 127
Moscioni, Emily 124
Mosely, Sarah 136
Moser, David 144
Moser, Travis 152
Mostad, Daniel 142
Movido, Timothy 14, 153
Mover, Sean 92, 93
Mueller, Brent 155
Mulford, Laura 132
Munz, Brian 25
Murray, Cvnthia 146
Murray, William 141
Musk, Dinty 106
Musters, Adam 142
N
Nalywaiko, Jill 124
Nam, Seung-A 135
Neely, Michael David 144
Neier, Ashlee 133
Neier, Rachael 106
Nelson, Jeffrey 151
Nelson, Kiersten 1 19
Nelson, Sarah 106, 119
Neuenschwander, Benjamin 142
Neuenschwander, Cory 149
Neuhaus, Cheryl 106
Newby, Samuel 131
Newhouse, Jabin 142, 170
Newman, E. Carson 146
Newton, Joel 154
Newton, Laura 106
Neyland, Kathryn 137
Nicley, Wes 154
Niffin, David 149
Nishida, Jared 142
Nor, Julie 106
Norris, Jen 35, 106
Nothum, Steven
Nowlen, Sherian
Noyes, Michelle
Nurmi, Sarah
Nussbaum, John
Nuznov, Tonya
Nyberg, Eric
o
Oakley, Kevin
Oates, Katherine
Odle, Brooks
Oehrig, Jacob
Oehrig, Rebecca
Ogline, Jill
Olson, Eric
Olson, Josh
O'Kane, jason
O'Neal, Travis
O'Neill, David
Onorio, Perry
Oquist, Katherine
Oquist, Matthew
ORourke, Justin
Ortiz, Yashira
Ostan, Christina
Ostrander, James
Ott, Griffin
Ott, Ryan
Ott, Sara
Otten, Jamie
Otten, Jeremy
Overton, Kenneth
Ozinga, Rebecca
Paasonen, John
Painter, Rebecca
Pak, Jennifer
Palm, Melissa
Palmer, Christopher
Palmiter, Eric
Pangborn, Katie
Parker, Angela
Parker, Christopher
Parker, Kirstie
Parker, Lindsay
Parks, Gina
Parrish, Anna
Parrish, Jacob
Pashley, Jenna
Patterson, James
Patty, Amanda
Paull, Michael
Paulson, Mark
Peckenpaugh, Kathryn
Peebles, John
150 Pegg, Aaron
119 Peifer, Kerry
134 Peil, Jessica
139 Pellerin, Isaac
115 Penner, Karen
139 Perkins, David
152 Perkins, Kristin
Perkins, Laura
Peters, Brian
140 Peters, Courtney
12, 136 Peters, Joshua
144 Peters, Shaun
25, 155 Petersohn, David
126 Peterson, Hannah
106 Peterson, Lynnette
106 Peterson, Ryan
78, 106 Peto, Stephanie
106 Pfeil, Efraim
150 Phelps, Karen
141 Phillips, Andrew
140 Phillips, Cara
132 Phillips, Leandra
106 Phillips, Sarah
131 Pierce, Christine
119 Pietrini, Nathan
146 Pignotti, Anthony
106, 155 Pinegar, Alexander
152 Pizzi, Allison
148 Plass, Rebekah
135 Platek, Jennifer
106 Pletcher, David
149 Plumb, Chelsea
106 Pobanz, John
127 Poff, Sarah
Poorman, Matthew
Poorman, Michael
106 Pope, Katie
135 Pope, Sarah
122 Poppe, Naomi
136 Poppen, Jennie
149 Poppen, Julia
150 Post, Adeline
124 Postma, Annemarie
137 Potter, Sarah
144 Powell, Byron
106 Powell, Noel
124 Prentice, Matthew
129 Price, Emily
119 Price, Norman
154 Price, Steven
14, 117 Protasewich, Kerne
144 Proto, Kathryn
106, 208 Pruitt, Jonathan
106, 153 Puckett, Brooke
155 Pudaite, Gloria
119 Pudaite, Gloria
153
78,
M
(06,
116, 200.
14.
14,
106,
106,
11,
60
144
119
120
131
137
106
132
128
148
120
151
141
150
132
122
149
106
106
128
144
146
126
106
106
141
140
142
127
106
106
201
128
140
106
141
141
127
135
146
106
1 17
1 17
134
106
149
144
142
137
144
144
123
135
152
119
120
61
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Qualey, Angela 129
Quick, Allison 135
R
Ramsland, Jason 148
Randel, Noel 106
Ranfeld, Benjamin 141
Rapley, Paul 141
Rash, Seth 152
Rattray, Heather 109
Ray, Elizabeth 76, 125
Raymond, Chad 140
Rea, Andrea 134
Read, Jennifer 127
Reddy, Jeremy 109
Rediger, April 109
Reed, Benjamin 141, 208
Reed, Kristy 109
Reese, Jeffrey 141
Reeve, Jonathan 141
Reimer, Luke 153
Reiter, Robert 140
Renich, Michelle 127
Renner, Ryan 18, 1 16
Reppart, Kurt 152
Rice, Abigail 137, 208
Rice, Jeb 109, 152
Richmond, Emily 35, 136
Ricks, Brock 154
Ridenour, Deborah 123
Rieger, Cortney 137
Rifka, Christina 136
Rifka, Danielle 139
Rinn, David 109
Ritchie, Joshua 155
Ritter, Megan 127
Rivera, Michael 12, 152
Robbins, Arthur Cliff 109
Roberts, Jeremy 109, 168
Roberts, Sharon 78, 109
Robertson, Colin 109, 142
Robertson, Melissa 109
Robinson, Kirk 109, 149
Rocke, Benjamin 147
Rocke, Daniel 109, 164
Rodeheaver, Joel 148
Rodriguez, Humberto 141
Rodriguez, Jonathan 131
Roe, Erik 144
Roeber, Matthew 1 16
Roeth, Justin 144
Rogers, Christie 117
Ri igcrs. Heal her 109, 179
Rogers, Jennifer 1 17
Rogers, Justin 1 16
Rogers, Stephanie 136, 191
Rop, Gabriel 140
Romine, Karissa 109
Rosencrance, Rachel 1 19
Rosenow, Danielle 122
Rosenow, Donald 109
Rosenwinkel, Laura 109, 125
Rousopoulos, Steven 142
Rowland, Patrick 142
Rubel, Julie 132
Ruberg, Joy 127
Ruehlman, Laura 132
Rugema, Ivan 153
Rugema, Joshua 153
Rukes, Leah 109
Rumsev, Rebecca 138
Rundus, Abbi 125
Rundus, Andrew 144
Runyan, Justin 141
Runyon, Bryce 144
Runyon, Nicholas 144
Rupp, Jonathan 142
Rupp, Jonathan 151, 178
Rupp, Kristin 35, 136
Rupp, Mindy 134
Rupp, Ryan 150
Rush, Amber 1 19
Russell, Bradley 13, 148
Russell, Corey 14
Russell, Jeremy 17, 154
Rust, Derek 109, 1 15
Salisbury, Robert
Salladay, Margaret
Salsbery, Kevin
Sams, Aaron
Sanjaime, Sheila
Santos, Joy
Satterblom, Kyle
Satterblom, Nicholas
Savidge, Nathaniel
Savior, Megan
Savior, Melissa
Schaffer, Amanda
Schea, Jeremy
Scheiber, Justin
Schepperley, Mark
Schley, Carolyn
Schley, Samantha
Schmidt, Dory
Schneeweiss, Erica
Schrader, Trenton
Schoolcraft, Sarah
Schreiner, Aaron
Schreiner, Abigail
39.
144,
150
109
109
153
133
1 22
141
141
109
134
134
192
151
147
208
132
11)9
124
109
1 16
109
15 1
124
Schrock, Mandi
Schroeder, Lynn
Schrover, Kathryn
Schubert, David
Schueler, Michael
Schuetz, Stephanie
Schultz, Amy
Schultz, Nathaniel
Schulz, Nicole
Schupra, Brooke
Schurch, Dorothy
Schutt, Noel
Schwab, Christopher
Schwarz, Kurtis
Schweiss, Alison
Scott, Hilary
Scott, Matthew
Seah, Christopher
Sechrist, Kristi
Secttor, Sara
See, Courtney
Seifert, Kara
Self, Charles
Sellers, Ryan
Senti, Rachel
Seppanen, Hannah
Sessoms, Michelle
Severns, Matthew
Severns, Sarah
Shafer, Andrew
Sharon, Roberts
Shauck, Megan
Shedd, Kathryn
Shedd, Sarah
Shedd, Tyler
Shenk, Deborah
Shibuya, Ami
Shilling, Brianne
Shipman, Talitha
Shireman, Jacqueline
Shivelv, Christopher
Shortenhaus, James
Shortenhaus, James
Shrieve, Christv
Shrock, Marissa
Shulze, Stephen
Shumaker, Kimberly
Shumaker, Todd
Sickinger, James
Siefert, Tobin
Sievert, Lynn
Simmon, Bryan
Simms, Christina
Simon, Janet
Simons, Andrew
Singleton, Gregory
Siwv, Meredith
109,
79,
127
109
128
144
63, 153
133
109
142
89, 119, 208
132
129
154
147
141
109
.
123
141
109, 115
125
138
119
109
142
141
122
128
130
155
136
150
78
109
137
137
109
109
61, 137
109
146
133
13, 148
140
71
119
127
116
109
150
141
115
192
116
124
139
153
144
124
132.
109.
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Sjostrom, Emily 134
Skinner, Laura 109, 146
Skinner, Sarah 146
Skorburg, Christine 109
Skorburg, Kathleen 146
Slusher, Lezlie 129
Small, Aynslev 120
Smekens, Chad 149
Smith, Anna 119
Smith, Bryan 141
Smith, Chandra 109
Smith, Gregory 142
Smith, Hannah 121
Smith, Jennifer 127, 208
Smith, Joel 148
Smith, Lauren 130
Smith, Robert 141
Smucker, Rvan 141
Smvth, Lindsev 127
Snow, Mary 132
Sommer, Lanette 117
Songer, Loralee 124
Sonnenberg, Sommer 136
Sparks, Adam 144
Sparks, Connie 122
Sparks, Kevin 144
Sparks, Ryan 142
Spaulding, Eric 144
Spenn, Jonathan 155
Spinelli, Michael 110, 152
Spoelman, Abbigavle 109
Sprunger, Lana 117
Staffin, Karin 109
Stahr, Steven 37, 1 10, 155
Stalcup, Mark 110, 153
Staley, Joshua 141
Stamoolis, Joshua 152
Stanfield, foal 144
Stanley, Adam 151
Stanley, Catherine 121
Stanley, David 142
Stapp, Hilary 130
Stargel, Jennifer 135
Stark, Cara 123
Stavis, Nicole 110
Steever, Lucas 142
Steever, Zachary 142
Steider, Kathryn 146
Steinbacher, Christine 122
Steiner, Jeffrey 111)
Steiner, Susan 122
Stembel, James 141
Stephens, Crissa 134
Stephens, Heather 110
Stephens, Matthew 1 10
Sterling, Christine 110, 137
Sterling, Kristy 1 10
Sterner, Julie 110, 117
Stevens, Heather 133
Stevens, Heidi 133
Stevens, Rebecca 139
Stevenson, Andrew 155
Stevenson, Meghan 110
Stewart, Brooke 133
Stirdivant, Katherine 126
Stiver, Sarah 133
Stohrer, Andrew 144
Stoller, Renee 139
Stonecipher, Daniel 140
Stonecipher, Shelley 110
Stouder, Jaime 1 1 7
Stratton, Rebekah 110
Stuckey, Rachel 126
Stultz, James 151
Stutzman, Desiree 135
Su, Nathaniel 144
Sullivan, Clinton 141
Surguine, Christopher 141
Suriano, Bethany 138
Svensen, Timothy 116
Swart, Betsy 126
Swartzendruber, Angela 110
Sweeney, Shannon 121
Swinburne, Carrie 125
Swinger, Heather 119
Swiontek, Christopher 116
Ireland Lighthouse
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61.
110,
14,
110,
Tabor, Jonathan
Taglia, Anthony
Takarabe, Ayumi
Tan, Darryl
Tatone, Stephanie
Taylor, Bethany
Taylor, Christina
Taylor, Christopher
Taylor, Corinne
Taylor, Courtney
Taylor, Daniel
Taylor, Daniel
Taylor, Geoffrey
Taylor, Jennifer
Taylor, Justin
Taylor, Keva
Taylor, LaTonya
Taylor, Lindsev
Taylor, Molly
Taylor, Rebekah 119,
Telman, Justin
Terpstra, Brian
Terry, Jill
Thatcher, Adam 115,
Thies, Michael
Thomas, Barrett
110
142
125
147
132
146
123
147
122
110
116
148
142
110
141
119
111)
12')
126
191
144
116
110
193
1 15
144
Thomas, Lindsay
Thomason, Matthew
Thompson, Daniel
Thompson, Jared
Thompson, Jessica
Thompson, Jessica
Thompson, Matthew
Thornburgh, Brandy
Throneburg, Marcus
Thrush, Serena
Thrush, Sheryl
Tigert, Matthew
Tilton, Anne
Timbie, Andrew
Timbie, Monica
Timblin, Leroy
Timm, Jacqueline
Titus, Melissa
Tjepkes, Cheryl
Toher, Catherine
Tompkins, Robert
Top, Joel
Townsend, Sarah
Toy, Michelle
Traylor, Matthew
Trego, Rebecca
Trevarrow, Devon
Truelsen, Anna
Trump, Deanna
Tsai, Jeffrey
Tucker, Nathan
Tucker, Rachel
Turner, David
Turner, Jessaca
Turner, Katharvn
Turner, Kylee
Turner, Talia
Turnow, Elizabeth
Tyree, Jonathan
u
Umplebv, Shaenna
Unger, Stacie
V
Valencia, Kristina
Valiulis, Stanley
Van Alstine, Anthony
Van Arendonk, Alena
Van Buren, Erin
Van Conant, Adam
Van Drunen, Ethan
Van Houten, Susan
Van Wingerden, Jessica
Vander Meer, Joshua
Vanderwalker, Joshua
Vanderwilt, Emily
136
142
141
152
122
136
116
123
144
119
110
150
136
151
139
148
110
121
89, 130
120
131
110
138
135
140
136
1 10
110
123
141
1 10
139
142
134
117
127
128
137
155
L3Z
133
"1
!42.
142,
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146
144
141
117
126
142
185
1 10
110
148
185
110
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VanderWoude, Lindsey
VanHarn, Leigh
VanHill, Chad
Vannoy, Krista
VanRyn, Kenneth
VanWingerden, Jessica
Vaughan, Laura
Veen, Brian
Veen, Deborah
Veen, Paul
Vega, William
Venman, Ryan
Venti, Corey
Venti, Erin
Vergara, Brenda
Vertanen, Jonathan
Vida, Joshua
Vinson, Jamie
Vizcaino, fulia
Von Tobel, Peter
Voss, David
Voss, Mark
w
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
Wa
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
We
chtmann, John
gner, Paul
hi, Katrina
lker, Danielle
lker, Jenelle
llace, Daniel
llace, Joseph
lsh, Barry
Iter, Jeffrey
Iter, Timothy
Iters, Jennifer
lton, Jeffrey
naselja, Julia
rden, Sarah
idle, Stephen
rner, Allison
tson, Jonathan
ye, Laurie
aver, Ashley
bb, Jonathan
bb, Latoya
ber, David
ber, Holly
dan, Karen
inacht, Joel
ir, David
isenburger
lsh, Isaac
lty, Kevin
rning, Bethany
oel
0, 201 Westerfield, Joshua 16 155
120 Weston, Kimberly 127
141 Wever, Christina 133
129 Whattoff, Natalie 121
150 Wheeler, Dennis 17, 154
126 Wheeler, Joseph 144
127 Wheeler, Rachel 133
131 Whitaker, Hilary 128
1 K) White, Grace 137
147 White, Melissa 120
142 Whitney, David 153
142 Whittington, David 1 16
128 Wickstra, Benjamin 1 15
120 Wiegers, Elizabeth 138
138 Wiens, Aaron 141
147 Wierengo, Christina 113
1 10 Wilhelmi, Joseph 141
146 Wilkins, Andrew 141
146 Wilkins, Mark 155
1 10 Willhoite, Sarah 120
152 Williams, Jared 141
142 Williams, Jeremy 144
Williams, Stephen 1 16
Williamson, Aaron 151
153 Williamson, Katherine 129
142 Willman, Heather 129
126 Wilson, Emily 124
17,138 Wilson, Joshua 141
137 Wilson, Joshua 144
1 10 Wilson, Seth 1 15
144 Wilson, Timothy 141
152 Wind, Sarah 1 19
150 Winfrey, Sarah 121
0, 141 Winner, William 131
1 10 Wiseheart, Virginia 120
155 Witmer, Adam 4, 39, 1 13
139 Wittig, John 17
1 10 Wolf, Timothy 141
1 10 Wolfe, Amber 138
121 Wolgemuth, Andrew 149
2, 185 Wonn, Eric 113
134 Wood, Jennifer 1 13, 125
132 Wood, Martha 1 13, 146
142 Woodring, Mark 1 13, 147
135 Woodrum, Melissa 129
142 Woodrum, Tara 146
1 10 Woods, Amanda 119
124 Woods, Joshua 1 13, 151
147 Woodward, Justin 1 13, 154
1 10 Woolmington, Rebecca 123
144 Wright, Molly 17, 57, 134
1 10
153
1 22
Wyatt, Shannon 129
Yates, Marie
Yatooma, Christopher
Yatooma, Gregory
Yoder, Amber
Yoder, Anica
Yordy, Kelli
Young, Amanda
Young, Amy
Young, David
Young, Kellie
Young, Mindelynn
Zacharias, Nathan
Zagorski, Amanda
Zeeb, Matthew
Zender, Sara
Zimmerman, Eric
Zimmerman, Joseph
Zimmerman, Joshua
Zimmerman, Troy
Zondervan, Peter
Zuhlke, Carrie
Zulauf, Amanda
Zurcher, Jonathan
136
151
72, 149^
149
129
113, 152
14,15, 71,
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Worship Planning Assistants
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nThe 2000 Ilium, Volume 103, was created by a student staff at Taylor University and
published by Herff Jones of Marcel ine, Mo. The editorial advisors were Pam Parry and
Abigail Johnson. The publishing consultant was Lynn Pickett. The Ilium was distributed
to the 2000-2001 students for a fee that was included in the fall semster tuition cost.
Press run was 1,700.
Cover: "Illuminate" is debossed in Garamond. The cover color is black and the font
color is black.
Photography: Photographs were processed by Ilium photographers Jenni Smith, Ben
Reed and Courtney Conroy and Jack's Camera Shop in Muncie, Ind. Portrait shots were
taken by Jim McAdams ofMJM Photography, Greentown, Ind.
Copy: Body copy is 12-point Garamond. Captions are in 10-point Garamond. Bylines
are in 12-point Garamond. Photo captions are in 10-point italic Garamond.
Section Dividers: Bible verses are from the New International Version, copyright
Zondervan Publishing. Section divider photographs were taken by Ben Reed.
People: Title headings are in Garamond.
Portraits: Title headings are in Garamond.
Sports: Title headings are in Garamond.
Issues: Title headings are in Garamond.
Organizations: Title headings are in 14-point Garamond.
Production: The Ilium was produced on PCs with QuarkXPress 4.1 software.
The Ilium has been the official yearbook of Taylor University for 37 years. Additional
copies are available for $35 per copy. All inquiries should be addressed to: The Ilium,
236 W. Reade Ave., Upland, IN, 46989-1001, (765) 998-5349.

